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Rory Wilfrid Spanton — Testing Single-System
and Dual-Process Accounts of Explicit and Im-
plicit Memory

While some expressions of memory are accompanied by conscious awareness, others do not elicit

this awareness yet still impact task performance. Theorists have long questioned whether these

explicit and implicit forms of memory are governed by separate cognitive systems or a single

system. There is much behavioural evidence for multiple-systems and dual-process accounts,

mainly focusing on studies of recognition memory and long-term repetition priming. However,

experimental results and mathematical modelling have shown the ability of a single-system account

to explain the relationship between various forms of explicit and implicit memory. This thesis

uses behavioural experiments and mathematical modelling to further investigate the predictions of

single-system and dual-process accounts of explicit and implicit memory. Chapter 2 investigates

the effect of response speeding in recognition and priming tasks, identifying model-based predic-

tions prompted by this manipulation. Chapter 3 examines the effects of encoding variability on

recognition memory, before extending this manipulation to priming to again investigate opposing

predictions from single-system and dual-process models. Chapter 4 takes a different approach and

investigates the relationship between cued recall and implicit memory in behavioural experiments,

with and without the inclusion of a recognition task. Finally, Chapter 5 examines the relationship

between free recall and implicit memory in three further experiments. The results of this thesis show

that while models of recognition and priming make opposing predictions about the relationship

between explicit and implicit memory, these predictions are often hard to test in practice. However,

Chapter 4 confirms the relationship between cued recall and priming. Chapter 5 provides evidence

v



for a similar relationship between free recall and priming. Both of these results align with a

single-system view over a strict dual-process (and strict multiple-systems) account. With further

experimentation, these results may inform future model development and the understanding of the

fundamental relationships between explicit and implicit memory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human memory manifests itself in many ways. Since the advent of cognitive psychology, theorists

have attempted to draw distinctions between different expressions of memory (for review, see

Squire & Dede, 2015). Later, neuropsychological evidence led researchers to hypothesise the

existence of two functionally and neurally distinct explicit and implicit memory systems (Gabrieli,

1998; Squire & Dede, 2015). There is some variation in the way these terms are used in the memory

literature. Explicit memory can refer to memory that is accompanied by a conscious awareness

of remembering, whereas implicit memory is expressed indirectly, often outside of a participant’s

awareness. For example, long-term repetition priming (henceforth, priming), in which measures

of identification, production, or detection are improved after previous exposure to an item, is one

expression of implicit memory. Explicit and implicit memory can also refer to different classes

of memory tasks on the basis of the level of conscious awareness they elicit in the participant

(Roediger & McDermott, 1993). However, not all tasks are considered "pure" expressions of either

type of memory. For instance, a free recall task, in which a participant must retrieve as many items

as possible from a studied list, is often considered an explicit memory task because it requires a

deliberate reinstatement of a study context to complete. However, performance in a recognition task,

in which a participant judges whether they have seen an item before in a previous context, can be

affected by explicit or implicit memory (Tulving, 1985). The terms declarative and non-declarative

have also been used interchangeably with explicit and implicit memory to describe hypothesised

memory stores, systems, or sources in the brain (Squire & Dede, 2015).

Other memory processes that are accompanied by different levels of awareness have been theorised.

One such subdivision is that between recollection and familiarity — two functionally and neurally

separable processes that are tied to different phenomenological experiences of memory (Yonelinas
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et al., 2022; Yonelinas, 2002). Recollection is a memory process that comes with a clear and

immediate sense of remembering details from a previous study context. Familiarity refers to

memory that does not include strong contextual details, where the participant relies on a more

abstract feeling of "knowing" a stimulus (Mandler, 1980). The experience of familiarity differs

from the colloquial definition; Yonelinas et al. (2022) give the example that a participant may be

aware that a stimulus in front of them is a dog (and so are "familiar" with it), but that this is distinct

from the episodic familiarity that leads a participant to know they encountered that specific dog

previously. Recollection and familiarity are assumed to be conditionally independent processes,

in that the occurrence or absence of recollection implies nothing about an item’s familiarity value

(Yonelinas, 1994). This theoretical account of memory is often referred to as "dual-process theory"

(Wixted, 2007).

While recollection and familiarity pertain to different levels of awareness in memory, they differ

from explicit or implicit memory. While recollection is seen as a reflection of explicit memory,

familiarity is often also considered an explicit process (Addante, 2015; Voss et al., 2007). This is

perhaps because it is accompanied by a conscious sense of remembering and is invoked in direct

tests of memory, despite offering the participant less insight into the factors that influence their

memory decision. Despite this, familiarity has been suggested as a contributor to performance in

priming (Jacoby & Dallas, 1981) and has been represented as such in mathematical models (Berry

et al., 2012). It is important to note that even while making this latter assumption, recollection and

familiarity still differ from the explicit and implicit systems of multiple-systems theory. Advocates

of the dual-process and multiple-systems accounts have proposed different neural mechanisms

underpinning each set of systems. Dual-process theorists state that recollection is related to

hippocampal and parahippocampal activity and that familiarity is associated with activity in the

perirhinal cortex (Yonelinas et al., 2022). In the multiple-systems view, however, memories that

elicit feelings of recollection and familiarity are both driven by the same medial temporal lobe

system (Squire & Dede, 2015), and are not subdivided by different neural processes. While there is

variation in the way in which recollection and familiarity have been previously defined, it is widely

acknowledged that recollection is an expression of memory that is accompanied by a conscious

awareness of remembering (Yonelinas et al., 2022). In this thesis, I discuss dual-process models

and theoretical accounts assuming that familiarity can be responsible for implicit memory tasks

such as priming. This reflects the outlook of existing models of recognition and priming and allows

the predictions of dual-process and multiple-systems views to be more easily reconciled.

Over the course of decades, evidence has accumulated that appears to support the existence of

2



independent explicit and implicit memory systems (Squire & Dede, 2015), and for the separate

contributions of recollection and familiarity to memory. Much of this evidence has involved

demonstrations that tasks involving explicit memory are unrelated to measures that reflect more

indirect expressions of memory. For instance, many studies have focused on the distinction between

recognition memory and long-term repetition priming. However, such evidence has also been

routinely questioned on statistical and methodological grounds, and in some instances, has failed

to replicate (Berry et al., 2006a, 2010). Based on this criticism and evidence from mathematical

models, some researchers have proposed that tasks with explicit and implicit components are

governed by a single cognitive system (Berry et al., 2012). This view opposes both the multiple-

systems and dual-process accounts and has proved a subject of controversy and debate. I now

review the evidence that has been taken to support each account, before establishing novel tests of

dual-process and single-system accounts of explicit and implicit memory.

1.1 Functional and Neuropsychological Dissociations

A functional dissociation is a result that shows an experimental variable has different effects on

explicit and implicit memory measures. Such results have previously been taken as evidence

for the independence of explicit and implicit memory systems because they appear to show that

expressions of these systems behave according to different rules or principles (Berry et al., 2012).

Neuropsychological dissociations arise when patients with specific neurological impairments

show different levels of performance in explicit and implicit memory tasks. This outcome is

often interpreted to show that each system relies on different brain regions, and so are neurally

independent. Such dissociations from studies of amnesic individuals led to the initial identification

of the explicit/implicit dichotomy in human memory and are often regarded as compelling support

for a multiple-systems account (Squire & Dede, 2015).

Much of the functional dissociation evidence for a multiple-systems view of explicit and implicit

memory focuses on recognition and priming. For instance, Jacoby & Dallas (1981) found that a

levels-of-processing manipulation in which participants answered questions about the semantic

meaning of an item during the study phase increased recognition memory, but not subsequent

perceptual identification performance. A similar benefit of semantic encoding was also found for

free recall, cued recall, and word recognition by Graf & Mandler (1984), who did not observe this

effect for an implicit word-stem completion task. Similar dissociation evidence has shown other

levels of processing manipulations improve recognition memory but have no effect on priming
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(Richardson-Klavehn et al., 1999). Manipulations of item modality between study and test phases

have also shown effects on priming with only small effects on recognition (Craik et al., 1994;

Jacoby & Dallas, 1981). Finally, Jacoby (1983) reported a double dissociation in which a single

experimental manipulation had opposite effects on recognition and priming. In this study, priming

was greater when words were read during the study phase, rather than being generated from their

antonym (for example, "hot" being generated from "cold"). However, recognition performance

improved in this latter condition, showing that performance in each task was improved by opposing

experimental conditions.

However, much of this dissociation evidence is undermined by conflicting results. There is evidence

to suggest that levels of processing manipulations have inconsistent effects across a variety of

explicit and implicit memory tasks, including recall measures (Challis et al., 1996). Although

item modality changes have been shown to affect priming more than recognition, Mulligan &

Osborn (2009) found a reliable effect on recognition as a result of this manipulation. Despite one

conceptual replication of Jacoby (1983) in the auditory modality (Dew & Mulligan, 2008), other

item generation manipulations have not been shown to reduce priming (Masson & MacLeod, 1992,

2002; Mulligan & Dew, 2009). A crossover dissociation between recognition and priming was also

previously reported by Voss & Gonsalves (2010), who showed that studying items for 2000 ms

versus 250 ms increased subsequent recognition yet led to a smaller priming effect. However, Berry

et al. (2017) found no evidence for this dissociation across seven experiments. Instead, increased

study duration led to either no detectable effect on priming, or a comparable increase in priming

and recognition, consistent with a single-system view of the two tasks. These results cast doubt on

the generality of many functional dissociations taken as evidence that explicit and implicit memory

measures are differently affected by common experimental manipulations.

Behavioural and neurological dissociations have also been observed between recall and implicit

memory. Paller (1990) found that both free and cued recall performance were improved by explicit

instructions to remember rather than to forget certain studied words. By contrast, word stem

priming was not affected by this directed forgetting manipulation. EEG patterns for these tasks

also differed, with greater differences in ERP activation being observed for correct and incorrect

free and cued recall trials, compared to correct and incorrect stimuli in the priming task. Hunt &

Toth (1990) tested the effect of orthographic similarity on memory performance, finding that free

recall was better for orthographically distinctive words, but perceptual identification improved for

orthographically common words. However, fragment completion, a measure of conceptual priming,

was also better for distinctive than common words, suggesting some crossover between explicit and
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implicit memory. Roediger & Challis (1992) found that viewing exact repetitions of a studied word

(e.g. "elephant", "elephant") improved free recall performance, though only had a small effect on

primed word fragment completion performance. Repeating a conceptually related word at study

(e.g. "elephant", "tusk") also improved free recall, yet had no effect on word fragment completion.

There is also evidence that clinically depressed participants freely recall more negatively valenced

than positively valenced words, yet display equivalent conceptual priming for both word classes

(Denny & Hunt, 1992). Further evidence has disputed the lack of emotional bias in conceptual

priming, though found a lack of evidence for this effect in perceptual priming (Watkins, 2002).

Although some of these results find a modest overlap between recall and priming, most provide

evidence that recall-based tasks and measures of implicit memory can be dissociated experimentally.

Such results are often interpreted as evidence of multiple memory systems influencing each task

(Hunt & Toth, 1990).

There have also been many demonstrations that patients with amnesia, often as a result of damage

to the hippocampus or medial temporal lobes (MTL), have impaired explicit memory but relatively

intact implicit memory. Several studies have shown such individuals have impaired recognition

but normal levels of priming (Cermak et al., 1985; Graf et al., 1984). Gabrieli et al. (1995) also

showed that individuals with damage to the right occipital lobe have impaired visual priming but

above-chance recognition (but see Yonelinas et al., 2001). Taken together, these results form a

double dissociation, showing that recognition and priming depend upon different neural regions.

Neurological case studies of individuals with profound amnesia have also provided dissociation

evidence. The first such evidence followed studies of H.M., an individual who underwent a

bilateral resection of the MTL following severe epilepsy, removing much of his hippocampus and

parahippocampal gyrus. Researchers found that although H.M. had very poor episodic memory,

he was able to learn perceptual and procedural skills (mirror-reading and mirror-writing), within

three days (Squire, 2009). Similarly, Clive Wearing, an individual with profound retrograde

and anterograde amnesia, has some intact procedural memory despite experiencing profound

episodic and semantic memory deficits (Wilson & Wearing, 1995). Multiple studies of E.P., another

profoundly amnesic individual with bilateral MTL lesions, showed their priming performance to be

comparable with healthy control subjects (Conroy et al., 2005), despite chance-level recognition

(Stefanacci et al., 2000).

Although dissociations between explicit memory and priming show that performance in each task

can be differentially affected, this does not necessarily imply that each task is a product of a

different memory system. Single dissociations, where a variable has an effect on one measure but
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no detectable effect on another, can be explained by factors that are not related to memory. For

instance, priming has been shown to have lower measurement reliability than recognition (Buchner

& Wippich, 2000), and so experimental manipulations are less likely to produce detectable priming

effects than recognition effects. Single dissociations between recognition and priming can therefore

be accounted for without assuming multiple memory processes. Indeed, mathematical models that

assume recognition and priming emerge from a single memory strength source can account for

single dissociations with parameters that reflect measurement error (Berry et al., 2008a,b).

Single dissociations also rely on the acceptance of the null hypothesis, which is challenging in

practice. Firstly, the size of a true effect can be small, and if so, might not be detected without

a large sample size. Researchers may therefore make type-II errors in small-sample studies by

accepting the null hypothesis where an effect is present in the population. This may lead them to

falsely conclude that an experimental manipulation has no effect on a given variable, contributing to

an erroneous single dissociation. As Berry et al. (2012) highlight, this potential for error also applies

to instances where two opposing single dissociations are combined to form a double dissociation.

Secondly, many studies that claim to show single dissociations use frequentist statistical methods

that quantify the strength of evidence for the alternative hypothesis against a point null hypothesis.

It is a commonly-held view that any statistical method is incapable of accepting a point null

hypothesis (for instance, that an independent variable has precisely zero effect on a dependent

variable) at an arbitrary level of precision (Cohen, 1994; Morey & Rouder, 2011). As such,

statistical methods that are able to quantify the strength of evidence for an interval null, such as

confidence intervals and Bayesian methods, are better suited for assessing the absence of effects

in data. Any dissociations concluded from frequentist tests using the point null are therefore

undermined by a lack of conclusive statistical evidence for the null hypothesis. Taken together,

these concerns cast doubt on the support given by dissociation evidence in favour of a multiple

systems account of explicit and implicit memory.

1.2 Neuroimaging

Further evidence for a multiple-systems account of explicit and implicit memory comes from

neuroimaging studies. Functional imaging studies have shown that recognition memory and

priming have different neural correlates at encoding in fMRI (Schott et al., 2006) and different ERP

effects (Woollams et al., 2008; Park & Donaldson, 2016). There is also evidence that cued recall

in the form of word stem completion with studied stimuli activates different brain regions from
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priming (Schott et al., 2005). Together, these studies show clear evidence that explicit and implicit

memory tasks activate separate brain regions, and are therefore likely to rely on different neural

systems. However, some recent evidence has also suggested that explicit and implicit memory

activate similar brain areas, or have other neural dependencies. Despite finding that recognition

and priming gave distinct neural signals, Park & Donaldson (2016) found that short-term priming

sped the onset of old/new ERP effects in the left parietal cortex by 300 ms, compared with trials

that were not primed. Since the left parietal cortex is related to recollection, Park & Donaldson

(2016) concluded that this was novel evidence that short-term priming could have effects on explicit

memory processes, yet it is not clear whether long-term repetition priming may have similar effects.

Leading from analyses of amnesic patients, it has been claimed that the hippocampus is necessary

for explicit memory but not for implicit memory (Squire, 2009). Yet, Addante (2015) found

that amnesia patients with MTL damage limited to the hippocampus showed implicit memory

impairments compared with a control group. These impairments could not be accounted for by

explicit contamination or other control factors, leading Addante (2015) to conclude that explicit

and implicit memory both depend upon the hippocampus (see also Hannula & Greene, 2012),

in contrast with the multiple-systems view that the hippocampus drives explicit, but not implicit

memory (Squire & Dede, 2015). Kim (2019) conducted a meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging

studies that examined explicit and implicit memory tasks. Assessing neural signals of encoding and

retrieval effects, they concluded that explicit and implicit encoding is driven by largely overlapping

neural regions. However, the regions that are responsible for explicit and implicit retrieval are

mostly segregated, suggesting some separation between the two expressions of memory. Although

most neuroimaging evidence has found some degree of separation between the neural correlates of

explicit and implicit memory, this more recent evidence shows there are some reliable commonalities

between these subdivisions of memory.

1.3 Fluency

There are claims that fluency — the speed at which an item is processed — is responsible for

associations between recognition and priming. For instance, increased fluency can lead to faster

identification times in a priming task, the speed of which may be detected by the participant. The

unexpected fluency at identification may then be attributed to having seen the stimulus previously,

resulting in recognition of that stimulus. This aligns with a dual-process account where familiarity

is considered a product of fluency, which can influence both recognition and priming (Jacoby &
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Dallas, 1981; Mandler, 1980). Conroy et al. (2005) tested this idea by having amnesic individuals

and healthy control participants complete a continuous identification with recognition (CID-R)

procedure (Feustel et al., 1983; Stark & McClelland, 2000). In a typical CID-R trial, participants

complete a perceptual identification task and then immediately make a recognition judgement for

the stimulus they just identified. For example, they might see a word repeatedly presented in fast

alternating succession with a mask, as in Stark & McClelland (2000). In the first instance, the word

might be presented for 17 ms, and the mask presented for 233 ms, for a presentation block lasting

for a total of 250 ms. In the next repetition of this stimulus-mask block, the stimulus duration would

increase to 33 ms, and the mask duration would decrease to 217 ms. The exposure duration of the

word continues to increase until the participant identifies the word, or until the exposure of the word

takes up the whole presentation block. Immediately after submitting their identification response,

participants then make a recognition judgement for the word they just identified. This procedure

allows for recognition judgements and identification RTs that provide a measure of implicit memory

to be collected for each stimulus, enabling the conjoint modelling of recognition and priming.

Conroy et al. (2005) found that amnesic individuals showed impaired recognition but comparable

priming to healthy control participants in this task. Furthermore, both amnesic and control partici-

pants gave faster RTs for items judged old than those judged new, regardless of their true status as

studied or unstudied. This was taken as evidence that amnesic individuals experience fluency, but

cannot use it to aid their recognition judgements as part of their deficit, explaining the dissociation

between their recognition and priming performances. However, this result can be explained by a

single-system model of explicit and implicit memory (Berry et al., 2008a). Such a model also gave

a better quantitative fit to the majority of the data from Conroy et al. (2005) than alternative models

that assumed multiple memory systems (Berry et al., 2012). This shows that results surrounding

the role of fluency in explicit and implicit memory are not constrained to supporting a dual-process

or multiple-systems account, and may also be compatible with a single-system view.

1.4 Priming in the Absence of Recognition

Reports of priming effects in experimental conditions where recognition memory is at chance

have been taken to support the existence of separate explicit and implicit memory systems. This

hinges upon the logic that if implicit memory is not accessible to awareness, then it should be

possible for individuals to show implicit memory without reliable explicit memory performance.

However, several attempts to replicate results that demonstrate priming without recognition have
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failed (Berry et al., 2006b, 2010). Other results show that the magnitude of priming effects lessens

when recognition approaches chance (Berry et al., 2006a; Moscovitch & Bentin, 1993), suggesting

continuity between these expressions of memory. Stark & McClelland (2000) studied identification

RTs for items that received certain recognition responses; namely, "miss" trials where old items

were incorrectly judged new, and "correct rejection" trials where new items were correctly judged

new. Stark & McClelland (2000) reported that RTs for misses were faster than those for correct

rejections in a CID-R task. This was taken as evidence of a priming effect within the set of items

that were not recognised, implying a contribution of implicit memory in the absence of explicit

memory and supporting multiple systems. However, a single-system model of recognition and

priming assumes items that receive miss responses have a greater level of memory strength than

those that are correctly rejected (Berry et al., 2008a). Since greater memory strength results in

faster identification RTs in this model, this result is also compatible with a single system account.

Results that purport to show priming without recognition therefore do not necessitate the existence

of separate explicit and implicit memory systems.

1.5 Signal Detection Theory Models of Explicit and Implicit Memory

Important evidence in the memory systems debate has come from formal models that represent

explicit and implicit memory in the same model. As a technique for validating theoretical positions,

formal models have many advantages over theoretical positions that are verbally specified (Guest &

Martin, 2021). In order to be formally specified, a model must formalise auxiliary assumptions and

mechanisms that verbal theories may leave vague or omit completely. This allows unambiguous

predictions to be derived from model specifications, leading to direct tests of the model in question.

Some of these predictions may even be counter-intuitive and not immediately apparent from a

verbal inspection. Formal predictions are also less flexible than verbal predictions. A single

verbal prediction can often be interpreted in different ways, and is therefore more difficult to test

conclusively than a formal equivalent (Farrell & Lewandowsky, 2018). These advantages make

formal modelling an ideal way of comparing multiple theoretical positions (Guest & Martin, 2021).

The goodness of quantitative fit of different models to data can be used to evaluate their ability

to represent phenomena of interest. Unique qualitative predictions made by different models can

also be tested to provide strong support for and against candidate models. This method of strong

inference can lead to swift scientific progress, constraining theoretical positions by ruling out

alternative explanations (Platt, 1964). In this way, signal-detection theory models representing
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single-system and multiple-systems views of explicit and implicit memory have made theoretically

significant contributions to the memory systems debate.

Signal detection theory (SDT; Green et al., 1966; Macmillan & Creelman, 2004) is a prominent

modelling framework in the study of human memory. First used to model recognition memory

(Egan, 1958; Green et al., 1966), its assumptions in this domain have been widely supported by

several modelling exercises and critical tests (Kellen et al., 2021). It has since been extended to

represent other memory judgements in conjoint models, such as priming (Berry et al., 2012), source

memory (Lange et al., 2019), source attribution (Marsh & Landau, 1995), and meta-cognitive

memory judgements (Jang et al., 2012b). Signal detection theory provides useful descriptions of

many aspects of memory performance, and, when extended to form conjoint models, can be used

to test theoretical positions on the memory systems debate.

Figure 1.1: A visual representation of the unequal-variance signal detection model of recognition
memory. This depicts the memory strength distributions for old and new items, their means, and
the central decision criterion C. The new item mean is fixed to zero, with the old item mean being
a free parameter, and equal to d, the distance between the old and new item distributions. Also
labelled are the four types of recognition responses represented in the model: hits (H), misses (M),
false alarms (FA) and correct rejections (CR).

In a standard signal detection model of recognition memory, the memory strength for old and new

items is represented by two Gaussian distributions along a unidimensional continuum (see Figure

1.1). Because old items are studied, the mean of the old item strength distribution is greater than

that of the new item strength distribution. The difference between these old and new item means (d)
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is taken as a measure of recognition performance; the level of discriminability between old and new

items. To model recognition judgements, each item’s memory strength value can be compared with

decision criteria along the memory strength continuum. Simple binary recognition judgements are

modelled with one criterion. If an item’s strength value exceeds the value of the criterion, then it is

judged "old"; if it is less than the value of the criterion, it is judged "new". In the case of confidence

judgements with more decision categories, additional criteria are introduced, with the total number

of criteria being one less than the number of decision categories.

The first attempts to model recognition memory in this way assumed that the variances of the old

and new item distributions (σo and σn) were equal (Egan, 1958). However, this model is unable

to account for benchmark results found in recognition memory data. Most notably, the model

cannot explain patterns in the z-ROC curve; the z-transformed plot of the hit rate (proportion of

correctly recognised old items) against the false-alarm rate (the proportion of new items incorrectly

recognised) at different levels of the response criterion (Spanton & Berry, 2020). Many analyses

have found that z-ROC curves from recognition memory data are linear, and have a slope that

is consistently less than 1 (Glanzer et al., 1999). As the z-ROC slope is considered a proxy for

the ratio σn/σo, an equal variance model can only produce slopes equal to 1. To address this, σo

is often made a free parameter, usually taking a value greater than σn, which is fixed to 1. This

unequal variance signal detection (UVSD) model is favoured over an equal variance model when

applied to recognition memory data (Egan, 1958; Green et al., 1966; Rotello, 2017; Wixted, 2007).

1.5.1 A Single-System Model of Recognition and Priming

To represent both explicit and implicit memory, the basic signal detection model described above has

been extended to account for priming. Berry et al. (2006a) proposed a single-system model in which

recognition and priming share a common memory strength signal (see also Berry et al., 2008a,b).

This model was later expanded into a framework that included additional models assuming different

levels of separation between the strength signals driving recognition and priming (Berry et al.,

2012). In the resultant single-system (SS) model, recognition memory and priming arise from

the same memory strength signal, a Gaussian random variable f ∼N (µI,σI) where I represents

each old or new item type. Because prior exposure during the study phase facilitates an increase in

memory strength for studied items, it is assumed that the mean f for old items (µo) is greater than

the mean f for new items (µn). Despite support for the unequal variance assumption in recognition

memory, Berry et al. (2012) chose to equate the values of σo and σn in their initial implementation
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of the model for computational simplicity. Although this decision made the model unable to account

for z-ROCs from their data, they verified that their equal variance assumption did not change any

of the model’s key predictions. In line with the recommendation of Berry et al. (2012) and the

evidence in support of the unequal variance assumption, implementations of the SS model in the

present work assume σo is free to be greater than σn. This assumption has also been formalised in

more recent extensions of the SS model (Lange et al., 2019).

In the SS model, recognition memory strength is calculated by summing f with a Gaussian noise

variable er ∼N (0,σr). From this, we obtain the recognition strength variable, Jr, where

Jr = f + er. (1.1)

Binary old or new recognition judgements are then represented by comparing Jr to a strength

criterion C, as in classic signal detection models of recognition memory. Values of Jr >C represent

items judged old, and values of Jr < C represent items judged new. Jr can also be compared to

multiple criteria as with the strength signal in a traditional signal detection model. To model priming

in an identification task, the same value of f used to generate recognition memory strength is

summed with another Gaussian noise variable, ep ∼N (0,σp). The resultant identification measure

is then given by the equation

ID = b− s f + ep (1.2)

where b and s are scaling parameters. b represents the identification RT intercept and is equal to the

expected identification RT for new items. s represents the rate of change in RT with f . Therefore,

a high value of f will likely result in a high recognition memory strength value (and thus a high

confidence "old" judgement) and a high-performance identification measure.

1.5.2 Multiple Systems Models of Recognition and Priming

Berry et al. (2012) also defined two models that assume recognition and priming are driven by

multiple strength signals. In their more stringent multiple systems (MS1) model, recognition

strength and identification performance are derived from separate, uncorrelated strength sources; fr

and fp, respectively. In the more flexible MS2 model, the correlation (w) between fr and fp, is a

free parameter, allowing a range of possible associations between memory strength in recognition
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and priming. Substituting the relevant f distribution, Jr and ID are calculated in the same way as in

the SS model. This similarity and the inclusion of w nests the SS and MS1 underneath the MS2

model. The SS model is equivalent to the MS2 model when w = 1 and µr = µp, and the MS1 model

is equivalent to the MS2 model when w = 0.

Outside of this family of models, Berry et al. (2012) also defined a dual process signal detection

(DPSD1) model of recognition and priming, based on the previous dual-process signal detection

(DPSD) model by Yonelinas (1994). In the DPSD model, recognition decisions can result from

one of two processes. The model proposes a probability, R, that a given old item is recollected.

Recollected items receive the highest confidence "old" recognition judgement. If not recollected,

recognition judgements are made on the basis of familiarity, which is represented as an equal

variance signal detection process. Berry et al. (2012) extended this specification to include priming.

In the DPSD1 model, recognition is also assumed to be driven by either a probabilistic recollection

process or a continuous familiarity signal. Priming is driven exclusively by this same familiarity

strength signal and is not influenced by recollection. This means that the recollection processes are

separate; recollection does not affect priming, and the contributions of recollection and familiarity

to recognition memory are conditionally separable. This means that the DPSD1 model can be seen

as a "multiple-systems model" (Berry et al., 2012).

1.5.3 Evidence for Single and Multiple Systems Models

Many behavioural studies and model fitting exercises have given support to single-system model

predictions about empirical data. The earliest single-system model proposed by Berry et al. (2006a)

was found to predict several trends in empirical data across four experiments that manipulated

attention during study. In all four experiments, priming was greater for words that were attentionally

cued during study. There was also no reliable priming effect for uncued words when recognition

performance was also at chance. Berry et al. (2006a) also found a correlation between priming

and recognition performance in their Experiment 4. Each of these results was predicted by their

single-system model, although they did not find reliable evidence for this latter correlation in their

Experiments 2 and 3. This absence of a correlation was also found by Berry et al. (2008a) in their

replication of Stark & McClelland (2000). On balance, however, the single-system model was able

to predict most of the patterns of results observed in the data.

Berry et al. (2008a) identified predictions previously thought to be consistent with a multiple-

systems account and demonstrated the single-system model’s ability to explain these results.
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Replicating Stark & McClelland (2000), they found evidence that priming reaction times in a CID-

R task were faster for items that received miss responses than those that received correct rejection

responses. Stark & McClelland (2000) asserted that this effect was evidence for a multiple-systems

account. However, simulations by Berry et al. (2008a) demonstrated that the single-system model

predicts the result, as a consequence of the shared memory strength signal for recognition and

priming being greater for misses than correct rejections. Berry et al. (2008a) also demonstrated the

single-system model’s ability to account for patterns of priming reaction times in Johnston et al.

(1985) and the finding that amnesic patients showed comparable priming with control participants

despite impaired recognition (Conroy et al., 2005). This latter result aligns with other research that

suggests a signal detection model with a single strength source for both recognition and priming

can predict dissociation evidence (Shanks & Perruchet, 2002; Kinder & Shanks, 2003; Berry et al.,

2008b, 2014). Each of these original results was previously taken to be evidence for multiple

memory systems without reference to a formal model. However, Berry et al. (2008a) showed each

result to be consistent with a single-system model. This demonstrates the utility of the single-system

account, and the ability of formal models to make seemingly counter-intuitive predictions that may

guide theoretical development.

Going further, Berry et al. (2012) implemented both the single and multiple systems accounts

as mathematical models in a common framework, alongside the DPSD1 model. This allowed

them to assess model-derived predictions reflecting both the single and multiple systems views

and to compare the quantitative fit of the models to experimental data for the first time. Berry

et al. (2012) found their SS model predicted many results observed across three experiments and

in a re-analysis of data from Conroy et al. (2005). Strong support was found for four of the SS

model’s five predictions in this study, with the MS1 model being found insufficient to explain the

observed results regarding all of these predictions. The other prediction of the SS model — that a

reliable priming effect will never be observed when recognition performance is at chance — did not

discriminate between the models. Since both the SS and MS1 models are nested mathematically

under the MS2 model, these results were not able to provide strong evidence for the SS model

against the MS2 model. The MS2 model was also able to predict priming in the absence of

recognition for one amnesic patient (E.P.) in a re-analysis of Conroy et al. (2005), which the SS

model could not. However, in order to do so, the MS2 model’s parameters changed in a way that

prevented it from accounting for other aspects of E.P.’s data. With this in mind, neither the SS or

MS2 model proved superior on the grounds of their qualitative predictions.

Despite this, Berry et al. (2012) found strong evidence for the SS model in analyses of quantitative
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fit. In all of their experiments, the SS model fitted better to data than the MS1 or MS2 models

according to comparisons of the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The SS model also fitted best

to pooled data from all experiments and all groups in the data from Conroy et al. (2005) except the

case of patient E.P., which the MS2 model fitted best. The DPSD1 model also fit better than the SS

model to data from Experiment 2, providing the best fit for that experiment. The superiority of the

SS model’s quantitative fits may be in part due to it having 9 free parameters, while the MS2 model

has 10 with the addition of w. This makes the SS model more parsimonious than the MS2 model,

allowing it to explain the key trends in the observed data with a less complex specification. This

quality also makes the SS model more diagnostic than the MS2 model, as its fixed w parameter and

µr = µp constraint forces it to make a priori predictions about a wide range of phenomena. While

the MS2 model can, by mathematical necessity, account for these predictions, its generality means

that it is not constrained to make them. Berry et al. (2012) also found that in several cases, the

MS2 model predicted a strong correlation between fp and fr, with w often taking values close to 1.

This shows that the MS2 model often mimics the SS model, despite being more flexible. In all,

Berry et al. (2012) not only showed the SS model can make accurate qualitative predictions but also

give better quantitative fits with a simpler, more constrained specification than its multiple-systems

counterparts.

The SS model has since been applied to explain other memory phenomena. Ward et al. (2013b)

studied the decline in explicit and implicit memory resulting from normal ageing through the lens of

single-system and dual-process accounts. Previous research has stated that priming remains intact

in older people while recognition memory performance reduces. However, Ward et al. (2013b)

found small but reliable reductions in priming in older adults compared with younger adults, but

only when pooling data from two experiments (the same comparisons in each separate experiment

were not significant). Fitting the SS, MS1, and MS2 models to this data, Ward et al. (2013a) found

some support for the predictions of the SS model over the MS1 model, although some predicted

differences were not reliable despite showing numerical trends. Although the results of Ward et al.

(2013b) showed only a marginally significant decrease in priming with age, a highly powered

study by Ward et al. (2020) gave further support for this result. Recruiting a sample of 1072

participants, they found that age was a significant predictor of both explicit and implicit memory

decline for attended items. This gives evidence for an association between recognition and priming

performance, and so is consistent with a single-system view of explicit and implicit memory.

The SS model has also been shown to predict memory trends in special populations. Berry et al.

(2014) compared recognition memory and priming in patients with Korsakoff’s amnesia and healthy
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control participants. They found that the SS model predicted various trends in these data, including

the tendency for items judged old in a recognition test to be identified at greater levels of obscurity

regardless of whether they were actually present during encoding or not. The model also correctly

predicted that amnesic patients would have deficits in both recognition and priming compared to a

control group, contrasting previous evidence that amnesic patients have intact priming (Cermak

et al., 1985; Gabrieli et al., 1995; Squire, 2009). Rothen et al. (2020) also applied the SS model to

examine memory performance advantages in individuals with synesthesia. Their results showed

synaesthetes had improved recognition of word stimuli over control participants. In regards to

priming and fluency, there were only numeric trends toward a synaesthetic memory advantage, with

no significant difference being found in these measures against controls. However, despite the SS,

MS1 and MS2 models each predicting a synesthetic advantage in recognition, priming, and fluency,

the SS model was able to account for these results with the most parsimonious specification. Once

more, these results exemplify the SS model’s explanatory power as a model of recognition and

priming, compared with more complex multiple-systems models.

Compared with the SS, MS1, and MS2 models, the DPSD1 model Berry et al. (2012) has seen

relatively little application. In Experiment 2 of Berry et al. (2012), the DPSD1 model predicted

an improvement in identification performance as recognition confidence increased, but that the

mean identification RT for items receiving the highest confidence rating would not be as short as

that predicted by the SS model. This prediction was observed in empirical data, and the DPSD1

model gave a better quantitative fit to the data than the SS model in this experiment. However, in

Experiment 3 of Berry et al. (2012), it was found that the mean identification RT of old items that

received "remember" responses in a remember-know task were shorter than those for both items

that received "know" responses and the mean identification RT for all old items. This conflicts

with the DPSD1 model’s prediction that each of these measures should be approximately equal on

the basis that priming is determined solely by familiarity, and not recollection, which determines

"remember" judgements (but see Parks & Yonelinas, 2007; Rotello et al., 2005). The SS model

predicted this result successfully and also gave the best quantitative fit to data from Experiment 3;

the DPSD1 model gave the worst fit of all the models considered.

Despite multiple accounts of the SS model’s success in explaining recognition and priming data,

the DPSD1 model has not been fit to data or directly compared with other models in published

work since Berry et al. (2012). This is in spite of the enduring popularity of dual-process theory

in the recognition memory literature (Cha & Dobbins, 2021; Wixted & Mickes, 2010). The MS1

model has been shown to consistently fall short of the SS model, and the MS2 model is hard to
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disambiguate from the SS model given its flexibility. However, the DPSD1 model has scope for

making novel predictions that oppose those of the SS model. Such competing predictions may

allow for strong tests of single-system and dual-process accounts of recognition and priming in a

promising new avenue of research.

1.5.4 Signal Detection Models of Recognition, Priming, and Source Memory

Adding to extensive tests of the SS, MS1, and MS2 models, Lange et al. (2019) developed single-

system and multiple-systems models that also encompassed source memory. Source memory, like

recognition memory, requires a participant to judge whether they have previously seen an item in a

certain context. However, this context is not simply temporal; participants might judge whether

an item at test was presented in a certain location at study, or against a particular background.

Lange et al. (2019)’s single-system model assumed that one strength signal should drive priming,

recognition, and source memory, and therefore predicted two main continuities between source

memory and priming. Firstly, priming should be greater for items that receive correct, versus

incorrect source decisions, and secondly, priming should increase with confidence in the source

decision. These predictions were observed in the data, contrary to those of a multiple-systems

model. However, analysis of quantitative fit put the models on closer footing. The single-system

model fit best to data from Lange et al. (2019)’s first two experiments, with the multiple-systems

model fitting better to their Experiments 3A and 3B.

Lange & Berry (2021) replicated the association between source memory and priming, before

investigating the role of recognition and fluency in driving this association. They first removed

the recognition test from their Experiment 2 procedure, and then removed any new items from

their Experiment 3 to ensure participants did not covertly use recognition to influence their source

judgements. Precluding overt and covert recognition judgements in this way, they found that the

association between source memory and priming persisted, as predicted by a single-system model.

In their Experiment 4, they also prevented fluency from influencing subsequent source memory

decision by separating the source and identification test trials into blocked phases. Again, the

association between source memory and priming was observed. Evidence from Lange et al. (2019)

and Lange & Berry (2021) therefore weighs in favour of a single-system account where source

memory and priming share a common strength signal, and that the association between performance

in these tasks is not caused by a third variable.

Although Lange et al. (2019) formalised single-system and multiple-systems accounts of source
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memory, they did not do so for a dual-process view. While source memory can be completed by an

explicit reinstatement of a study context, it is also possible that familiarity or guesswork can aid

in making a source judgement. This possibility is crucial for the dual-process explanation of the

relationship between source memory and priming. If familiarity is assumed to aid source memory,

a dual-process signal detection model of priming and source would account for this relationship in

the same way as a single-system model (Lange et al., 2019). Early dual-process accounts of source

memory assumed that familiarity could only contribute to source decisions if source attributes

had different encoding strengths (Yonelinas, 1999). Later work also found evidence for a greater

contribution of familiarity to source decisions, depending on task factors (Diana et al., 2008).

However, neuroimaging evidence supporting this involvement is mixed. Some studies point towards

the involvement of the hippocampus in source memory (Ekstrom & Bookheimer, 2007; Slotnick &

Thakral, 2013) which is thought to reflect recollection (Yonelinas et al., 2022). However, there is

some evidence that the hippocampus can also play a role in familiarity (Hannula & Greene, 2012;

Addante, 2015), and some studies point toward the involvement of other regions in source memory

(Kirwan et al., 2008).

Huang & Shanks (2021) also investigated the possibility that fluency, a familiarity-related process,

influences the accuracy of multidimensional source memory decisions. They found reliable

associations between identification RT speed and source correctness across multiple experiments,

despite participants having no access to source attributes at test that could have prompted familiarity.

Huang & Shanks (2021) concluded that the persistence of the relationship between priming and

source memory in these conditions challenged dual-process models that assume familiarity does not

contribute to source memory. Taken together, these results demonstrate that a strict dual-process

account of source memory and priming is not sufficient to explain associations between performance

in the two tasks. For the dual-process view to explain this association, familiarity must contribute to

source memory, yet the extent of this contribution is subject to debate. By contrast, a single-system

account of source memory and priming provides a valid and more parsimonious explanation of the

results observed.

1.6 Outstanding Theoretical Questions Regarding the Memory Sys-

tems Debate

Although much research has investigated the relationship between explicit and implicit memory

systems, theoretically significant questions remain unanswered. While some evidence was found by
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Berry et al. (2012) in support of the SS model over the DPSD1 model, these models have not been

directly compared since. Dual-process theory remains a popular framework through which memory

can be conceptualised, and so is important to test in the context of recognition and priming. By

comparing new predictions of the DPSD1 and SS models, a single-system account of recognition

and priming can be evaluated against a dual-process alternative. The result of this evaluation can

therefore provide new evidence for either a single-system or dual-process account of explicit and

implicit memory, in the context of recognition and priming.

Compared with recognition and priming, and even source memory and priming, there has also been

relatively little evidence concerning the relationship between implicit memory and recall. As a

task that involves a complete stimulus retrieval from memory, recall is often thought to require

conscious effort to complete, making it a relatively pure expression of explicit memory. Indeed,

dissociations have been reported between recall and implicit memory measures (Paller, 1990; Hunt

& Toth, 1990; Roediger & Challis, 1992). Yet, other evidence has shown that recall can either be

associated with implicit memory performance (Mazancieux et al., 2020) or that implicit memory

can influence recall measures (Ozubko et al., 2021). This sets a precedent for further tests of the

association between performance in cued and free recall tasks and implicit memory. If indeed

there are continuities between recall and implicit memory, such results would add support to a

single-system account against strict multiple-systems or dual-process alternatives, informing future

theory and model development.

I investigate these questions in the following chapters. In Chapter 2, I identify unique predictions

about priming RTs in a CID-R task made by the SS and DPSD1 models. Experiments 1 and 2

test these predictions. Chapter 3 focuses on discriminating single-system and dual-process models

using manipulations of variability in recognition memory. Experiment 3 validates a manipulation

of encoding variability using the UVSD and DPSD models of recognition memory. This design

is then extended in Experiment 4 to encompass priming, again prompting the SS and DPSD1

models to make opposing predictions about identification measures. Chapter 4 investigates the

continuity between cued recall and implicit memory. Experiment 5 does so in a method that tests

identification, recognition, and cued recall, and Experiment 6 simplifies this method by focusing

solely on identification and cued recall. Finally, Experiments 7, 8, and 9 in Chapter 5 investigate

the relationship between implicit memory and free recall performance. Taken together, these results

provide evidence that contributes toward validating theoretical stances on the memory systems

debate, ultimately favouring a single-system account over a strict dual-process alternative.
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Chapter 2

Testing Single-System and Dual-Process Models

With Response Speeding Manipulations

Since the SS and DPSD1 models (Berry et al., 2012) represent contrasting theoretical accounts,

they have important differences in their specifications. Both the SS and DPSD1 models assume that

recognition judgements and identification responses can arise from a common memory strength

source. However, the DPSD1 model also assumes that a proportion of recognition judgements

depend on a threshold recollection process. This recollection process has no bearing upon priming,

in contrast to the familiarity process that underlies all other recognition responses and identification

performance for all items. This inclusion of recollection, a separate, wholly explicit memory

process, is the crucial difference between the SS and DPSD1 models. It is also one of the most

important for discriminating the two models, as it can prompt them to make opposing predictions

about priming in the face of certain recognition conditions. In this chapter, I identify one such pair

of opposing predictions, verify them by way of simulation and mathematical analysis, and present

two experiments to test them using the CID-R paradigm.

As previously established, the DPSD1 model includes a free parameter, R, that corresponds to

the probability that a studied item is recollected. Recollected items are given high-confidence

"old" recognition ratings and are assumed to have very high recognition memory strength (Parks

& Yonelinas, 2007). Yet, R can increase independently of µo, the mean of the distribution of

familiarity strength for studied items. As R increases, the relationship between recognition confi-

dence and identification performance for studied items in a CID-R procedure weakens, as fewer

recognition judgements are determined by the familiarity signal that drives priming. As a result,

the mean identification RTs for items that receive hit or miss responses converge towards the mean

identification RT across all studied items. This is because recollected hits do not necessarily have
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high familiarity strength and therefore shorter identification RTs. This leads the DPSD1 model to

make a seemingly counter-intuitive prediction; that the difference between the mean RTs for miss

and hit responses, M−H, will slightly decrease as R increases. In formal terms, the DPSD model

predicts that M−H is a decreasing function of R within the interval of the parameter’s bounds

[0,1].

By contrast, the SS model assumes that the same strength signal, f , drives both recognition and

priming. As with the univariate signal detection models of recognition memory that preceded

it, the SS model does not treat strong, highly confident memory for studied items as a separate

phenomenon from other types of recognition memory. Because "recollected" items receive high

confidence recognition judgements based on very high memory strength, greater recollection

signifies greater overall memory strength for old items. Greater recollection also results in old items

having a greater spread of strength values at the higher end of the strength continuum, increasing the

variability in recognition memory strength for these items. So, data that leads to greater recollection

in the DPSD1 model are represented in the SS model by increases in the parameters µo and σo,

the mean and variance of the old item memory strength distribution. Unlike in the DPSD1 model,

however, this parameter adjustment also has an effect on priming. Specifically, increases in µo

and σo increase the difference between mean identification RTs for hits and misses. So, in the

face of increasing "recollection", the SS model predicts that M−H increases as σo increases. This

opposes the DPSD1 model’s qualitative prediction, allowing for the models to be discriminated by

a common experimental manipulation.

2.1 Expected Value Simulations

To confirm that the models make opposing predictions, I conducted simulations using the expected

value functions of each model. These simulations, and all the other analyses in this thesis, were

conducted using the statistical programming language R (Version 4.2.0; R Core Team, 2021).

All Bayesian statistics in this and the following analyses were conducted using the BayesFactor

package (Morey & Rouder, 2018). First, 100,000 sets of parameter estimates were randomly

sampled from uniform distributions. The bounds on these distributions reflected a psychologically

plausible parameter space typical of a CID-R experiment (see Table 2.1). Expected values of

identification RTs for hit and miss responses were analytically calculated from the SS and DPSD1

model specifications using each set of parameter estimates. Expected values of identification

reaction times conditional on a binary recognition judgement, Z, for the SS model were calculated
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Table 2.1: Generative lower and upper bounds on the uniform distributions used to simulate true
parameters.

Model Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound
SS σo

√
0.5 2.5

DPSD1 R 0 1
Shared µo 0 4

C 0 2
b 1200 3500
s 20 350

using the function

λ (Z, I) = b− sµI +
swσ2

f

σJr

φ

(
C j−µI

σ jr

)
−φ

(
C j−1−µI

σJr

)
Φ

(
C j−µI

σJr

)
−Φ

(
C j−1−µI

σJr

) (2.1)

where σJr =
√

σ2
f +σ2

r , C0 = −∞, C1 = C, C2 = ∞, and where I denotes the old or new item

distribution. For hits, Z = "old", j = 2 and I = old, and for misses, the value of Z = "old", j = 1

and I = old. For the DPSD1 model, the expected identification RTs for misses were also given by

Equation 2.1 where Z = "old", j = 1 and I = old. Expected identification RTs for hits in the DPSD1

model were calculated with the function

E[RT | Z = ”old”, I = old] =
[1−R][1−Φ(C−µI)]λ (Z = ”old”, I = old)+R(b− sµI)

[1−R][1−Φ(C−µI)]+R
(2.2)

where λ is Equation 2.1 . The M−H measure was then calculated for each set of parameters using

these expected values. 2D density plots of this measure against values of the SS model’s σo and the

DPSD1 model’s R parameters can be found in Figure 2.1.

To confirm each model’s predictions, linear models predicting M−H with relevant parameter

values were fitted. For the SS model, values of σo reliably predicted M−H, R2 = .26, F(1,99998)

= 34242.03, p < .001, BF = 5.65 ×106391. A model including both σo and µo as coefficients

gave a slightly stronger positive linear association with M−H, R2 = .27, F(2,99997) = 18907.14,

p < .001, BF = 6.54×106959. Adding values of µo to this model reliably improved its fit, BF = 1.16

×10568. This model predicted that M−H should increase by 303 ms with each unit increase of σo

and that M−H should also increase by 37 ms with each unit increase in µo within the parameter

space studied. These results demonstrate that as old item variance in the SS model increases, so does

the predicted difference between mean identification measures for hits and misses. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.1: Density plots of M−H against parameters σo and R, with data points representing the
observed values of each RT measure and parameter estimate from Experiments 1 and 2. In each
plot, darker colours indicate a greater density and lighter colours indicate a lower density. Data in
Panel A was generated using the SS model, and Panel B was generated using the DPSD1 model.

this relationship is enhanced by the addition of mean strength as a predictor in the linear model,

although the change when adding this predictor R2 was small. This confirms that if estimates of old

item variance scale and mean memory strength increase, the M−H difference will also increase.

In the DPSD1 model, R was a significant predictor of M−H, R2 = .01, F(1,99998) = 760.90,

p < .001, BF = 2.70 ×10162. The model predicts a decrease of 37 ms in M−H following a unit

increase in R. These results show that the DPSD1 model predicts a decrease in M−H as the

probability of recollection increases. From the R2 value and the coefficient of this model, it is likely

that this effect is very small in real terms and may not even be detected in a typically powered

experiment. Regardless, this prediction is still qualitatively different from that of the SS model,

which predicts an increase in M−H in response to the same experimental conditions. Given a

common experimental method that elicits both of these predictions, they can be evaluated against

the trend observed in an experimental dataset, providing evidence for one of the two models.

2.2 Manipulations of Recollection

Given that these different model behaviours depend upon levels of recollection in the DPSD1 model

and corresponding parameter estimates in the SS model, it is logical to investigate manipulations of

recollection in recognition memory. There have been many attempts to experimentally dissociate

the contributions of recollection and familiarity to recognition memory (for review, see Yonelinas,
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2002; Yonelinas et al., 2022). For the purpose of testing the present predictions, it is also worth

considering which of these experimental manipulations fit well into a CID-R procedure. One option

would be to focus on manipulations of variables during encoding, as these would be less likely

to confound consecutive measurements of recognition and priming at test. However, encoding

manipulations such as increasing study duration or study elaboration have generally been shown to

have similar effects on recollection and familiarity (Yonelinas et al., 2022).

By contrast, some retrieval manipulations are reported to decrease recollection but not familiarity

(Yonelinas, 2002). One such manipulation is the act of speeding recognition responses (Koen

et al., 2013; Koen & Yonelinas, 2011). Response speeding refers to giving the participants only a

short duration during which to make their recognition response, rather than an unlimited response

window. For example, Koen et al. (2013) gave participants in their speeded response condition 1500

ms to make a recognition judgement, after which a buzzer would sound prompting them to make a

response if they hadn’t already. Participants in their unspeeded condition had no time constraints

within which to make their response. Koen et al. (2013) found that estimates of the recollection

parameter R in the DPSD model were decreased by response speeding, with no effect on estimates

of familiarity. Dual process theorists have stated that this selective effect is because familiarity

is a fast process, and so its contribution to recognition memory is preserved even within a tight

response deadline (Yonelinas, 2002). The contribution of the recollection process is thought to be

relatively slow by contrast, and so is lessened by forcing fast responses.

Response speeding is also more compatible with the CID-R paradigm than other retrieval manipu-

lations thought to have similar selective effects on recollection and familiarity. For example, Koen

et al. (2013) had participants study objects presented against background scenes. They showed

that context reinstatement of background scenes at retrieval increases estimates of recollection

and not familiarity for studied objects. However, manipulating backgrounds during a CID-R test

could also affect identification performance, confounding the conjoint measure of recognition and

priming. Similarly, although Koen et al. (2013) found the same effect on recollection by dividing

attention with a concurrent task during retrieval, this would also interfere with the identification

task preceding each recognition judgement. By contrast, response speeding would not alter the

characteristics of the stimuli within the identification component of the CID-R task, making it

preferable to attempt within a CID-R test phase.

In the following experiments, participants completed a CID-R paradigm with two conditions. In

an experimental condition, recognition responses were restricted to a 1500 ms response window
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compared to a control condition where participants had an unlimited recognition response window.

Under the expectation that response speeding impairs recollection and leaves familiarity intact,

this manipulation was intended to elicit the previously identified predictions about M−H from

the SS and DPSD1 models. Specifically, the SS model predicts that M−H will be greater in the

unspeeded than the speeded condition, alongside greater estimates of its parameters σo and µo. The

DPSD1 model predicts the opposite; that the RT index will be the same or slightly greater in the

speeded condition, given greater values of R. Whichever direction the M−H takes in the data will

therefore give support to one of the two models.

2.3 Experiment 1

2.3.1 Method

Participants

40 Psychology undergraduates (4 males, 34 females, 2 other/did not say) with a mean age of 22.50

(SD = 7.07) from the University of Plymouth took part in this experiment. They participated in

return for points that contributed to a pass/fail course component. The participants were all native

English speakers. The sample size allowed the detection of a minimum effect size dz = 0.45 with

80% power in a within-subjects t-test. This effect size is relatively conservative compared with

previous manipulations of recollection by recognition response speeding, such as Koen et al. (2013)

who reported an effect size of dz = 0.99.

Materials

The stimuli were 240 five-letter English nouns selected from the SUBTLEX-UK database (Van Heuven

et al., 2014). Words were presented in 40px white monospaced font against a black background.

The experiment was created using the OSWeb functionality of OpenSesame (Mathôt et al., 2012)

and hosted on a JATOS server (Lange et al., 2015). Due to the experiment being conducted online,

participants used their own hardware to take part. Only laptops and desktop computers were

permitted, with Chromebooks, tablets, and mobile devices being disallowed.
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Procedure

The order of each within-subjects condition was randomised to reduce the possibility of order

effects. Participants completed the experiment while in a Zoom call with the experimenter.

After giving informed consent, participants completed eight practice trials where they acclimatised

to the CID procedure. In each CID trial, participants first saw a mask “#####” presented for 500

ms, after which they viewed alternating presentations of a word stimulus and a mask. Each of these

word/mask presentation blocks was 250 ms in length, with the word being presented at first for

16.67 ms (one monitor refresh rate at 60 Hz) and the mask for the remainder of the 250 ms block

duration. Every two blocks, the duration of the stimulus would be incremented by 16.67 ms, with

the mask duration being decremented by the same amount. This pattern of presentation repeated

until the stimulus made up the entire duration of the presentation block. During this presentation

routine, the participant was instructed to press the Space key as soon as they could identify the

word being presented. After doing so, they were asked to type the word into a text box in the centre

of the screen and submit their response with the Space key, at which point the next trial would

begin. If they did not respond in time, a screen instructing them to respond faster was shown for

2000 ms before the next trial began.

After the practice trials, they began the first experimental condition. The speeded and unspeeded

conditions each consisted of a study phase, a brief interval, and a test phase. Both study phases

were 60 trials long; in each trial, a fixation point (“+”) was presented in the centre of the screen for

500 ms, followed by a word for 2500 ms, and then a blank screen for 500 ms. Participants were

instructed to pay attention to each word, as their memory of these words would be tested later. After

the study phase, participants viewed a 60-second countdown timer in a retention interval before

viewing the test phase instructions.

In the test phase, participants made responses to all 60 studied words, randomly intermixed with

60 new words in a total of 120 trials. At the beginning of each test trial, participants completed a

CID procedure identical to that in the practice phase. After submitting their CID response, the test

word was presented in the centre of the screen and participants were asked to judge whether the

test word was old or new. Participants were instructed to press the “f” key to respond “New” and

the “j” key to respond “Old”; this response key was presented as a static prompt below the title

“New or Old?” near the bottom of the screen. In the speeded condition, participants had a 1500

ms window in which to make their recognition response. If they did not respond in this window,

they viewed a message for 2000 ms that notified them of this and instructed them to respond faster
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in successive trials, before starting the next trial. In the unspeeded condition, participants were

given an unlimited recognition response window. Following a successful recognition response,

participants were asked to rate their level of confidence in their recognition response on a 3-point

scale: “1 = Low Confidence, 2 = Moderate Confidence, 3 = High Confidence”. They pressed the

number key that corresponded to their judgement, at which point the next test trial began. After

completing both conditions, participants logged their age and gender in the experimental program

before being debriefed.

2.3.2 Results

Five participants were excluded from all the following analyses. One did not make any miss

responses during the unspeeded condition, and as such key measures could not be calculated from

their data. One other participant’s data produced very large outlying parameter estimates from the

SS model in the unspeeded condition. Three other participants’ data produced similar outlying

parameter estimates from the DPSD1 model in one of the two conditions. Before model fitting

and analysis, trials where identification RTs were either greater than 3.5 standard deviations above

the sample mean, less than 200 ms, or where responses were missing as a result of the speeding

manipulation were excluded. Trials with incorrect identification responses were also excluded.

Together, these cases made up 3.79% of all trials.

Manipulation Check

To verify that our recognition speeding manipulation increased the speed of binary recognition

responses, we compared mean recognition response RTs in each condition. As expected, mean

recognition RTs in the speeded condition (M = 447.91, SE = 5.19) were faster than those in the

unspeeded condition (M = 1201.95, SE = 26.22), t(35) = −5.22, p < .001, 95% CI [-1040.31,

-457.82], BF = 2336.72. This confirmed that restricting the response window forced participants to

make faster recognition judgements.

Task Performance

To evaluate participants’ recognition memory and priming effects, I tested measures from both

memory tasks. Mean hit and false alarm rates and mean identification RTs for each item type from

each condition can be found in Table 2.2. A 2× 2 within-subjects ANOVA on the hit and false

alarm rates was conducted, with factors Response Type (hit, false alarm) and Condition (speeded,
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Table 2.2: Mean hit rates, mean false alarm rates and mean identification RTs for each item type
from Experiments 1 and 2 (SE in parentheses).

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Measure Speeded Unspeeded Speeded Unspeeded

P(H) 0.66 (0.02) 0.69 (0.02) 0.67 (0.02) 0.64 (0.02)
P(FA) 0.31 (0.02) 0.34 (0.03) 0.51 (0.02) 0.51 (0.03)
RT (H) 2119.82 (75.48) 2101.36 (69.51) 1781.12 (80.07) 1744.34 (66.16)
RT (M) 2256.16 (88.52) 2240.13 (80.63) 1820.06 (87.48) 1800.45 (74.39)
RT (FA) 2248.02 (91.50) 2200.51 (76.35) 1885.11 (85.24) 1892.52 (71.25)
RT (CR) 2335.64 (86.44) 2311.91 (80.03) 1882.84 (91.77) 1877.98 (71.65)

unspeeded). There was a marginally significant main effect of Condition, although Bayesian

analyses indicated evidence for the null, F(1,34) = 4.48, p = .04, η2
p = .12, BF = 0.24. This

suggests that there was mixed evidence for a difference between hit and false alarm rates between

conditions. There was a reliable main effect of Response Type, F(1,34) = 110.07, p < .001,

η2
p = .76, BF = 1.07 ×1029, suggesting a much greater proportion of hits than false alarms in each

condition. There was no reliable interaction, F(1,34) = 0.01, p = .91, η2
p < .001, BF = 0.36.

Measures of d′ were calculated for each participant in each condition using the formula d′ =

Φ[P(H)]−Φ[P(FA)] where Φ is the inverse cumulative normal distribution function and P(H) and

P(FA) are the corrected hit and false alarm rates using the correction given by Snodgrass & Corwin

(1988). These corrected proportions were P(H) = (|H|+0.5)
(|Old|+1) for hits and P(FA) = (|FA|+0.5)

(|New|+1) for false

alarms. One-sample t-tests showed that d′ was significantly greater than zero in both the speeded

condition (M = 1.00, SE = 0.11), t(34) = 9.09, p < .001, 95% CI [0.77, 1.22], BF = 81632388,

dz = 1.54, and in the unspeeded condition (M = 1.02, SE = 0.14), t(34) = 7.50, p < .001, 95% CI

[0.75, 1.30], BF = 1249552, dz = 1.27. This indicates that recognition memory performance was

significantly above chance in both conditions, showing that participants could reliably distinguish

between old and new items.

Regarding priming, we tested for differences between the mean identification RTs for old and

new items. In the speeded condition, RTs for old items were faster than those for new items,

t(34) = 6.06, p < .001, 95% CI [97.72, 196.37], BF = 23449.83, dz = 1.02. This difference was

found in the unspeeded condition, t(34) = 5.88, p < .001, 95% CI [96.34, 198.24], BF = 14078.87,

dz = 0.99. This means that there was a priming effect in both conditions. There was no difference

between the priming effect in the speeded condition (M = 142.08, SE = 24.10) and the unspeeded

condition (M = 143.14, SE = 24.72), t(34) =−0.01, p = .99, 95% CI [-68.50, 68.01], BF = 0.18,

dz <−0.01.
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Parameter Estimates

The SS and DPSD1 models were fitted to the data (see Appendix A for a detailed description of the

model fitting procedure and likelihood functions for each model). To test whether key parameter

estimates from the SS and DPSD1 models were affected by our response speeding manipulation, we

conducted t-tests on these estimates. Mean parameter estimates from each model in each condition

are found in Table 2.3. SS model estimates of µo did not differ between speeded and unspeeded

conditions, t(34) = -0.01, p = .99, 95% CI [-0.44, 0.43], BF = 0.18, dz < -0.01. Neither did estimates

of σo, t(34) = 0.77, p = 0.45, 95% CI [-0.18, 0.40], BF = 0.24, dz = 0.13. The DPSD1 model’s

estimates of µo also did not differ between conditions, t(34) = -0.10, p = 0.92, 95% CI [-0.21,

0.19], BF = 0.18, dz = -0.01. Likewise, estimates of R did not differ between conditions, t(34) =

-0.13, p = 0.90, 95% CI [-0.10, 0.09], BF = 0.18, dz = -0.02. These results indicate that although

our response speeding manipulation was successful in making recognition responses faster, it did

not have any effect on the mean or variance of memory strength in the SS model, nor recollection

and familiarity in the DPSD1 model.

Identification Reaction Time Analysis

In each condition, t-tests were conducted to determine whether there were differences between

RTs for misses and hits. There was a significant difference in the speeded condition, t(34) = 4.15,

p < .001, 95% CI [69.64, 203.05], BF = 129.47, dz = 0.70, and the unspeeded condition, t(34) =

3.80, p = .001, 95% CI [64.58, 212.97], BF = 52.32, dz = 0.64. The M−H difference was then

calculated per participant, per condition. Following from the null effects of our response speeding

manipulation on parameter estimates, M−H did not differ between the speeded (M = 136.34,

SE = 32.82) and unspeeded (M = 138.77, SE = 36.51) conditions, t(34) =−0.05, p = .96, 95%

CI [-98.72, 93.87], BF = 0.18, dz =−0.01.

Goodness of Fit Comparisons

As an exploratory analysis, we compared the quantitative fit of each model to the observed data.

As specified here, the SS and DPSD1 models both have 10 free parameters. However, for parity

with previous research, we compared the models with the AIC =−2ln(L)+2p, which accounts

for both a model’s logarithmic likelihood value ln(L) and its number of free parameters p. AICs

were calculated for each SS and DPSD1 model fit to each participant’s data in each condition; the
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model with the minimum AIC was selected as the best-fitting model. In the speeded condition, the

SS model gave the best fit in 55.56% of cases, whereas the DPSD1 model gave the best fit in the

remaining 44.44%. In the unspeeded condition, the SS model fitted best in 72.22% of cases, with

the DPSD1 model fitting best in the remaining cases (27.78%).

To determine the extent that each model fitted best on a participant level, AIC differences were

calculated for each model (Burnham & Anderson, 1998). For a given model i, the AIC difference

was calculated as ∆i = AICi−AICmin. In the speeded condition, the mean of ∆SS (M = 0.93)

did not significantly differ from the mean ∆DPSD1 (M = 1.26) in a Wilcoxon signed rank test1,

V = 263, p = .40. In the unspeeded condition, there was also no significant difference between ∆SS

(M = 0.45) and ∆DPSD1 (M = 1.12), V = 213, p = .10. It is also of note that in both conditions, at

least 77% of AIC differences for both models were less than or equal to two, meaning that both

models had strong support for their quantitative fit, relative to one another (Burnham & Anderson,

1998). Indeed, across both conditions, only one fit from the DPSD1 model had an AIC difference

greater than 10, indicating essentially no support for the model; the SS model had no such cases.

This shows that both models gave a roughly equivalent quantitative fit, despite the SS model fitting

best to the majority of participant-level datasets.

Exploratory Reaction Time Comparisons

Since the primary experimental manipulation was not successful in eliciting the unique RT pre-

dictions simulated prior to this experiment, exploratory analyses were conducted. Berry et al.

(2012) investigated three other predictions about mean RTs associated with certain recognition

responses. Specifically, the SS model predicts that RT (FA)< RT (CR), RT (M)< RT (CR), and

RT (New)−RT (Old)> RT (CR)−RT (M). These predictions were assessed in each condition of

the present experiment with t-tests.

In the speeded condition, RT (FA) was marginally faster than RT (CR), t(34) = 2.06, p = .05, 95%

CI [1.04, 174.21], BF = 1.18, dz = 0.35. A significant difference was observed in the unspeeded

condition, t(34) = 2.48, p = .01, 95% CI [20.19, 202.61], BF = 2.58, dz = 0.42. In the speeded

condition, values of RT (M) were significantly lower than values of RT (CR), despite inconclusive

Bayesian evidence, t(34) = 2.30, p = .03, 95% CI [9.10, 149.86], BF = 1.80, dz = 0.39. Values

of RT (M) were marginally lower than those of RT (CR) in the unspeeded condition, however, the

Bayes Factor for this test was also inconclusive t(34) = 2.02, p = .05, 95% CI [-0.56, 144.13], BF =

1A non-parametric test was used because of positively skewed distributions of ∆i.
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1.10, dz = 0.34. Finally, in the speeded condition, the overall priming effects RT (New)−RT (Old)

(M = 147.04, SE = 24.27) were reliably greater than RT (CR)− RT (M), the priming effects

for new items (M = 79.48, SE = 34.63), t(34) = 2.68, p = .01, 95% CI [16.32, 118.81], BF =

3.86, dz = 0.45. The same was also true of RT (New)−RT (Old) (M = 147.29, SE = 25.07) and

RT (CR)−RT (M) (M = 71.78, SE = 35.60) in the unspeeded condition, t(34) = 2.48, p = .02,

95% CI [13.67, 137.34], BF = 2.58, dz = 0.42, although the Bayes Factor for this comparison was

inconclusive.

2.3.3 Discussion

Although manipulating the time available for participants to make recognition judgements success-

fully shortened recognition decision RTs, estimates of recollection or equivalent parameters did

not change in either model. Estimates of R in the DPSD1 model did not reliably differ between

speeded and unspeeded conditions, and neither did estimates of σo or µo, with Bayesian analyses

giving strong evidence for the null in each comparison. Accordingly, M−H did not differ between

conditions either. This means that the SS and DPSD1 models cannot be discriminated in this

experiment on the basis of their predictions about the M−H difference. Both models gave an

equivalent quality of quantitative fit to the data too, meaning one cannot be favoured over the other

on this basis either.

Exploratory analyses revealed mixed support for the SS model. Its prediction that RT (FA) <

RT (CR) was observed, but in the absence of conclusive Bayesian evidence. There was some

evidence that RT (M) < RT (CR) and RT (New)−RT (Old) > RT (CR)−RT (M); significant dif-

ferences between these RT indices were found in both conditions, however, the Bayes Factors for

these comparisons were also inconclusive, save for one which supported the alternative hypothesis.

This demonstrates partial evidence for model predictions previously shown to demonstrate the SS

model’s superiority over a strict multiple systems model (Berry et al., 2012). However, these results

also do not discriminate between the SS and DPSD1 models, as the latter can also make these

predictions.

The null effect of response speeding on the model parameters contrasts the results of previous

research where this manipulation lowered estimates of recollection (Yonelinas, 2002; Koen et al.,

2013; Koen & Yonelinas, 2011). However, these previous results were observed studying recog-

nition memory alone, without an added identification task in a CID-R procedure. Although the

recognition response window was shortened successfully, it is possible that the effect of this ma-
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nipulation on recollection was confounded by the presence of the identification task immediately

beforehand in each test trial. That is, participants might have covertly decided their recognition

response as they identified each item, rather than only using information about the stimulus obtained

in the recognition response window. This is particularly problematic because identification RTs

vary, meaning that the time between the stimulus onset in the identification task and the following

recognition judgement may not have been controlled. If participants made covert recognition

decisions during the identification window, estimates of recollection and familiarity would not be

expected to differ between conditions. Experiment 2 aimed to resolve this confound.

2.4 Experiment 2

To address the problem of a variable identification response window impacting the response

speeding manipulation, the identification and recognition components of the CID-R procedure can

be presented to participants in separate blocks of trials. Rather than each test trial prompting an

identification response immediately followed by a recognition decision, participants could complete

a block of identification test trials, followed by a separate block of recognition test trials. Although

the identification phase might still provide cues that aid in the later recognition of stimuli, the

separation of these phases eliminates the variable time interval directly preceding each recognition

judgement. This means that participants will be forced to use only the recognition response window

to reinstate their memory for each item, and will not be able to make covert judgements immediately

before each recognition trial.

In the present experiment, participants judged three types of items across the blocked identification

and recognition test phases. In the identification phase, participants judged all 80 old items they

had studied in the preceding study phase, intermixed with 60 items they had not yet seen. These

partially new items were included for several reasons. To measure the priming effect, the mean

identification RT for old items must be subtracted from that for new items, and so new items must

appear in the identification phase. The presence of new items is also necessary to get identification

measures for all four recognition response types. Finally, it is important that participants make their

recognition decision on the basis of memory from the study phase. If partially new items were

not included during identification, participants could feasibly make their recognition judgements

on the basis of item repetition or familiarity with the old items from the identification phase. To

ensure that some diagnostically new items remained in the recognition test phase, 20 completely

new items that did not appear in any other part of the experiment were presented in this phase. This
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was intended to help old and new items remain reliably discriminable, so as to avoid floor effects

that might hinder the ability to observe differences in recognition memory parameters. This also

allowed for equal numbers of old and new items in each condition and ensured that identification

RTs were still collected for most new items.

To fit this new design, the SS and DPSD1 models were adapted, with the mean of the partially new

item memory strength distribution, µn, being a free parameter. This reflected the fact that partially

new items had been seen twice by the recognition test phase, and so could accumulate additional

memory strength. Implementing this design and model extension, the hypotheses remained the

same as those in Experiment 1.

2.4.1 Method

Participants

40 participants (17 males, 22 females, 1 other/non-binary) with a mean age of 22.95 (SD = 4.89) took

part in this experiment. Participants were either undergraduates from the University of Plymouth

participating in return for participation points or members of the public participating in return for

Amazon vouchers worth £7.50. All participants were native English speakers who had not taken

part in Experiment 1. The sample size was justified by the same power calculation as in Experiment

1.

Materials and Procedure

The stimuli were 320 five-letter English nouns from the SUBTLEX-UK database (Van Heuven

et al., 2014). The rest of the apparatus and materials were the same as in Experiment 1. As in

Experiment 1, the order of each condition was randomised across participants, and all participants

completed the study while on a Zoom call with the experimenter. Participants first completed a

practice phase identical to that in Experiment 1 to acclimatise them to the CID procedure. In each

subsequent condition, participants first viewed 80 old words in a study phase, with procedures

identical to those in Experiment 1. Afterwards, participants completed a CID phase in which they

identified the 80 old words that appeared during the most recent study phase, intermixed with 60

partially new words that did not appear in the study phase. The trial-level procedure in this CID

phase was identical to that of the practice phase.

After the CID phase, participants completed a recognition memory test. Participants judged 80 old
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words, 60 partially new words (those that first appeared in the CID phase) and 20 completely new

words intermixed in a random trial order. This mixture of partially new and completely new words

during the test phase was intended to keep the ratio of items requiring old and new decisions equal

and helped to ensure that “old” judgements were made on the basis of an item’s presentation in the

study phase. In each trial, participants saw a word and were asked to make a binary recognition

memory judgement. They responded "j" for “old” if they judged an item to have appeared in the

study phase, and "f" for “new” if not, encompassing both the partially new and completely new

words. They had 1500 ms to do this in the speeded condition, and an unlimited response window in

the unspeeded condition. If no judgement was made within the response window in the speeded

condition, a prompt was displayed for 2000 ms encouraging a faster response in the next trial,

after which the next trial began. Upon a successful binary recognition judgement, participants

were then asked to rate their level of confidence in their judgement on the same 3-point scale as in

Experiment 1, after which point the next test trial would begin. After completing both conditions,

the participants were asked their age and gender before being debriefed.

2.4.2 Results

Four participants were excluded from the following analyses due to having large outlying parameter

estimates from the SS and DPSD1 models. Identification RTs were also subject to the same

exclusion criteria as in Experiment 1; 4.15% of trials were excluded on this basis.

Manipulation Checks

As in Experiment 1, we compared mean recognition response times in the speeded and unspeeded

conditions to determine whether our manipulation of recognition response time was successful. Due

to a technical fault in the experiment program, recognition response times were only recorded for

13 out of 36 participants. A t-test showed a marginally significant difference between recognition

response times in the speeded condition (M = 872.95, SE = 31.14) and those in the unspeeded

condition (M = 1189.17, SE = 182.05), t(12) =−1.79, p = .10, 95% CI [-700.96, 68.51], BF =

0.97, dz = -0.50. This means that recognition response times were shorter in the speeded condition,

showing that the manipulation was effective.
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Task Performance

To examine recognition performance in terms of hit and false alarm rates, a 2 (condition) × 3

(response type) within-subjects ANOVA was conducted with a Greenhouse-Geisser sphericity

correction. No significant main effect of condition was found, F(1, 35) = 0.83, p = .37, η2
p = .02,

BF = 0.17. There was a significant main effect of response type, F(1.37, 47.93) = 57.06, p < .001,

η2
p = .62, BF = 8.76 ×1026 . No interaction was observed, F(1.98, 69.24) = 0.55, p = 0.58, η2

p =

.02, BF = 0.10. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that false alarm rates for new

items were significantly lower than those for partially new items, t(35) = −7.67, p < .001, and

significantly lower than hit rates t(35) =−8.16, p < .001. False alarm rates for partially new items

were also reliably lower than hit rates, t(35) = −3.98, p = .001. This means that partially new

items were more likely to be incorrectly judged "old" than new items, likely due to their appearance

in the identification phase before the recognition test phase. However, a greater proportion of old

items were judged old than partially new items, indicating participants were able to discriminate

between these item classes.

A one-sample t-test on estimates of d′ derived from the experimental data revealed a significant

difference from 0 in the speeded condition (M = 0.45, SE = 0.07), t(35) = 6.23, p < .001, 95%

CI [0.30, 0.59], BF = 42128.01, dz = 1.04. This difference was also observed in the unspeeded

condition (M = 0.37, SE = 0.08), t(35) = 4.49, p < .001, 95% CI [0.20, 0.54], BF = 323.47, dz

= 0.75. We also tested for a priming effect by comparing the mean identification RTs for old

and partially new items. The mean identification RT for old items (M = 1800.922, SE = 80.21)

was faster than that for partially new items (M = 1899.99, SE = 84.92) in the speeded condition,

t(35) = 4.03, p < .001, 95% CI [49.06, 148.74], BF = 95.92, dz = 0.67. In the unspeeded condition,

there was also a significant difference between the mean identification RT for old (M = 1762.67,

SE = 68.52) and partially new (M = 1892.73, SE = 68.83) items, t(35) = 7.01, p < .001, 95% CI

[91.15, 165.50], BF = 373701.50, dz = 1.17.

Parameter Estimates

We conducted t-tests to test whether or not our manipulation had any impact on key parameter

estimates from the SS and DPSD1 models. There was no effect of response speeding on the SS

model’s estimates of µo, t(35) = 0.47, p = .64, 95% CI [-0.24, 0.38], BF = 0.20, dz = 0.08, nor

on estimates of σo, t(35) = 0.90, p = .38, 95% CI [-0.22, 0.57], BF = 0.26, dz = 0.15. Similarly,

there was no effect of response speeding on the DPSD1’s estimates of µo, t(35) =−0.92, p = .36,
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95% CI [-0.20, 0.07], BF = 0.27, dz = -0.15. There was also no effect of response speeding on

R, t(35) = 0.91, p = .37, 95% CI [-0.04, 0.10], BF = 0.26, dz = 0.15. This means that, as in

Experiment 1, our response speeding manipulation did not have an effect on the characteristics of

memory strength in the SS model, nor recollection or familiarity processes in the DPSD1 model.

Identification Reaction Time Analysis

As in Experiment 1, t-tests were conducted on RTs for misses and hits within each condition. No

reliable difference was found in the speeded condition t(35) = -1.40, p = .17, 95% CI [-26.43, 4.85],

BF = 0.44, dz = -0.23. No significant difference was observed in the unspeeded condition either,

t(35) = -1.12, p = .27, 95% CI [-21.17, 6.13], BF = 0.32, dz = -0.19. M−H was then calculated for

each participant and compared between conditions. No significant difference between M−H in the

speeded condition (M =−10.79, SE = 7.70) and the unspeeded condition (M =−7.52, SE = 6.72)

was found, with Bayesian evidence for the null, t(35) =−0.31, p = .76, 95% CI [-24.62, 18.07],

BF = 0.19, dz = -0.05.

Goodness of Fit Comparisons

AICs were used to compare the fit of the SS and DPSD1 models to participant data from both

conditions. In the speeded condition, the SS model fitted best to 77.78% of cases, with the DPSD1

model fitting best to the remaining 22.22%. In the unspeeded condition, the SS model fitted best

to 75.00% of cases, with the DPSD1 model fitting best to the remaining 25.00%. This shows that

the SS model provided the best quantitative fit to participant data in the majority of cases, in both

conditions. Analyses of the AIC differences in the speeded condition revealed that ∆SS (M = 0.38)

was significantly lower than ∆DPSD1 (M = 1.79), t(35) =−2.80, p = .008, 95% CI [-2.43, -0.39],

BF = 4.96, dz = -0.47. ∆SS (M = 0.32) was also significantly lower than ∆DPSD1 (M = 2.04) in the

unspeeded condition, t(35) =−3.86, p < .001, 95% CI [-2.63, -0.82], BF = 62.41, dz = -0.64. The

AIC difference was greater than 10 for one DPSD1 model fit, and for no SS model fits, indicating

that neither model should be rejected purely on the grounds of poor quantitative fit relative to the

other model (Burnham & Anderson, 1998). However, these analyses show that the SS model fitted

the data reliably better than the DPSD1 model.
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Exploratory Reaction Time Comparisons

The same RT comparisons assessed in Experiment 1 were also tested in the present experiment as

an exploratory analysis. Values of RT (FA) did not significantly differ from values of RT (CR) in

the speeded condition, t(35) = 0.68, p = .50, 95% CI [-11.02, 22.00], BF = 0.22, dz = 0.11. This

was also the case in the unspeeded condition, t(35) =−1.92, p = .06, 95% CI [-32.83, 0.84], BF =

0.94, dz = -0.32. Values of RT (M) were significantly lower than RT (CR) in the speeded condition,

t(35) = 1.46, p = .048, 95% CI [0.16, 44.61], BF = 1.14, dz = 0.34. However, RT (M) was not

reliably faster than RT (CR) in the unspeeded condition, t(35) = 0.13, p = .89, 95% CI [-15.64,

17.84], BF = 0.18, dz = 0.02. The overall priming effect was significantly greater than that of the

priming effect for new items in the speeded condition, t(35) = 3.09, p = .004, 95% CI [26.21,

126.81], BF = 9.46, dz = 0.51. This difference was also significant in the unspeeded condition,

t(35) = 6.17, p < .001, 95% CI [85.35, 169.09], BF = 35355.17, dz = 1.03. Taken together, these

results mostly fail to support the predictions of the SS model identified by Berry et al. (2012).

2.4.3 Discussion

The present experiment used a blocked CID-R design to manipulate recollection through recognition

response speeding. However, as in Experiment 1, this manipulation of recollection was unsuccessful.

As a result, the relevant parameter estimates from the SS and DPSD1 models were unaffected.

Since recognition response times were not recorded for a number of participants, it is not certain

whether this was due to the effectiveness of the manipulation in reducing recognition RTs, or

another artefact of the design. Although the analysis of 13 out of 36 participants showed reduced

recognition RTs in the speeded condition, this was not guaranteed for the other 23 participants,

meaning the manipulation may not have been strong enough to affect the recollection process in

recognition. However, it is also possible that introducing a continuous identification task at any

point before a recognition judgement nullifies the effects of speeding that judgement on recollection.

This could be because, regardless of the blocked design, viewing items for an uncontrolled length

of time during identification could still have provided participants with information that influenced

later recognition decisions. It is hard to gauge the extent of this confounding effect in the present

design. However, researchers conducting further work with similar manipulations should take care

to avoid contamination between identification and recognition tasks.

In either case, the present experiment was unable to elicit differences in the RT indices of interest

and so could not discriminate the SS and DPSD1 models on this basis. The SS model gave a better
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quantitative fit to the majority of participant-level data in both conditions when compared to the

DPSD1 model. However, many of the exploratory analyses did not confirm the results of Berry et al.

(2012) in favour of the SS model, meaning that the present results give only mixed support for it.

Although the models are still hard to discriminate based on the present results, the predictions they

make about RTs for hits and misses still stand. However, it is clear that a different experimental

manipulation would be needed to successfully elicit them.

2.5 General Discussion

There is an ongoing debate as to whether performance in recognition and priming tasks is governed

by a single memory system or multiple systems. The SS and DPSD1 models (Berry et al., 2012)

formalise these theoretical positions and make opposing predictions about identification RTs for

different types of recognition responses while recollection increases. However, the present attempts

to manipulate recollection by speeding recognition response times were unsuccessful, and the

models could not be discriminated on the basis of their predictions. In Experiment 1, manipulation

of the recognition response window in a CID-R test phase was not successful in affecting estimates

of recollection from either model, and the difference between mean RTs for misses and hits was

unaffected. An adaptation to this method with blocked identification and recognition test phases in

Experiment 2 also did not elicit effects upon parameter estimates from either model or the M−H

difference. This meant that neither model’s prediction about changes in the M−H difference could

be validated. Although the models could not be distinguished on this basis, the SS model provided

a better quantitative fit for the majority of participants in Experiment 2.

Although the response speeding manipulation did not elicit decreases in recollection as intended, it

could be improved for better results in the future. The present choice of a 1500 ms response deadline

was based upon previous successful manipulations of recollection (Koen et al., 2013). However,

there is evidence that responses associated with neural correlates of recollection can be made faster

than this. In an ERP analysis, Park & Donaldson (2016) found that unprimed recollection-related

trials had peak activation around 500-800 ms from stimulus onset. Furthermore, they found that

priming targets directly before a recognition judgement sped the onset of these recollection-related

old/new ERP effects by approximately 300 ms. This provides evidence that neural markers of

recollection-based responses could still occur within a short time interval, especially when implicit

memory for those items is present. It could be argued that additional time would be necessary

for participants to make their recognition response, and so the responses given in the present
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speeded conditions could still be expected to be mostly based upon familiarity. However, the

mean response times in the unspeeded conditions in Experiments 1 (M = 1201.95) and 2 (M =

1189.17) were less than the 1500 ms response deadline in the speeded conditions. If responses

under 1500 ms are expected to reflect familiarity and not recollection, it is possible that many

responses in the unspeeded condition were not influenced by recollection, explaining the lack of

reliable difference in R parameters between conditions. Future response speeding manipulations

could address this possibility by forcing participants to respond faster in the speeded condition

and delay their recognition response for longer than the speeded response deadline (2000 ms,

for example) in the unspeeded condition. This would increase the difference between the mean

recognition response times in the speeded and unspeeded conditions further, making the responses

in each condition more likely to be based on familiarity and recollection, respectively. Such a

method may have a better chance of affecting estimates of R in the DPSD1 model and eliciting its

unique predictions.

It is also possible that a different manipulation of recollection could be more effective. For instance,

since the SS and DPSD1 models specify different combinations of strength sources, a better test

of their predictions could be to manipulate recollection with an encoding manipulation. However,

levels of familiarity also need to remain unchanged by such a manipulation to elicit the model

predictions identified here. Yonelinas (2002) reviewed many variables that have been shown to

have separable effects on recollection and familiarity. Each encoding manipulation they reviewed

altered recollection but also had some effect on familiarity, sometimes depending on the materials

used in a given study. Besides response speeding, Yonelinas (2002) found only one other retrieval

manipulation — dividing attention at test — could influence recollection while maintaining a

constant level of familiarity (see also Koen et al., 2013). However, integrating this manipulation

into the CID-R paradigm could present challenges. Namely, the preceding identification task could

reveal information about the stimulus relevant to the recognition decision, confounding a later

manipulation of attention during the recognition judgement.

This confound may threaten any successful manipulation of recollection during retrieval in a CID-R

task. Indeed, it may have contributed to the null effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2, where each

response speeding manipulation did not influence recollection in both sequential and blocked CID-R

test phases. Alternatively, a between-subjects comparison could be used to highlight differences in

recollection. Yonelinas (2002) identified special populations that experience disrupted recollection,

such as older adults and individuals with amnesia or frontal lobe lesions. However, there is also

support for the view that comparable explicit and implicit memory deficits result from normal
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ageing (Ward et al., 2013a) and amnesia (Jernigan & Ostergaard, 1993; Ostergaard & Jernigan,

1993; Ostergaard, 1999), meaning that familiarity might be subject to a decline in these groups

alongside recollection. Between-subjects comparisons also have less statistical power to detect

small effects, so a large sample would be needed to detect differences in M−H predicted by either

model. Taking these factors together, the use of special populations may not easily improve upon

the present attempts to test SS and DPSD1 model predictions about the M−H difference.

There are, however, conceptual limitations of any attempt to selectively target recollection with

experimental manipulation. From the perspective of a single-system theory, memory strength is

one continuous latent variable that underlies all recognition memory judgements. The qualitative

experiences of recollection and familiarity are not individual processes in their own right. Instead,

they are emergent properties of experiencing the feeling of remembering items that have different

memory strength values. If this theoretical position is true, it is hard to selectively target recollection

versus familiarity with an experimental manipulation because neither "system" exists in its own

right. The logic of using response speeding to prevent the "slow" contribution of recollection

falls apart if recollection is simply a feeling elicited by high memory strength. For this reason, it

may not be useful to target recollection or familiarity specifically in future research comparing

single-system and dual-process predictions. Instead, it is useful to consider the behaviour of each

model in response to a manipulation that has particular relevance to the SS model specification. In

the following chapter, I adopt this approach to test the predictions of single-system and dual-process

accounts of recognition and priming further using variability in memory strength — a concept

represented in both models, but of particular importance to the SS model.

To conclude, I conducted two experiments to investigate opposing predictions made by the SS

and DPSD1 models of recognition and priming. Experiment 1 attempted to restrict recognition

response speed in a CID-R test to manipulate recollection, which in turn would cause the models to

make opposing predictions about identification RTs in the experiment. However, this manipulation

was unsuccessful, possibly due to the speeding manipulation being confounded by the preceding

identification judgement in each trial. Experiment 2 attempted this manipulation in a blocked CID-R

design, however, this was unsuccessful in affecting estimates of recollection as well. Ultimately,

the models were not distinguishable based on their identification RT predictions. Although these

predictions could still be tested with other methods, focusing on manipulations that do not attempt

to selectively change measures of recollection or familiarity will likely be most beneficial for further

research.
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Chapter 3

Discriminating SS and DPSD1 Models Using

Encoding Variability Manipulations

In the seminal dual-process signal detection model of recognition memory (DPSD; Yonelinas, 1994),

the distinction between recollection and familiarity is clear. Items are either recollected as the result

of an "all-or-none" threshold process, or they are judged on the basis of a continuous familiarity

signal. However, as established in the previous chapter, there are few experimental manipulations

of recollection that do not also affect familiarity (Yonelinas, 2002). It is harder still to successfully

implement such a manipulation within a CID-R procedure. As the results of Chapter 2 showed,

manipulations that affect recollection independently of familiarity in a recognition task may be

confounded or otherwise affected by the addition of an identification test. This makes it challenging

to test the DPSD1 model’s (Berry et al., 2012) unique predictions about identification RTs when its

R parameter increases independently of the mean of the old item familiarity distribution, µo. In

this chapter, I explore another manipulation that may elicit opposing predictions for perceptual

identification measures in the SS and DPSD1 models; a manipulation of encoding variability.

The model simulations in Chapter 2 confirmed that increases in the SS model’s µo and σo parameters

cause the model to predict an increase in M−H; the difference in mean identification for miss

and hit responses. While both parameters can independently motivate this effect (see Chapter 2,

Expected Value Simulations), σo has a much greater effect on values of M−H. Increases in σo

result in a greater spread of identification values for items that receive hit and miss responses,

leading to an increased difference between the mean RTs for these response types. As the variability

of the old and new item strength distributions are fixed to
√

0.5 in the DPSD1 model, it must

represent changes in the variability in memory strength for old items by adjusting both µo and R.

This would result in a different pattern of RTs than that predicted by the SS model. It is therefore
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worth investigating manipulations of old item variance in recognition memory that may be able to

elicit these opposing predictions in a recognition and priming experiment.

From the first applications of signal detection models to the study of recognition memory, it has

been widely accepted that the variance of the old item strength distribution is greater than the

variance of the new item distribution (for a review, see Rotello, 2017). The acceptance of this old

item variance effect is motivated by analyses of the z-ROC, a z-transformed plot of the hit rate

against the false alarm rate at each level of recognition confidence in a given response scale. Most

z-ROCs calculated from recognition confidence data are approximately linear, with slopes less than

1 (Glanzer et al., 1999). Since the value of the z-ROC slope has long been presumed to represent the

ratio σo/σn in a traditional Gaussian signal detection model (but see Rabe et al., 2021), a non-unit

z-ROC slope necessitates making σo a free parameter with a value typically greater than σn. This

assumption was the defining feature of the UVSD model (Egan, 1958).

Although the UVSD model can account for some commonly observed regularities in the z-ROC

slope (Egan, 1958; Yonelinas & Parks, 2007), its unequal variance assumption was created purely

for the need to account for observed data, and not with a priori psychological assumptions in

mind. A complementary psychological explanation for the unequal variance assumption was later

proposed in the form of the encoding variability hypothesis (Jang et al., 2012a; Wixted, 2007).

According to this theory, the old item variance effect is caused by the presence of a large number of

variables that affect memory strength at encoding. These variables contribute additional strength and

variance to memory strength across a set of old items during the study phase, resulting in an increase

in σo relative to σn. Examples of such encoding variables could presumably include the level of

attention paid to a stimulus, item characteristics, item-participant interaction, and many others.

Stated mathematically, old items have some level of baseline strength, B∼N (µbaseline,σbaseline),

which is equivalent to the new item strength distribution (Jang et al., 2012a). In the study phase, B

is incremented by an added strength variable A∼N (µadded,σadded) during encoding. The addition

of baseline and added strength gives the resulting old item distribution in the formula O = B+A.

The variance of O is therefore greater than that of new items, being equal to σ2
B +σ2

A.

There have been several attempts to test the encoding variability hypothesis and compare its

predictions with those of other accounts. Koen & Yonelinas (2010) first attempted this in a method

where items at study were presented for either a fixed duration of 2500 ms, or a mixture of 1000 and

4000 ms durations. It was found that the latter variable encoding condition did not change estimates

of σo. Instead, the contribution of an additional recollection process was solely responsible for
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changes to the z-ROC slope, supposedly constituting evidence against the encoding variability

hypothesis in favour of a dual-process model. However, subsequent comments by Starns et al.

(2012b) and Jang et al. (2012a) clarified that these results had no bearing on the encoding variability

hypothesis. This was because Koen & Yonelinas (2010)’s method mixed two discrete levels of

encoding strength, which would be expected to result in a mixture strength distribution rather

than a Gaussian as the encoding variability hypothesis predicts. However, Koen et al. (2013) later

studied the effects of retrieval manipulations on old item variance, finding that it was possible to

induce changes in estimates of σo without manipulating encoding variability. Although this finding

does not exclude the possibility that encoding variability may still have some role in determining

estimates of σo, it suggests that it is not the only factor that influences old item variance.

More recently, Spanton & Berry (2020) attempted to test the encoding variability hypothesis by

manipulating encoding variables directly during the study phase. To avoid the creation of mixture

strength distributions that confounded the method adopted by Koen & Yonelinas (2010), encoding

variables were manipulated by adding variance along a continuous scale, rather than by mixing two

separate conditions of high or low-quality encoding. Across three experiments, attempts to influence

σo by manipulating three encoding variables (study duration, attention, and word frequency) were

unsuccessful. There were no resultant effects on σo, although each independent variable was

assessed to have a weak effect on recognition confidence ratings in manipulation checks. Despite

this, both d and σo were found to be significantly greater in the low item characteristic variance

condition in Experiment 2, suggesting again that changes in σo may result from factors other

than encoding variability. Estimates of d and σo also showed strong positive correlations in

every experiment, indicating that old item variance may scale with mean strength. Spanton &

Berry (2022) found further evidence for a strength scaling trend in their Experiments 1 and 2,

as experimental manipulations of mean strength independently contributed to increases the σo

parameter in the UVSD model. By contrast, they did not find strong evidence that variability in

item characteristics increased σo. Assuming that manipulations in variability in item characteristics

translate to manipulations of encoding variability, these results are not predicted by the encoding

variability hypothesis.

The idea that mean memory strength and variance in memory strength are related is evidenced

elsewhere in the recognition memory literature. Although some previous research concluded that

the z-ROC slope takes a constant value of approximately 0.8 (Ratcliff et al., 1992, 1994), it was later

found that in many cases, increases in mean strength generally decrease the z-ROC slope (Glanzer

et al., 1999; Parks & Yonelinas, 2007), meaning that mean strength and old item variance increase
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with one another in several experimental contexts. The finding that greater strength coincides

with greater old item variance has since been observed in other studies (Glanzer & Adams, 1990;

Heathcote, 2003; Hirshman & Hostetter, 2000; Koen et al., 2013; but see Starns et al., 2012a;

Grider & Malmberg, 2008). More recently, Dopkins et al. (2017) found that a semantic priming

manipulation increased the memory strength of new items and the variance of their corresponding

confidence ratings at test, as well as the z-ROC slope. This suggests that a form of strength and

item variance scaling could apply more generally to both old and new item types – a distribution

with a greater mean tends to have greater variance. In sum, this is evidence that σo scales as a

monotonically increasing function of d in many experimental settings.

Despite several attempts to test the encoding variability hypothesis, no conclusive experimental

evidence that encoding variability affects estimates of σo in the UVSD model exists. There have

however been indications that the mean memory strength parameter d increases alongside old item

variance in the UVSD model (Spanton & Berry, 2020, 2022). This prompts a question; can an

experimental manipulation of encoding variability increase estimates of σo in the UVSD model

without simultaneous increases in d? If so, then there is little doubt that encoding variability

can independently determine estimates of old item variance, supporting the theory. As well as

relating to the encoding variability hypothesis, this question has implications for single-system

and dual-process theory. If the DPSD model were fitted to data where variability in old item

strength increased independently of mean memory strength, it would represent this in a different

way from the UVSD model. While greater values of the DPSD model’s R parameter signify

increases in mean strength and old item variance, lower values of the µo parameter indicate lower

strength and greater old item variance (Spanton & Berry, 2020). The DPSD model could therefore

increase the R parameter and decrease the µo parameter to represent greater old item variance while

controlling overall memory strength. This contrasting behaviour between the two models is of

interest when they are extended to represent priming. In the SS model, changes in old item variance

for recognition are driven by the σo parameter, like in the UVSD model. As shown in the previous

chapter, increases in this parameter affect priming, increasing the difference between miss and

hit responses. In the DPSD1 model, however, greater values of R do the opposite, decreasing the

miss-hit identification difference. If one experimental manipulation can prompt these two opposing

predictions, the models can be tested against one another.

The aims of this chapter are twofold. Experiment 3 attempts to provide a new way to manipulate

old item variance in the UVSD model while controlling new item variance and reducing the effect

of overall strength as much as possible. When fitting the DPSD model to these data, its potential to
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make unique predictions on the basis of its recollection process can also be evaluated. Experiment

4 then expands the design of Experiment 3 to include an identification task. The SS and DPSD1

model specifications are extended to fit this new data structure, and their opposing predictions

are evaluated. To preface the results, Experiment 3 shows promising parameter estimates from

the UVSD and DPSD1 models that may provoke opposing predictions if extended to the SS and

DPSD1 models. However, the models were unable to be discriminated on this basis in Experiment

4, despite other support being found for the SS model. These results and their implications for

further investigations of explicit and implicit memory are discussed.

3.1 Experiment 3

Previous research has highlighted conceptual difficulties with testing the encoding variability

hypothesis. Spanton & Berry (2020) attempted to add Gaussian variability to continuous variables

known to affect memory strength during encoding. However, this manipulation only had a weak

effect on the variance in recognition confidence ratings, and so was not expected to prompt large

changes in σo. This may be because even without experimental manipulation, there are already

a very large number of encoding variables that sum to determine levels of added strength in any

condition. Therefore, any further attempts to experimentally manipulate a given encoding variable

might have a minimal effect on old item variance because added strength already varies greatly.

It could also be possible that the effect of any experimentally manipulated encoding variable is

partially counteracted by any number of other encoding variables that occur naturally. When

manipulating item characteristics, for example, if word frequency and strength are negatively

related, whereas concreteness and strength are positively related, then any amount of added strength

that a word may receive for having low word frequency may be balanced by a decrement in strength

if that word also happens to have low concreteness. There is also likely to be a negative correlation

between an item’s baseline strength value and the increment of added strength it receives during

study (Jang et al., 2012a). This, in conjunction with the aforementioned factors, makes it difficult

to establish a strong experimental manipulation of encoding variability (Spanton & Berry, 2020).

To mitigate these problems in their Experiments 1 and 2, Spanton & Berry (2022) manipulated

multiple item characteristics simultaneously to achieve a greater combined experimental effect

upon old item variance. In doing so, they ensured that these characteristics are correlated within

a word list, addressing the possibility that manipulated item characteristics may systematically

counteract each other. Returning to the example above, word frequency and concreteness would
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be less likely to counteract one another if their values were negatively correlated, increasing their

summed effect upon the variance of recognition confidence judgements. Spanton & Berry (2022)

compared this condition with another wherein item characteristics are constrained to be as low

in variance as possible, resulting in low encoding variability. Controlling the mean of each item

characteristic measure to be equal across word lists in both high and low variability conditions

also allowed them to control the overall memorability of stimuli in each set. This control allowed

Spanton & Berry (2022) to establish an orthogonal manipulation of memory strength in their first

two experiments. In the present experiment, it allows memory strength to be controlled, increasing

the likelihood that any effects on old item variance are the result of encoding variability alone.

The present experiment attempted to test the encoding variability hypothesis by including these low

and high item characteristic variance stimulus conditions within a single test phase. That is, half of

the items in each list (studied, and new) had high Gaussian variability in four item characteristics,

with the other half having low Gaussian variability. The following characteristics were chosen

for having previously been shown to effect memory strength. Word frequency, a measure of how

commonly a word is used in typical language, was shown to have significant effects on various

recognition memory accuracy metrics in multiple studies (Glanzer & Bowles, 1976). Concreteness,

a measure of a word’s abstractness and imageability, was shown to have a roughly 8% effect on

correct recognition rate by Fliessbach et al. (2006). Age of acquisition (AOA; Cortese et al., 2010),

the age at which words are typically acquired in development, was shown to have a weak-moderate

association with recognition confidence ratings. Finally, word length was shown to have a moderate

negative relationship with correct recognition rate (Cortese et al., 2010, 2015).

The combination of these word lists into a single participant-facing study/test phase block was to

ensure a valid test of the encoding variability hypothesis. If these high and low variability words

were split into separate conditions, the item characteristic variability of old and new items within

these conditions would have to be equated. This would be to prevent some words in high encoding

variability conditions being artefactually more discriminable based on their extreme characteristics.

Such an effect would result in simultaneous effects on memory strength, which is undesirable

when attempting to devise a "pure" test of the encoding variability hypothesis. However, as σo

is conceptualised as the ratio of new/old item variance in the UVSD model, equating the item

characteristic variability of new and old items might not affect σo as intended. Presenting each

word list in one study/test phase ensures that the overall variability of old and new word lists will

be equal, while allowing word lists for each old-high variability, old-low variability, new-high

variability, and new-low variability condition to be separated for analysis. In this way, Experiment
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Figure 3.1: A depiction of the extended UVSD model specification, with parameters set to the
mean estimates recovered from Experiment 3.

3 provides a principled method to test a key prediction of the encoding variability hypothesis; that

σo should be greater in high variability conditions than in low variability conditions.

To allow the estimation of the key parameters in this experiment, we must define four distribu-

tions in the UVSD model – one for each condition (see Figure 3.1). The mean and standard

deviation of the new-low distribution can be fixed so that µnl = 0 and σnl = 1, allowing the

means and standard deviations of each other condition to be free and scaled upon these fixed

parameters. Since all the conditions appear to the participant in one study-test phase, it follows

that the same decision criteria should be used to model judgements for words in every sub-list.

Extending the UVSD model to represent this design, therefore, requires the 11 free parameters

θ = {µnh,µol,µoh,σnh,σol,σoh,C1,C2, ...C5}.

By contrast, the σ parameters for each distribution in the extended DPSD model are fixed to 1.

This reflects the parameterization of familiarity as an equal-variance signal detection process in the

conventional DPSD model (Yonelinas, 1994). The DPSD model shares the same free µ parameters

as the UVSD, with µnl being fixed to zero. Two additional parameters are needed to represent

recollection for each old item distribution; Rh and Rl. These represent the proportion of old items

that are recollected in the high and low conditions, respectively. With this, the extended DPSD

model has 10 free parameters θ = {µnh,µol,µoh,Rh,Rl,C1,C2, ...C5}. The likelihood functions and

parameter recovery simulations for each model can be found in Appendices A and B, respectively.

With these models defined, the behaviour of their parameters can be evaluated alongside the

predictions of the encoding variability hypothesis. If the encoding variability hypothesis holds,

the UVSD model predicts that σoh will be greater than σol, with no simultaneous effects of overall

memory strength. In this case, the DPSD model would show greater estimates of Rh than Rl and
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greater estimates of µol than µoh.

3.1.1 Method

Participants

75 undergraduate psychology students from the University of Plymouth (57 females, 16 males, 2

non-binary/other) completed the experiment in exchange for course credits. Three participants were

excluded during analyses due to outlying parameter estimates (see Results), leaving an effective

sample of 72 participants that allowed for the detection of a minimum effect size dz = 0.33 at 80%

power in a paired-samples t-test.

Materials

A total of 240 unique words were used as stimuli (60 in each condition). Chosen words appeared in

the SUBTLEX-UK word database (Van Heuven et al., 2014) and databases from Brysbaert et al.

(2014) and Kuperman et al. (2012). Names, proper nouns, and hyphenated words were excluded

from an aggregate of the above databases before sampling. Word frequency scores for these words

were taken from the SUBTLEX-UK database (Van Heuven et al., 2014), concreteness scores were

taken from Brysbaert et al. (2014), and AOA scores were taken from Kuperman et al. (2012). In

high item characteristic variability conditions, each set of old or new words (four in total) was

selected using an algorithm with the following criteria:

1. Words must be 4-10 characters long.

2. Each set of words must have approximately equal mean word frequency (≈ 3), concreteness

(≈ 3), and AOA (≈ 10) scores (see Table 1 for exact values).

3. Concreteness and AOA scores must be strongly negatively correlated with word frequency

scores within each word list (r < -.77 for concreteness and word frequency scores, r < -.61

for AOA and word frequency scores, and r > .26 for concreteness and AOA scores).

4. The distribution of word frequency, concreteness and AOA scores must not significantly

deviate from a normal within each set, according to an Anderson-Darling test (p > .05).

The remaining four sets of old/new words in the low item characteristic variability condition were

sampled with the following criteria:
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1. Words must be 7 characters long.

2. Each set of words must have approximately equal mean word frequency, concreteness, and

AOA scores (with the same constraints as the high item characteristic variance condition).

3. Each item characteristic variable must not be highly correlated. Among the word lists

generated, word frequency and concreteness had a maximum negative correlation of r = -.36.

Word frequency and AOA had a maximum negative correlation of r = -.11. Concreteness and

AOA had a maximum positive correlation of r = .03.

4. Word frequency, concreteness and AOA scores must have low variance. For each word, the

formula Σ|(µe− ei)| was used to determine the summed difference between the mean of

each item characteristic (e) across all possible words, and its corresponding value in the eth

word. The 240 words with the lowest summed difference scores were then randomly sampled

without replacement to create the low encoding variability word lists.

The experiment was implemented using the OSWeb functionality of OpenSesame (Mathôt et al.,

2012), and hosted on a JATOS (Lange et al., 2015) server. Participants completed the task in a lab,

using Lenovo desktop computers running a browser window containing the experiment program.

Procedure

Participants first completed a study phase consisting of 120 trials. In each trial, they viewed a

fixation point for 500 ms, a word for 3000 ms, and an inter-trial interval (a blank screen) for 500

ms. The words in the study phase were made up of one set of 60 high-variability words, and one set

of 60 low-variability words; these sets were intermixed and presented in a different random order

for each participant. The allocation of each high and low variability word list as an old or new item

was also randomised across participants. Participants were instructed to pay attention to each word

during the study phase, and that they should try to remember as many words as possible for a later

memory test. After the study phase, participants had a 60-second break before reading instructions

for the test phase. A countdown timer was displayed on screen during the break, showing the

number of seconds left until the instructions for the next phase would appear.

The test phase had the same trial level structure as those in Experiments 1 and 2 of Spanton &

Berry (2022). A fixation point appeared for 500 ms, followed by a randomly selected word that was

either old or new in the centre of the screen. This word was presented until the participant made a

recognition confidence judgement based on their degree of certainty that the item was old or new.
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Participants made these responses with 1–6 keys at the top of the keyboard, using the response

scale “1—Sure New, 2—Probably New, 3—Guess New, 4—Guess Old, 5—Probably Old, 6—Sure

Old.” This key, and the prompt “New or Old?” were presented near the bottom of the screen as

a static reminder of the response categories throughout each test phase. After each response, a

500 ms ITI (in which no information was displayed in the centre of the screen) was displayed,

before the next trial. Participants were instructed to make use of the whole rating scale, and to

prioritise the accuracy of their judgements over speed as they completed the task. A total of 240

words were presented (120 old, 120 new), with the new words coming from the remaining high

and low item variability lists that were not shown at study. This resulted in a 2 (item characteristic

variability level; high, low) × 2 (item type; old, new) within-subjects design. As in the study phase,

each participant completed a different random order of trials. Upon completing the test phase,

participants input their age and gender into the experimental program before reading a full debrief.

3.1.2 Results

Three participants were excluded from all analyses for having outlying parameter estimates, in line

with the approach taken in Experiments 1 and 2 of Spanton & Berry (2022). Estimates of σoh,σoh

and σoh were also log-transformed because, with the value of σn fixed to equal 1, σo is a ratio and

would otherwise violate the assumptions of a 2 × 2 ANOVA. Bonferroni corrections were applied

to all pairwise comparisons.

Item Characteristic Variability Manipulation

Regression analyses were conducted to gauge the effect of each manipulated item characteristic

on recognition confidence responses. Each participant’s data was split by item type (old, new)

and item characteristic variability level (high, low), and regression models with word frequency,

concreteness, AOA, and word length as predictors were fit to each combination of factors. The

proportion of significant regression models and mean R2 values can be found in Table 3.1. A 2 × 2

within-subjects ANOVA on R2 was then conducted with item type and item characteristic variability

level as factors. This ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of item characteristic variability on

R2, F(1, 71) = 18.67, p < .001, η2
p = .21, BF = 1018.28. There was no significant main effect of

item type, F(1, 71) = 0.27, p = .61, η2
p < .01, BF = 0.15, and no significant interaction, F(1, 71)

= 2.33, p = .13, η2
p = .03, BF = 0.50. This indicates that the variance in recognition confidence

ratings was largely explained by the item characteristic variability manipulation, rather than the
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Table 3.1: The proportion of significant item characteristic regression models and mean R2 values
(standard deviations in brackets) for each condition in Experiments 3 and 4.

Experiment Conditions P(significant) regressions Mean R2

Experiment 3 Old, High Variability .19 .09 (.06)
Old, Low Variability .04 .05 (.04)
New, High Variability .19 .08 (.07)
New, Low Variability .04 .06 (.04)

Experiment 4 Old, High Variability .12 .08 (.05)
Old, Low Variability .05 .05 (.04)
New, High Variability .21 .09 (.06)
New, Low Variability .05 .05 (.04)

Table 3.2: Mean parameter estimates for the extended UVSD and DPSD models in Experiment 3,
with standard deviations in parentheses.

Relevant Model Parameter UVSD Mean Estimate DPSD Mean Estimate
UVSD

σnh 0.96 (1.36) - -
σol 1.28 (1.31) - -
σoh 1.42 (1.40) - -

DPSD
Rl - - .23 (.20)
Rh - - .27 (.21)

Shared
µnh -0.19 (0.28) -0.22 (0.24)
µol 1.34 (0.69) 0.81 (0.46)
µoh 1.31 (0.77) 0.59 (0.45)
C1 -0.80 (1.22) -0.72 (1.10)
C2 0.16 (0.60) 0.15 (0.55)
C3 0.71 (0.44) 0.67 (0.40)
C4 1.17 (0.56) 1.13 (0.55)
C5 1.87 (0.70) 2.56 (1.96)

presence of words in the study phase. The high variability words accounted for around 4% more

total variance in recognition confidence ratings for old items than low variability words, which is

comparable with the results in Experiments 1 and 2 of Spanton & Berry (2022). This confirms that

the manipulation of item characteristic variability impacted on recognition responses. With this in

mind, I next considered the central issue of whether estimates of σo in the UVSD model would be

similarly impacted.

UVSD Model Parameter Estimates

The parameter estimates from the UVSD and DPSD models can be found in Table 3.2. A one-factor

repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser sphericity correction was used to compare

the estimates of σ in the old-high, old-low, and new-high conditions. Estimates significantly

differed across conditions, F(1.66, 117.91) = 85.66, p < .001, η2
p = .55, BF = 1.75 ×1010. The
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Figure 3.2: Raincloud plots of σ parameter estimates and discriminability measures in the UVSD
model, with circular points denoting means. The mean of each log-sigma parameter was calculated
and then exponentiated.

ordinal pattern of variance estimates for each distribution can be seen in Figure 3.2. Pairwise

comparisons confirmed that estimates of σnh were reliably lower than those of both σoh, t(71) =

-11.33, p < .001, BF = 8.27 ×1014, and σol, t(71) = -9.00, p < .001, BF = 2.42 ×1010. Crucially

however, estimates of σoh were significantly greater than estimates of σol, t(71) = 4.06, p < .001,

BF = 300.76. Further, a one-sample t-test also revealed that σnh did not significantly differ from 1,

the fixed value of σnl, t(71) = -1.26, p = .21, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.03], BF = 0.28. This means that the

manipulation of item characteristic variability only affected old items, in line with the encoding

variability hypothesis.

To assess the possibility that differences in old item variance may have been driven by effects of

overall memory strength, I calculated discriminability (d) measures for high and low variability

conditions. These measures were given by calculating dh = µoh−µnh and dl = µol−µnl respectively,

on a participant level. Discriminability measures were reliably greater for high variability items

than for low variability items, t(71) = 2.90, p = .004, 95% CI [0.05, 0.28], BF = 6.05. This increase

in discriminability for high variability items was likely driven by estimates of µnh being reliably

lower than 0, the fixed value of µnl, t(71) = -5.72, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.26, -0.12], BF = 58633.94.

By contrast, no reliable differences were found between estimates of µoh and µol, t(71) = -0.60, p =

.55, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.06], BF = 0.15. This means that greater overall memory strength for high
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variability items coincided with greater estimates of σo for those items. Therefore, as in Experiment

2, it is unclear whether increases in old item variance are due to manipulated encoding variability

because these increases were not independent of changes in d.

For comparison with the results of Spanton & Berry (2020) and Spanton & Berry (2022), I examined

the relationship between discriminability and σo parameters within the high and low variability

conditions using linear regression. There was a significant positive relationship between dh and σoh,

F(1, 70) = 32.64, p < .001, R2 = .32. There was also a significant positive relationship between

dl and σol, F(1, 70) = 21.07, p < .001, R2 = .23. This indicates that estimates of mean memory

strength and variability in memory strength for old items were positively associated.

DPSD Model Parameter Estimates

I also examined the DPSD model’s parameter estimates. DPSD model estimates of Rh were

significantly greater than estimates of Rl, t(71) = 2.80, p = .007, 95% CI [0.01, 0.08], BF = 4.71.

This indicates that the model estimated that there was greater recollection for items in the high

condition than the low. To assess the model’s predictions regarding familiarity, measures of dh

and dl were calculated in the same way as for the UVSD model. There was no reliable difference

between these measures, t(71) = 0.06, p = .95, 95% CI [-0.10, 0.10], BF = 0.13. This lack of a

difference can be dissected further by looking at the model’s estimated µ parameters. Estimates

of µol were significantly greater than those of µoh, t(71) = -5.49, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.30, -0.14],

BF = 24481.46. However, estimates of µnh were reliably lower than 0, the fixed value of µnl, t(71)

= -7.93, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.28, -0.16], BF = 4.06 ×108. When comparing d between high and

low item characteristic variability conditions, these effects cancel each other out, resulting in no

difference in estimates of familiarity between these conditions.

Comparison of Fits

To compare the goodness of fit of the UVSD and DPSD models, AICs were calculated for each

model’s fit to each participant’s data. Given that the extended UVSD model has 11 free parameters

and the extended DPSD model has 10, using the AIC was necessary to account for this difference.

The best-fitting model for each participant’s data was given by the minimum AIC. The UVSD

model fitted best to the data in 38.89% of cases, whereas the DPSD fit best in 61.11% of cases. To

determine the extent that each model fit individual participants’ data best, AIC differences were

calculated in the same way as in Chapter 2. AIC differences for the UVSD model (M = 2.03, SD
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= 2.70) did not significantly differ from those for the DPSD model (M = 1.34, SD = 2.74) in a

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test, V = 1654, p = .06. Only 2.78% of AIC differences for each model

were greater than 10, indicating insufficient support for the models in those cases. In the majority

of cases, there was substantial empirical support for each model, with ∆UVSD <= 2 in 59.72% of

cases, and ∆DPSD <= 2 in 80.56% of cases. On balance, this suggests that the UVSD and DPSD

models both accounted for most of the data to an equal standard, although the DPSD model gave

better fits than the UVSD model in more cases.

3.1.3 Discussion

Parameter estimates from the UVSD model showed a clear increase in estimates of σo in high

variability conditions. Estimates of new item variance remained constant across high and low

variability conditions. However, old and new items were also more discriminable in the high

variability conditions than in low variability conditions. Therefore, the increase in old item

variance predicted by the UVSD model coincided with an increase in memory strength, and so

cannot be taken as clear evidence for the encoding variability hypothesis. Moreover, measures

of discriminability and old item variance were positively associated on a participant level in both

high and low variability conditions, mirroring the linear relationships found between σo and d in

previous research (Spanton & Berry, 2020, 2022).

The parameter estimates from the DPSD model showed that Rh tended to be greater than Rl,

meaning there was greater recollection in the high variability condition. Estimates of familiarity,

given by dh and dl, remained unchanged between conditions. It has previously been shown that

increases in the R parameter of the DPSD model signify a simultaneous increase in overall memory

strength and variability in memory strength for old items at large (Spanton & Berry, 2020). This

means that the DPSD model shares the same psychological predictions about the patterns in the

present data as the UVSD model. However, the increase in memory strength and variability is

driven by the recollection process in the DPSD model, in contrast to a unidimensional strength

variable in the UVSD model. Simulations in Chapter 2 showed that increases in the DPSD1 model’s

recollection parameter decrease the M−H difference, whereas increases in old item variance in

the SS model increase this difference. Since the present experimental manipulation prompts these

two opposing behaviours simultaneously, the SS and DPSD1 models have the potential to make

opposing predictions about identification performance if extended to represent priming data. The

following experiment attempts to elicit these predictions.
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3.2 Experiment 4

The results of Experiment 3 confirmed the UVSD and DPSD models account for increases in

memory strength and variability in memory strength for old items differently. The UVSD model

explains this as a simultaneous increase in estimates of σo and d, whereas the DPSD model

does so through an increase in recollection. These differences in representation have interesting

implications. If each model were extended to represent data from an identification task in the

same way as the SS and DPSD1 models in Berry et al. (2012), the models would make opposing

predictions about identification performance for different types of recognition responses. Unlike

Experiments 1 and 2, the present experiment (and the experiments following) used a non-RT

measure of identification performance. Instead of a CID-R procedure where a stimulus is repeatedly

exposed for an increasing duration against a mask, a self-paced procedure where participants

reveal more of a stimulus with a button press was used. The dependent variable in this procedure

was the image clarity level at which a stimulus was identified, ranging from 1 (least clear) to 10

(unobscured; see Figure 3.3). This measure was adopted for multiple reasons. Firstly, the self-paced

nature of the task reduced the chance of presentation latency in the experiment program affecting

the accuracy of the identification measure. Secondly, differences in identification levels are easier

to equate to specific differences in stimulus clarity compared with differences in CID RTs. Similar

measures have previously been successfully implemented in conjoint studies of explicit memory

and perceptual identification (Mazancieux et al., 2020).

Aside from the identification measure, the predictions of the models take the same form as in

Chapter 2. The SS model predicts that as estimates of old item variance increase, either alone or

alongside discriminability measures, so does the M−H difference. The DPSD1 model predicts

that as the probability of recollection increases, M−H decreases. Since these opposing behaviours

may coincide in the same condition, as Experiment 3 showed, this provides a critical test of the SS

and DPSD1 models. I now proceed to verify the predictions of each model through simulation and

extend the design of the previous experiment to test these predictions.

3.2.1 Expected Value Simulations

I first extended the SS and DPSD1 models to fit recognition and priming data from four item

characteristic conditions, as in Experiment 3. The extended SS model has 14 free parameters:

the means of the two old item strength distributions, µol,µoh, the mean of the new-high condition
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Figure 3.3: An example of a fragmented word image stimulus from Experiments 4, 7, 8, and 9.
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Table 3.3: The lower and upper bounds on the uniform distributions used to generate simulated
data from the SS and DPSD1 models. Values of µnh were fixed to 0 in the SS model simulation,
and values of each σ parameter was fixed to

√
0.5 in the DPSD1 model.

SS DPSD1
Parameter a b a b
µnh - - -1 1
µoh 0 4 0 4
µol 0 4 0 4
σnh

√
0.5 3 - -

σoh
√

0.5 4 - -
σol

√
0.5 4 - -

b 8 13 8 13
s 0.1 2 0.1 2
σp 1 3 1 2
C3 0.5 1.5 0 2

distribution, µnh, the variance parameters σnh,σol,σoh, priming parameters b,s,σp, and criteria

C1, ...,C5. The extended DPSD1 model has 13 free parameters: three strength distribution means,

µnh,µol,µoh, parameters that represent the probability of recollection in each old item condition,

Rol,Roh, and the same priming parameters and criteria as the SS model. The likelihood equations

for these extended models can be found in Appendix A. Parameter recovery simulations confirmed

that both models recovered parameter estimates that were close to true generative parameters of

simulated data (see Appendix B).

This modelling exercise followed the same procedure as the expected value simulation in Chapter

2. First, 100,000 sets of generative parameters for both the extended SS and DPSD1 models

were sampled from uniform distributions. The bounds of these uniform distributions were set

to cover a theoretically plausible range of parameter values that could be feasibly observed in

standard experimental data (see Table 3.3). Additionally, another set of generative parameters for

the SS model was also sampled to reflect the outcome that estimates of old item variance and mean

memory strength tend to scale with one another in Gaussian signal-detection models (Spanton &

Berry, 2020, 2022). In this set, the σol and σoh parameters were generated to have a strong linear

relationship with the µol and µoh parameters respectively. This relationship was specified using the

equation

σo,K =
√

0.5+µo,K×0.25+N (0,1) (3.1)

where K represents the variability condition (high, low). These generative parameters were then

used to derive expected values of perceptual identification levels for hit and miss responses. For
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Figure 3.4: Density plots showing the extended SS and DPSD1 model predictions about the M-H
difference between variability conditions as estimates of σ and R parameters change, respectively.
Panel A shows data from the SS model expected value simulation when µ and σ parameters were
independently generated. Panel B shows data from this simulation when σ parameters were related
according to Equation 3.1. Panel C shows data from the DPSD1 model expected value simulation.
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the SS model, Equation 2.1 was used to calculate identification reaction times conditional on a

recognition judgement for each variability condition. This function was also used for misses in the

DPSD1 model. For hits in the DPSD1 model, Equation 2.2 was used.

The identification level difference (M−H)h− (M−H)l was calculated for each participant and

analysed as a function of σoh−σol in the SS model, and Roh−Rol in the DPSD1 model. These

relationships can be seen in Figure 3.4. Linear regression models showed a strong positive

relationship between σoh−σol and (M−H)h− (M−H)l in the SS model where strength scaling

was assumed, R2 = .74, F(1, 99998) = 286288.40, p < .001. An even stronger positive relationship

between these two indices was found in the SS model where strength scaling was not assumed, R2

= .77, F(1, 99998) = 330519.10, p < .001. A weak but significant negative relationship between

Roh−Rol and (M−H)h− (M−H)l was observed in the DPSD1 model, R2 = .01, F(1, 99998) =

1394, p < .001. These results verify the SS and DPSD1 model’s unique predictions. When the

difference between the σo parameters in the SS model increases, so does the M−H difference

between high and low variability conditions. In the DPSD model, increasing the difference between

Rh and Rl does the opposite, slightly decreasing the difference between M−H in the high and

low conditions. These contrasting predictions about the M−H difference can now be tested in an

experiment that extends the method of Experiment 3 to measure identification performance.

3.2.2 Method

Participants

75 undergraduate psychology students from the University of Plymouth completed the experiment.

They did so in exchange for participation credits needed to pass a module on their course. Three

participants were excluded from analyses (see Results section), leaving an effective sample of 73

participants (61 females, 11 males, 1 non-binary/other) with a mean age of 19.7 years (SD = 1.96).

This enabled the detection of a minimum effect size dz = 0.33 at 80% power in a paired-samples

t-test.

Materials

The word lists from the previous experiment were used. The words were presented in each phase as

images that were generated using the magick R package (Ooms, 2021). Each word was generated in

white “mono” font with a black outline, against a white 600× 100 px background. For the fragment
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identification task, each word was obscured at 10 levels of clarity (1 being the most obscured, and

10 being the wholly revealed word). These fragmented images were generated using an R script that

divided each image into a grid of 20 × 20 px cells, discounted any cells that were wholly part of the

image background, and then specified the number of the remaining cells to randomly obscure with

white squares at each fragmentation level. The number of cells to obscure at each fragmentation

level (x) was calculated as dk× (1− 0.75(N−x))e,x ∈ [1,N], where k equals the total number of

non-background cells for a given image, and N equals the total number of fragmentation levels. As

in Berry et al. (2014), this power function was used to ensure progressively larger proportions of

the stimulus were revealed as each trial progressed. The experimental program was hosted on a

JATOS server (Lange et al., 2015) and displayed through web browsers on Lenovo computers using

monitors with 1920 × 1080 px resolution.

Procedure

There were two-word lists for each item characteristic variability condition (high and low). For

each condition, one of the word lists was assigned to be old, and the other new. This assignment

was random, meaning that all four combinations of word list-condition pairings were used across

the sample. Each participant saw a different random order of trials in the study and test phases.

After giving informed consent, participants studied words from the old-high and old-low conditions.

These word lists were intermixed and presented in sequential trials in a single study phase. In each

study phase trial, a fixation point appeared for 500 ms, followed by an old word image for 3000

ms, and then an inter-trial interval of 500 ms. Participants were instructed to keep their attention

focused on the words being presented and try to remember as many as possible for a later memory

test. After the study phase, participants completed a sixty-second retention interval, where they

were instructed to take a break before the next phase began. A countdown timer appeared on the

screen, which displayed the number of seconds remaining until the end of the retention interval.

In the test phase, participants saw the old-high, old-low, new-high, and new-low items in a random

order of trials. In each trial, the participants gave a fragment identification response, and then

a recognition response. In the fragment identification task, participants first saw a studied item

obscured at the lowest level of image clarity. If they could not identify the item, they would press

the ‘R’ key to see the next most obscured version of the item, revealing more of the object with

each response. They were instructed to identify the image at the lowest level of clarity possible

(therefore pressing ’R’ as little as possible). When they were able to identify the item, they pressed
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the ‘N’ key to name it. A static reminder of these keys was presented at the bottom of the screen

until the participant pressed ‘N’, at which point a text box appeared in its place. The prompt “Name

the word: Please type your response in the text box below. Press Space to submit your response.”

was presented as a static prompt when the text box appeared.

After naming the word and submitting their response, participants then saw the fully unobscured

image of the word. They were instructed to give a "New or Old?" recognition judgement using

the same 1-6 rating scale as the previous experiments. After pressing the relevant number key to

indicate their response, the next test trial began. After completing 80 trials and 160 test trials, the

participant was given the option on a separate screen to take a sixty-second break. They pressed

’B’ to take a break, and ’C’ to continue with the task. Upon pressing ’B’, the participant saw a

screen with a countdown timer displaying the seconds remaining until the end of their break. After

completing all 240 test trials, participants gave their age and gender and were debriefed.

3.2.3 Results

Before further analyses, all trials where participants made incorrect identification responses were

excluded. Excluded trials made up 4.59% of all trials. σ parameter estimates from the SS model

were also log-transformed as in the previous experiment. Three participants were also excluded

list-wise from all analyses because their data prompted outlying parameter estimates from the

DPSD1 and SS models. Two participants were excluded for large outlying estimates of C5 in

the DPSD1 model, and the other for a negative outlying estimate of σnh resulting from the log

transformation.

Item Characteristic Variability Manipulation

As in the previous experiment, regression analyses were used to gauge the effect of the item charac-

teristic manipulation on recognition confidence ratings. The proportion of significant regression

models and mean R2 values from this analysis can be found in Table 3.1. A 2 × 2 within-subjects

ANOVA on R2 with item type (old, new) and item characteristic variability condition (high, low) as

factors found a main effect of item characteristic variability condition, F(1, 71) = 32.68, p < .001,

η2
p = .32, BF = 160050.50. There was no effect of item type on R2, F(1, 71) = 1.14, p = .29, η2

p =

.02, BF = 0.23, nor an interaction, F(1, 71) = 2.24, p = .14, η2
p = .03, BF = 0.55. This indicates

that, as in the previous experiment, the manipulation of item characteristics explained a substantial

proportion of variability in recognition confidence ratings, whereas the presence of items in the
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Table 3.4: Mean parameter estimates for the extended SS and DPSD1 models in Experiment 4,
with standard deviations in parentheses. Dashes indicate that a given parameter does not belong to
the model in question.

Parameter SS-extended Mean Estimate DPSD1-extended Mean Estimate

σnh 0.81 (0.36) - -
σol 1.16 (0.47) - -
σoh 1.35 (0.42) - -

Rl - - 0.25 (0.17)
Rh - - 0.28 (0.17)

µnh -0.24 (0.28) -0.15 (0.21)
µol 1.18 (0.70) 0.58 (0.30)
µoh 1.22 (0.79) 0.48 (0.27)
b 8.63 (0.47) 8.63 (0.48)
s 0.18 (0.13) 0.33 (0.17)
σp 0.76 (0.12) 0.75 (0.12)
C1 -0.99 (0.91) -0.84 (0.81)
C2 -0.11 (0.55) -0.08 (0.47)
C3 0.43 (0.46) 0.40 (0.38)
C4 1.01 (0.50) 0.94 (0.41)
C5 1.74 (0.60) 2.20 (1.78)

study phase did not.

Task Performance

A two-way within-subjects ANOVA with factors item state (old, new) and item characteristic

variability level (high, low) found a main effect of item state on fragmentation level, F(1, 71) =

137.29, p < .001, η2
p = .66, BF = 5.67 ×1032. No main effect of item characteristic variability level

was found, F(1, 71) = 0.59, p = .44, η2
p = .01, BF = 0.14. No reliable evidence for an interaction was

found, F(1, 71) = 1.13, p = .29, ηp = .02, BF = 0.24. The main effect of item state showed a priming

effect; fragmentation performance was better for old items than new items, as expected. However,

there was no identification benefit for either high or low-variability items and no interaction. d′ was

calculated from each participant’s data to assess overall recognition memory performance. These

measures of d′ (M = 0.92, SD = 0.45) were reliably greater than 0, t(71) = 17.33, p < .001, 95%

CI [0.81, 1.02], BF = 1.06 ×1024, which shows that participants had above-chance recognition

memory performance.
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SS Extended Model Fits

The means and standard deviations of parameter estimates for the SS and DPSD1 extended models

can be found in Table 3.4. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser

sphericity correction was used to compare estimates of the σ parameter in the new-high, old-low,

and old-high conditions. There was a significant main effect of condition, F(1.74, 123.61) = 51.84,

p < .001, η2
p = .42, BF = 5.08 ×1014. The ordinal pattern of these parameter estimates is shown

in Figure 3.5. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons confirmed that estimates of σnh were

significantly lower than estimates of σoh, t(71) = -9.50, p < .001, BF = 2.62 ×1011, and σol, t(71) =

-6.18, p < .001, BF = 346231.60. There was also a significant difference between estimates of σoh

and σol, t(71) = 3.66, p = .001, BF = 49.26. This indicates that both old item distributions in the SS

model had greater strength variance than the new-low distribution. The old-high distribution also

had greater variance than the old-low distribution.

To assess overall memory strength in the extended SS model, measures of dh and dl were calculated

the same way as in the previous experiment. A paired samples t-test revealed that estimates of

dh (M = 1.45, SD = 0.90) were significantly greater than estimates of dl (M = 1.18, SD = 0.70),

t(71) = 4.84, p < .001, 95% CI [0.16, 0.39], BF = 2352.05. This difference resulted from the same

pattern of parameter estimates as in the previous experiment. There was no reliable difference

between estimates of µoh and µol, t(71) = 0.84, p = .85, 95% CI [-0.05, 0.13], BF = 0.18. However,

values of µnh tended to be less than 0, the fixed value of µnl, t(71) = -7.16, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.30,

-0.17], BF = 17485068. This means that high-variability items had greater discriminability than

low-variability items. This effect was driven by new-high variability items having a lower mean

strength than new-low variability items.

DPSD1 Extended Model Fits

In the extended DPSD1 model, estimates of Rh were no greater than Rl, t(71) = 1.44, p = .15,

95% CI [-0.01, 0.05], BF = 0.35. Calculated measures of dh (M = 0.63, SD = 0.34) did not differ

significantly from values of dl (M = 0.58, SD = 0.30), t(71) = 1.37, p = .17, 95% CI [-0.02, 0.11],

BF = 0.32. However, underlying this null effect were two results of interest. Estimates of µoh

were reliably lower than estimates of µol, in a pattern opposing the SS model, t(71) = -4.28, p <

.001, 95% CI [-0.15, -0.05], BF = 340.36. Secondly, estimates of µnh were reliably less than 0, the

fixed value of µnl, t(71) = -5.93, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.20, -0.10], BF = 133363.50. Interpreting

these results, we can see that overall, the DPSD1 model predicted no difference in overall memory
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Figure 3.5: Raincloud plots of σ parameter estimates and discriminability measures in the SS
model, with circular points denoting means. The mean of each log-sigma parameter was calculated
and then exponentiated.
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Figure 3.6: Bar plots of differences between identification performance for items receiving different
types of recognition responses across high and low conditions. H = hit, M = miss, FA = false
alarm, CR = correct rejection. New - Old refers to the priming effect. Mean expected values
from the SS and the DPSD1 models are denoted by the circular and triangular points for each of
these measures. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of each mean. Both models
predicted above-zero differences in each comparison.

strength between high and low variability conditions; estimates of both R parameters did not reliably

differ, and neither did measures of d. Because the DPSD1 model represents variability in old item

recognition memory strength with its R and µ parameters, it is apparent that this did not differ

between variability conditions. This puts the DPSD1 model’s psychological predictions about

memory strength in opposition to those of the SS model, which showed an increase in both overall

strength and variability in strength for old-high items.

Identification Performance Predictions

Within the old-high stimulus condition, miss responses were identified at a significantly lower

identification level than hit responses, t(71) = -8.49, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.33, -0.21], BF = 4.11

×109. This difference was also observed within the old-low condition, t(71) = -8.76, p < .001, 95%

CI [-0.30, -0.19], BF = 1.24 ×1010. To assess each model’s key predictions about identification

performance, the identification metric M−H was calculated within old-low and old-high conditions
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for each participant (see Figure 3.6). Values of M−H in high variability conditions (M = 0.27,

SD = 0.27) did not differ from those in low variability conditions (M = 0.24, SD = 0.24), t(71) =

0.56, p = .58, 95% CI [-0.06, 0.10], BF = 0.15. Inputting fitted values into each model’s expected

value functions allowed for each model’s prediction of the M−H difference to be calculated

analytically (see Figure 3.6). The SS model predicted that values of M−H should be greater in the

high condition (M = 0.34, SD = 0.19) than the low condition (M = 0.28, SD = 0.18), t(71) = 3.88,

p < .001, 95% CI [0.03, 0.09], BF = 94.99. The DPSD1 model predicted the opposite; that values

of M−H should be greater in the low condition (M = 0.23, SD = 0.13) than the high condition

(M = 0.22, SD = 0.13), t(71) = -3.74, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.02, -0.01], BF = 62.40, though the

difference in means was very small in real terms. This analysis shows that neither model predicted

the null effect observed in the data, based upon fitted parameter estimates.

As an exploratory analysis, further identification predictions made by the SS model were tested in

high and low conditions, as done in the speeded and unspeeded conditions of the experiments in

Chapter 2 (see Figure 3.6). The mean identification level for correct rejections was reliably greater

than that for false alarms in the high variability condition, t(71) = 9.84, p < .001, 95% CI [0.26,

0.39], BF = 1.02 ×1012. This difference also held in the low variability condition, t(71) = 7.70, p <

.001, 95% CI [0.14, 0.24], BF = 1.57 ×108. The mean identification level for correct rejections

was also greater than that for misses in the high condition, t(71) = 4.82, p < .001, 95% CI [0.08,

0.18], BF = 2141.40, and in the low condition, t(71) = 5.68, p < .001, 95% CI [0.09, 0.19], BF

= 51934.77. Finally, the new-old priming effect was significantly greater than the difference in

mean identification for correct rejections and misses in the high condition, t(71) = 3.94, p < .001,

95% CI [0.04, 0.12], BF = 116.11. This difference was also found in the low variability condition,

t(71) = 4.53, p < .001, 95% CI [0.05, 0.13], BF = 793.59. All of these results are predicted by

the SS model (Berry et al., 2012). The DPSD1 model also makes similar predictions for these

comparisons. Although these comparisons do not distinguish between the models, they serve as a

confirmation of previous results pertaining to each model’s validity.

Comparison of Fits

AICs were used to assess each model’s goodness of fit. The SS model fitted best to the data in

44.4% of cases, and the DPSD1 model fitted best in the remaining 55.6%. The AIC differences for

the extended SS model (M = 2.49, SD = 3.55) did not differ significantly from those DPSD1 model

(M = 1.88, SD = 3.72), V = 1542, p = .20. The AIC difference for each model was greater than 10 in
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a small proportion of cases; specifically, in 5.56% of fits for the SS model and 5.56% for the DPSD1

model. More often than not, both models had AIC differences under two: ∆SS <= 2 in 62.5% of

cases, and ∆DPSD1 <= 2 in 72.2% of cases, indicating that both models had substantial empirical

support and neither gave a meaningfully lower quality of fit to the data than the other. Taken

together, these results indicate that both models accounted for most participants’ data comparably

well, and there was not sufficient evidence that either model fitted reliably better than the other.

3.2.4 Discussion

The results of the present experiment showed no difference in the key identification metric M−H

between high and low item characteristic variability conditions. The SS model’s recognition

parameter estimates showed the same pattern of estimates as the UVSD model in the previous

experiment; variability in old item strength increased in high variability conditions, but so did

discriminability between old and new items. This shows further evidence for the strength scaling

trend first identified by Spanton & Berry (2020). By contrast, the DPSD1 model gave a different

ordinal pattern of parameter estimates than the DPSD model in the previous experiment. Contrary to

previous model fits, estimates of Rh and Rl did not differ in the present study, and nor did measures

of dh and dl. Based on fitted values of these key parameters, both models did not predict the lack of

difference in values of M−H between variability conditions. The SS model predicted that M−H

would be greater in the high variability condition, and the DPSD1 model in the low variability

condition, although the magnitude of these predicted mean differences was small. Regardless,

neither model’s qualitative prediction was observed in the data.

Both models gave roughly comparable quantitative fits to the data, although the DPSD1 model

fitted best to a greater proportion of individual datasets than the SS model (55.6% of datasets, vs.

the SS model’s 44.4%). Both models had a small percentage of very poor fits to the data (5.56%)

compared with the other, according to analyses of AIC differences. This meant that although both

models gave comparable quantitative fits to the data, the DPSD1 model fitted best to a greater

proportion of datasets. Taken with previous results, this puts the quantitative fit of both models on

an even standing. Although both models gave an equivalent quality of fit in Experiment 1 of the

previous chapter, Experiment 2 found evidence for the SS model’s superiority. Berry et al. (2012)

also found that when SS and DPSD1 model fits were compared in two experiments, each model

fitted best to data from one experiment each. These varying results show the need to test competing

predictions from each model in order to discriminate them.
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Despite not predicting an absence of a difference in M−H between conditions, the SS model was

supported by the results of exploratory identification level comparisons. The model predicts that the

mean identification level for correct rejection responses should be greater than that for false alarms

and misses in both high and low-variability conditions. The new-old priming effect was reliably

greater than the difference between the mean identification level for correct rejections and misses,

which the SS model also predicted. These results can also be accounted for by the DPSD1 model

specification, and so do not differentiate the models in the present experiment. However, they align

with previous results from Berry et al. (2012) as evidence in favour of the SS model over a strict

multiple-systems (MS1) model, and so contribute to theory development in the memory-systems

debate.

It is possible that the strength of the item characteristic variability manipulations in the present

experiment prevented the SS and DPSD1 models from making opposing predictions. Despite

manipulating multiple item characteristics at once to achieve a meaningful effect on recognition

confidence ratings, this only resulted in an R2 difference between conditions corresponding to a

small to medium effect size (Cohen, 1988). This effect size may have been too small to provoke the

models to make opposing predictions that were detectable at the sample size attained in the present

experiment. This difficulty to find a strong item characteristic manipulation has also pervaded

previous attempts to manipulate encoding variability (Spanton & Berry, 2020, 2022). Future

efforts to test SS and DPSD1 model predictions about encoding variability should seek to find a

manipulation that has a stronger effect on recognition confidence ratings in order to mitigate this

issue.

3.3 General Discussion

The experiments in this chapter showed that single-system and dual-process models of recognition

memory and priming could once again not be distinguished based on their unique predictions about

identification performance. Extended UVSD and DPSD models of recognition gave promising

patterns of parameter estimates in Experiment 3, with each model predicting increases in overall

memory strength and old item variance for words with high variability in item characteristics. This

justified the extension of the SS and DPSD1 models of recognition and priming, as simulations

showed that doing so could reveal their competing predictions about identification performance.

However, parameter estimates in Experiment 4 showed that the SS and DPSD1 models could not

be distinguished on the basis of these predictions. While the SS model gave a pattern of estimates
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consistent with those in Experiment 3, the DPSD1 model did not, revealing no strong evidence

in support of either model. Indeed, using fitted values in each model’s expected value functions

showed that neither model predicted the absence of a difference between M−H between variability

conditions that was observed in the data. This outcome, like the results of Chapter 2, shows

that although single-system and dual-process models of recognition and priming make competing

predictions about the relationship between explicit and implicit memory, using these predictions to

make strong inferences about their validity is challenging in practice.

Although the results of Experiments 3 and 4 did not prompt newly identified predictions from

the models in question, they provide insight into the encoding variability hypothesis. Although it

has been suggested that encoding variability causes the old item variance effect (Wixted, 2007),

previous research has suggested that it cannot solely account for the UVSD model’s unequal

variance assumption (Koen et al., 2013; Spanton & Berry, 2022). Experiment 3 showed that

increasing item characteristic variability led to greater old item variance while new item variance

remained constant. However, this coincided with increased discriminability measures in high

variability conditions. In Experiment 4, the SS model’s recognition parameters reproduced this

pattern of results. These findings show that encoding variability does not solely explain increases

in old item variance, and simultaneous increases in overall strength (discriminability) necessarily

accompanied these changes. Taken with previous results (Spanton & Berry, 2020, 2022), this gives

evidence that overall strength and old item variance scale with one another in unequal variance

signal detection models of recognition memory.

The implications for the dual-process explanation of the old item variance effect are less clear. In

Experiment 3, the DPSD model predicted an increase in recollection with greater levels of item

characteristic variability. Since recollection affects both overall strength and the distribution of old

item strength values in the DPSD model (Spanton & Berry, 2020), this behaviour was consistent

with a strength scaling account. In Experiment 4, the DPSD1 model did not give the same pattern

of recognition parameter estimates. There was no difference in recollection or discriminability

between high and low conditions, although µ parameters were lower in high variability conditions.

The DPSD1 model therefore did not predict that strength scales with the old item variance, in

contrast with the results of Experiment 3 and the SS model’s pattern of parameters in Experiment

4. The cause of this discrepancy could be investigated in further research to understand how the

psychological predictions made by the DPSD1 model can change in response to different item

characteristic manipulations. Regardless, the present results do not refute a dual-process view of

recognition and priming.
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While the present results did not give strong support for either the SS or DPSD1 model, their

competing predictions about identification performance for hits and misses still stand, and it is

possible that a different experimental manipulation could test these more successfully. For instance,

it is possible that manipulating other facets of the study phase might have a greater effect on old

item variance, compared to item characteristics. Wixted (2007) defined old items in the context

of the encoding variability hypothesis as "lures that have had memory strength added to them by

virtue of their appearance on the study list". This description implies that any variable that affects

memory strength during the study phase could be used to manipulate encoding variability. But,

other popular theoretical frameworks might not assume that item characteristics affect memory

strength in this way.

For instance, the REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) assumes that characteristics like word

frequency affect memory strength, and successfully predicts mirror effects on hits and false alarms

as a result of lowering word frequency (Malmberg et al., 2002). However, REM does not assume

this effect is caused by word frequency influencing the formation of memory traces during encoding.

Rather, item characteristics like word frequency only influence the probability of matching feature

values during retrieval (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) and not initial feature storage. If this is true,

it could explain why encoding variability was not found to solely influence estimates of old item

variance in Experiments 3 and 4. Other manipulations that directly affect feature storage in REM

are possible but require further consideration. For instance, REM predicts that increased study time

allows more chances for features to be encoded (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). Other endogenous

variables such as attention could feasibly allow for this, or increase the probability of features being

stored without error. However, previous attempts to add variability to these factors by Spanton &

Berry (2020) resulted in even weaker effects on recognition confidence ratings than the present

manipulations.

Despite the issues that arise when testing models of recognition memory and priming, there are also

many other ways to approach the broader question of whether explicit and implicit memory are

driven by multiple systems. For instance, instead of focusing on recognition as a form of explicit

memory, one could compare performance in priming and a recall task. Recall is often thought

to rely almost solely upon explicit memory (Yonelinas, 2002; Quamme et al., 2004), rather than

including implicit memory processes (but see Mandler, 1980; Ozubko et al., 2021). This means

that recall is closer to being a pure expression of explicit memory than recognition, and therefore

would more strictly reflect the assumptions of single-system and dual-process accounts. It would

also circumvent the difficulties of having to selectively manipulate recollection and familiarity in
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the same recognition task, as attempted in the present and previous chapters. For these reasons, the

following chapters focus on the relationship between implicit memory and performance in recall

tasks.

To conclude, I conducted two experiments that manipulated the variability in recognition memory

strength for old items, by way of item characteristics. Experiment 3 did so in a design where only

recognition memory was tested, and extended versions of the UVSD and DPSD models were fitted

to these data. Both models showed an increase in both old item variance and discriminability in high

item characteristic variability conditions, albeit using different parameters. Simulations using the

SS and DPSD1 models confirmed that these patterns of estimates would prompt the models to make

opposing predictions about identification performance for items that receive hit and miss responses.

To assess these predictions, Experiment 4 extended the previous method to include identification

judgements alongside recognition memory tests. However, the results of this experiment were not

able to distinguish the SS and DPSD1 models. Following from this, alternative methods for testing

the single-system and dual-process accounts of explicit and implicit memory should be explored,

including those that test recall, rather than recognition memory.
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Chapter 4

Continuity Between Cued Recall and Priming

Although the SS model was developed to explain recognition and priming data, its predictions have

also influenced studies on the relationship between recognition, priming, and cued recall. In their

first experiment, Mazancieux et al. (2020) had participants study compound stimuli of famous faces

against background images. They were then tested on their perceptual identification and recognition

memory of the famous faces, and their recall of the background paired with each face they judged

"old" in the recognition task. Identification performance was better for items that were correctly

recalled than for those that were not, giving evidence for a positive association between explicit

and implicit memory performance. In a second experiment, Mazancieux et al. (2020) used a similar

procedure to demonstrate an association between identification performance for a stimulus and the

number of semantic properties a participant was able to recall about that stimulus. These results are

compatible with a single-system account that assumes cued recall and implicit memory for a given

item arise from the same memory strength source. In this account, greater strength for an item leads

to an increased likelihood of it being correctly recalled and a greater repetition priming effect.

The rationale given by Mazancieux et al. (2020) for extending the single-system account to recall

is that it gives a purer measure of explicit memory than recognition. While recognition memory

judgements can be based on recollection, they can also be influenced by more implicit feelings of

familiarity toward a stimulus in the absence of explicit contextual details (Mandler, 1980). This is

thought to be especially reflected in low-confidence recognition judgements, where participants use

familiarity to make their recognition judgements because they cannot remember strong episodic

details from the study phase. The distinction between these recollection and familiarity processes

has in itself been a subject of intense debate in the recognition memory literature (Yonelinas, 2002;

Yonelinas et al., 2022). By contrast, it is less likely that participants can use familiarity to reproduce
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contextual information associated with a cue or open-ended prompt in recall (Mazancieux et al.,

2020). This is because the target item itself is absent in a cued recall test, making it harder to

recall from feelings of familiarity with the cue item. Any resultant association between measures

of cued recall and implicit memory is therefore unlikely to be a consequence of implicit memory

contaminating recall performance. Testing implicit memory and recall for the same items is,

therefore, an ideal way to assess the predictions of the single-system account (Mazancieux et al.,

2020).

However, there is evidence that implicit memory processes can influence recall in certain tasks.

Ozubko et al. (2021) found that a notable proportion of words that are generated in semantic cued

recall tasks are not recognised immediately afterwards. They concluded based on ERP analysis

that these recallable but not recognisable words were driven by semantic priming rather than an

explicit memory process, suggesting a role of implicit memory in some cued recall decisions.

Other research has shown that in remember/know tasks, a large percentage of items receive "know"

responses in cued recall (Uner & Roediger, 2018; Hamilton & Rajaram, 2003). As these responses

indicate feelings of familiarity for a stimulus without concrete contextual information, it is possible

that memory for items in cued recall paradigms is not purely explicit. Taken together, these results

show that, like recognition, cued recall may be influenced by implicit memory processes.

Although these results arguably support the influence of implicit memory processes in recall,

they do not necessarily detract from Mazancieux et al. (2020)’s conclusions. Evidence from

remember/know experiments places weight upon subjective reports from participants which are

ultimately unverifiable and may not cleanly correspond with latent explicit and implicit memory

processes. Some of the influence of implicit memory upon cued recall also appears to depend

upon the semantic relationships between cue and target items. For instance, Ozubko et al. (2021)

tested cued recall for word pairs with strong semantic links like "right-left" and "princess-king".

It is therefore plausible that participants may rely partly on guessing recall targets using these

semantic associations rather than retrieving memory traces from the study phase. Ozubko et al.

(2021) found no reliable evidence of recallable but not recognisable words in their free recall task,

adding credence to the idea that non-explicit influences upon recall depend upon the presence of

a semantically associated cue. In their first experiment, Mazancieux et al. (2020) tested episodic

cued recall for stimulus pairs without strong semantic associations. It is therefore likely that their

cued recall measure was not contaminated by substantial implicit influence. At the very least, this

measure likely provided a purer measure of explicit memory than recognition; a task more generally

considered susceptible to implicit influences.
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With these considerations in mind, Mazancieux et al. (2020)’s demonstration of an association

between episodic cued recall and identification leaves possibilities for further study. Their use of

famous face and background scene pairings raises the question of whether identification for cues

and recall for paired items are associated when testing participants on common pairings of the

same stimulus type, such as objects or words. Mazancieux et al. (2020) also did not randomise the

face-background pairings in their experiments; each famous face was paired with the same unique

background across all participants. It is plausible that some face-background pairs could have had

stronger semantic associations than others, and that randomising these pairs would have controlled

for any influence of non-explicit memory processes better1. Testing for continuity between cued

recall and implicit memory performance in a new method will provide a conceptual replication

of the results of the first experiment reported by Mazancieux et al. (2020). If their main result is

replicated, this will add validity to a single-system account of explicit and implicit memory over and

above a strict multiple-systems alternative. This can guide further model and theory development.

The following experiments address these points, providing a conceptual replication and extension

of Mazancieux et al.’s (2020) finding that episodic cued recall and identification performance are

positively associated. Experiment 5 investigates the relationship between priming, recognition,

and cued recall for randomised object pairings, following a method similar to Mazancieux et al.’s

(2020) first experiment. Experiment 6 simplified this method, testing whether the relationship

between cued recall and identification performance for studied items holds when recognition is

not tested and new items are not presented. To preface the results, both experiments showed better

identification performance in trials with correct cued recall, versus those with no attempted recall.

4.1 Experiment 5

The aim of Experiment 5 was to conceptually replicate the key findings of Mazancieux et al. (2020).

In their first experiment, participants studied face-background pairs and then gave three responses

in the test phase to a mix of studied and new faces. In each test trial, participants gradually

unobscured and attempted to identify a blurred face at the lowest level of clarity possible in a

perceptual identification task. They then made old/new recognition judgements about the face,

before attempting to recall its paired background if they responded "old" in the recognition test.

While the present method adopted this same approach, some details differed. Firstly, we used pairs

of object pictures rather than famous face-background compound stimuli. This ensured that the
1However, it is likely that this effect was accounted for to some degree because Mazancieux et al. (2020) included

item-level random effects in their analyses.
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stimuli being identified and recalled were of the same type and that our results reflected memory

for everyday items rather than more artificial scenarios. Object pairings were also randomised

across participants, in contrast to the static pairings used by Mazancieux et al. (2020). This was

intended to minimise the chance of particular pairs being either consistently semantically related

or easier to recall than others across participants. Finally, stimuli in the present identification task

were obscured by white squares, not Gaussian blur. This is because Gaussian blur would have

preserved the outline of the object stimuli, which could have enabled early identification. This was

not an issue for Mazancieux et al. (2020), whose cue items were face stimuli with the same oval

outline shape.

With this method, we were able to investigate whether identification performance differed for trials

with correct recall, incorrect recall, and no recall. A single-system account of explicit and implicit

memory assumes that cued recall and identification in a priming task share a common memory

strength signal. This leads to the prediction that participants will identify cue items better — at a

lower level of image clarity — when they can correctly recall the item paired with the cue, compared

with trials where recall is incorrect or absent. This account also predicts greater identification

performance in trials with incorrect recall than in trials with no recall, under the assumption that

making an incorrect recall response requires more memory strength than producing no response.

4.1.1 Method

Participants

80 participants (34 males, 45 females, 1 other/non-binary), with a mean age of 37.01 (SD = 11.98)

took part in this experiment in return for a £7.50 cash payment. Participants were members of

the public residing in the United Kingdom, recruited through the Prolific research participation

platform. Assuming 80% power, the sample size allowed for the detection of an effect size dz =

0.32 in a paired-sample t-test; an approximation of the pairwise comparison in our linear mixed

effects model.

Materials

The stimuli were 90 desaturated images of objects and animals from the BOSS Phase II stimulus

bank (Brodeur et al., 2014), each measuring 400 × 400 pixels. For the fragment identification task,

each image was partially obscured by white squares at 15 levels of fragmentation (see Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: An example of a fragmented stimulus used in an identification trial from Experiments 5
and 6. Participants were instructed to identify each stimulus at the lowest level of image clarity
possible (denoted by labels 1-15). If they could not identify the stimulus, they could press a button
to reveal more of the image until it was completely visible at level 15.
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These fragmented images were generated using the same R script as in Experiment 4. The stimulus

used in the retention interval was a composite of two nearly identical images of a beach scene,

with each image presented side by side. Ten details of the scene on the right differed from their

counterparts on the left. Due to the experiment being conducted online, each participant used either

their own laptop or desktop computer to complete the procedure. The program for this experiment

and all others following was created using the OSWeb functionality of the OpenSesame experiment

builder (Mathôt et al., 2012) and deployed on a JATOS server (Lange et al., 2015). The program

ran within a browser window at a resolution of 1024 × 720 pixels.

Procedure

After giving informed consent, participants completed a study phase lasting 30 trials. In each

study trial, participants saw a fixation point (“+”) in the centre of the screen for 500 ms, then two

objects presented side-by-side for 5000 ms, followed by a blank screen for 500 ms. The objects that

appeared in the study phase were randomly selected from the pool of all 90 possible stimuli and

randomly assigned to either the left or right side of the screen. This randomisation was unique for

each participant. Participants were instructed to pay attention to each object pairing and remember

which objects were presented together.

After the study phase, participants completed a short interval task in which they had to spot

differences between two nearly identical scenes. Participants were instructed to click on any

differences they observed on the rightmost scene. Upon correctly identifying a difference between

the two scenes, a white square would appear around the difference. The static prompt “Click on

the right side to spot the differences (N differences remaining)” appeared at the top of the screen

throughout the task, with N being replaced with an updating count of the number of differences left

to identify. This retention task timed out after 60 seconds. Participants received instructions to wait

until the end of the task if they identified all 10 possible differences between the scenes before the

time limit.

Participants then started the test phase, which consisted of 60 trials. All 30 studied cue items

were presented across these trials, intermixed with 30 new items. Each test phase trial included a

fragment identification task, followed by a recognition decision, and then a paired recall task. In

the fragment identification task, participants first saw a studied or new item obscured at the lowest

level of image clarity (see Figure 4.1). If they could not identify the item, they would press the ‘R’

key to see the next clearest version of the item, revealing more of the object with each response.
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They were instructed to identify the image at the lowest level of clarity possible, therefore pressing

’R’ as little as possible. When they were able to identify the item, they pressed the ‘N’ key to name

it. A static reminder of these keys was presented at the bottom of the screen until the participant

pressed ‘N’, at which point a text box appeared in its place. The prompt “What is the name of this

item? Please type your response in the text box below. Press Enter to submit your response.” was

presented near the top of the screen when the text box appeared.

Upon typing their response and pressing Enter, the participant was shown the clarified stimulus

at the centre of the screen and asked to judge whether they had seen it before in the study phase.

Participants made this recognition response by pressing one of 6 number keys according to the

following response scale: “1 = High Confidence New, 2 = Medium Confidence New, 3 = Low

Confidence New, 4 = Low Confidence Old, 5 = Medium Confidence Old, 6 = High Confidence

Old”. This scale was presented as a static prompt at the bottom of the screen. The phrase “Is this

item New or Old? Please respond by pressing one of the keys below:” was displayed as a prompt

at the top of the screen. Participants had an unlimited amount of time to make their recognition

response. After typing their response, participants progressed to the cued recall judgement. The

unobscured image of the item they had just identified was presented in the middle of the screen,

with a text box beneath. The prompt “Which item was paired with the picture below? Please type

your response in the text box below. Press Enter to submit your response.” was displayed near the

top of the screen. The test phase instructions encouraged participants to try their best to guess the

paired object, but that it was permissible to give no response if they were certain that the cue item

was “new”. Once participants typed their response into the text box and pressed enter, the next test

phase trial would display. After completing every test phase trial, participants reported their age

and gender before being debriefed.

4.1.2 Results and Discussion

The lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015b) was used for linear mixed model analyses. The means and

standard errors reported in these mixed model analyses were marginal estimates computed using

the emmeans package (Lenth, 2021). We applied Bonferroni corrections to pairwise comparisons

in all experiments unless otherwise noted.

In each experiment in Chapters 4 and 5, linear mixed models were fitted to the data. There are

several approaches to fitting linear mixed models in the literature. One procedure detailed by

Singmann & Kellen (2019) involves specifying the maximal complexity model structure warranted
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by the data, then simplifying the model until it converges without errors or statistical concerns.

Another procedure uses principle components analysis to determine the random effects structure of

the final model (Bates et al., 2015a). This was the approach taken by Mazancieux et al. (2020). The

present analyses used a "bottom-up" approach to determine the final random-effects structures of

each mixed model. Starting with a fixed-effects-only model, I iteratively increased the complexity

of the random effects structure, evaluating each improvement in model fit with likelihood-ratio (LR)

tests. The final model specification was determined when additional random effects components

either did not converge or did not significantly improve the model fit.

This approach is justified for several reasons. Evaluating increases in model complexity using LR

tests gave an explicit statistical justification for including each random-effects component. With a

view to parsimony, this approach ensured that each random effects component played a substantive

role in explaining variance in the data. This helped to avoid situations where extra random effects

components did not significantly increase the goodness of fit but still allowed the model to converge.

One drawback of this procedure is that conducting many LR tests on successive models inflates the

Type-I error rate for model selection. To address this, each LR test was evaluated against a more

stringent alpha level of α = .001 to reduce the chance of Type-I errors affecting model selection.

Task Performance

We excluded trials in which items were not identified correctly; these made up 6.40% of all trials.

To assess the presence of a priming effect, the difference between the mean identification level

for new and old items was calculated for each participant. Priming (M = 0.53, SE = 0.05) was

significantly greater than 0, t(79) = 10.47, p < .001, 95% CI [0.43, 0.63], BF = 4.54 ×1013, dz =

1.17, indicating that old items were identified at a lower level of image clarity than new items.

We calculated the proportion of each type of recall response (correct, incorrect, no recall) per

participant. A recall response was coded as correct if it matched with the relevant paired item from

the study phase. Minor misspellings where it was clear that the participant had identified the target

item (for example, responding "bookshelv" where the correct pair was "bookshelf") were allowed.

An incorrect recall response was defined as when a participant attempted to recall a given item, but

their response did not clearly match the identity of the relevant paired item (for example, responding

"bucket" where the correct pair was "bookshelf"). A "no recall" response was coded when the

participant either did not attempt to recall the relevant stimulus or responded with nonsense letters.

The mean proportion of correctly recalled items per participant was .31 (SE = .03). The mean
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proportion of incorrectly recalled items was .38 (SE = .03). The mean proportion of items that were

not recalled was .31 (SE = .04). Recall performance was, therefore, higher than in Mazancieux

et al. (2020), where the mean proportion of correct recall responses was .13 in their Experiment 1.

To measure recognition memory performance, d′ was calculated for each participant using the

formula d′ = Φ(H)−Φ(FA) where Φ is the inverse cumulative normal distribution function and

H and FA are the corrected hit and false alarm rates using the correction given by Snodgrass &

Corwin (1988). Values of d′ (M = 2.47, SE = 0.13) were significantly greater than 0, t(79) = 19.76,

p < .001, 95% CI [2.22, 2.72], BF = 1.09 ×1029, dz = 2.21, confirming that recognition memory

performance was above chance.

Recognition Performance and Identification

We tested whether participant recognition responses (old or new) and the actual state of items

(studied or non-studied) predicted identification level using a linear mixed model with participant

and cue item level random slopes and intercepts for item state. This analysis revealed a significant

effect of item state, t(164.42) = 7.01, p < .001, showing that studied items (M = 12.01, SE = 0.17)

were identified at a lower level of image clarity than non-studied items (M = 12.46, SE = 0.16). This

indicates that there was a priming effect even when accounting for participant and cue item-level

variability. A significant effect of recognition response was also found, meaning that items judged

old (M = 12.15, SE = 0.16) were identified at a lower level of image clarity than items judged new

(M = 12.33, SE = 0.16), t(2432) = 3.19, p = .001. There was no significant interaction between

these two factors, t(3276.67) = 0.40, p = .69. This meant that the identification advantage for items

judged old was equivalent within studied and non-studied items.

Recall Performance and Identification

Turning next to the main issue of whether there was a greater priming effect for recalled versus

non-recalled items, we compared identification for each type of recall response in a linear mixed

model with random intercepts for participants and cue items. The mean fragment identification

levels for each participant per recall response can be found in Figure 4.2. Pairwise comparisons

revealed that cue items were identified at lower levels of image clarity when their paired item was

correctly recalled (M = 11.84, SE = 0.17), compared to not recalled (M = 12.12, SE = 0.17), t(2186)

= -3.096, p = .006. Cue items were also identified at lower levels of image clarity when their paired

item was incorrectly recalled (M = 11.91, SE = 0.17), rather than not recalled, t(2180) = -2.54, p =
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Figure 4.2: Mean fragment identification level per participant for each recall response type in
Experiments 5 and 6. The red dots denote the mean of means, and the whiskers the 95% confidence
interval.

.03. There was no significant difference in identification performance when comparing correctly

recalled and incorrectly recalled items, however, t(2156) = -0.82, p≈ 1.

Like Mazancieux et al. (2020), we found that identification was better in trials where correct recall

responses were made, compared to those where no recall response was attempted. We also found

an improvement in identification in trials where an incorrect recall attempt was made, as opposed to

no attempt. Both of these findings were also observed by Mazancieux et al. (2020). These results

provide evidence of a relationship between cued recall and identification performance, indicating

that these measures of explicit and implicit memory are associated. We also reproduced the finding

that identification is better for items that were judged old in a recognition task versus those judged

new. This result is consistent with previous literature that supports the SS model of recognition and

priming (Berry et al., 2012). These results show that explicit memory responses are not independent

of the repetition priming effect, which is consistent with a single-system account of explicit and

implicit memory.

4.2 Experiment 6

Following the previous results, Experiment 6 investigated whether the relationship between cued

recall and identification performance held when recognition memory was not also tested. When

testing identification before recognition memory, it has been hypothesised that early identification

can act as a cue for participants to assume they have seen an item before (Jacoby & Dallas, 1981).

This can lead to participants giving higher recognition confidence ratings to certain items because

of fluency (Lange et al., 2019). If a participant is confident that they have seen an item before, they
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may alter their behaviour when attempting to recall its paired item. For instance, they could try

harder to remember the paired item because they are certain that its cue was old. In this case, the

association between identification and cued recall performance could be bolstered by the inclusion

of a recognition test. To investigate this possibility, I tested whether correctly recalled items are

better identified than items that are not recalled in an experiment without new items or a recognition

memory test. I reasoned that, since all items were studied, participants would be less likely to

engage in the process of recognition for a given item, reducing the potential for recognition to

impact recall.

4.2.1 Method

Participants

96 participants (14 male, 82 female) with a mean age of 22.01 (SD = 6.75) completed the ex-

periment in return for participation credit that counted towards a pass/fail component of their

course. Participants were undergraduate psychology students at the University of Plymouth. The

sample size was justified as the number of participants needed to detect an effect size dz = 0.29 in a

paired-sample t-test, assuming 80% power.

Materials and Procedure

The stimuli were 60 desaturated images of objects or animals. These were taken from the BOSS

Phase II stimulus bank (Brodeur et al., 2014), each measuring 400 × 400 px. The fragmented

versions of the stimuli were generated in the same way as in Experiment 5. Each participant

used either their own laptop or desktop computer to complete the procedure. The experiment was

displayed within a browser window at a resolution of 1024 × 720 pixels.

The procedure for this experiment was very similar to that of Experiment 1. Like the previous

experiment, there were 30 study trials in total. The test phase was also 30 trials long, with

participants attempting to identify a studied cue item and then recall its paired item in each trial.

The identification procedure was identical to that in Experiment 5. Immediately after submitting

an identification response, participants then made their recall judgement in the same way as in

Experiment 5. Once the participants completed the test phase, they input their age and gender into

the experimental program before viewing a full debrief.
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4.2.2 Results

Task Performance

Before performing other key analyses, trials with incorrect identification judgements were excluded

across the sample; these comprised 3.82% of all trials, meaning that 96.18% of all identification

trials were correct. The proportion of each type of recall response (no response, incorrect recall,

correct recall) was calculated. The mean proportion of correct recall responses across participants

was .33 (SE = 0.03); the mean proportion of incorrect recall responses was .35 (SE = 0.03), and the

mean proportion of no recall responses was .32 (SE = 0.03).

Recall and Identification Performance

As in the previous experiment, we assessed the effect of recall response in a mixed model with

random intercepts on the level of participants and cue items. The participant-level means for each

recall type are displayed in Figure 4.2. This analysis revealed that correct recall (M = 10.8, SE

= 0.21) was associated with an earlier fragment identification than no recall (M = 11.1, SE =

0.21), t(2685) = -3.97, p < .001. However, there was no significant difference between fragment

identification for items that received a correct recall with an incorrect recall (M = 11.0, SE = 0.21)

response, t(2712) = -1.96, p = .15. There was also no significant difference between incorrect and

no recall items in terms of fragment identification, t(2705) = -1.71, p = .26.

4.2.3 Discussion

Like Experiment 1, these results suggest identification was better for correctly recalled items than

for non-recalled items. However, further differences in identification for incorrectly recalled and

non-recalled items were not found. This comes in contrast with Mazancieux et al. (2020) and the

results of Experiment 5. It is therefore possible that incorrectly recalling an item only benefits

identification when recognition memory is also tested. The specific mechanism behind this is

unclear, however. The removal of the recognition test did not alter the proportion of incorrectly

recalled items in Experiment 6 when compared with Experiment 5. A two-sample t-test revealed no

difference between these proportions, t(173.69) = 0.70, p = .49, 95% CI [-0.06, 0.12], BF = 0.20,

meaning that the presence of the recognition test in Experiment 5 did not prompt participants to

incorrectly guess more during recall. Regardless, the key finding that identification was better in

trials with correct recall versus no recall is still of theoretical significance, providing evidence in
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favour of a single-system account, and weighing against a strict multiple-systems account.

4.3 General Discussion

Experiments 5 and 6 tested whether identification performance could be predicted by cued recall

performance on an item level, as in Mazancieux et al. (2020). Experiment 5 followed Mazancieux

et al.’s (2020) method closely by testing identification, recognition, and cued recall for the same

item pairings. Experiment 6 tested cued recall and identification for studied items, removing the

recognition test and new items from the method. Both experiments found better identification

for cue items in trials where pairs were correctly recalled, versus not recalled. Experiment 5 also

found an identification benefit in incorrect recall trials compared to those where recall was not

attempted, though there was no reliable evidence for this effect in Experiment 6. This replicated the

key pattern of results in Mazancieux et al.’s (2020) Experiment 1. The recognition memory results

in Experiment 5 also followed theirs, showing evidence that items judged old were better identified

than those judged new. This shows that, on balance, there is a consistent increase in perceptual

identification performance where cued recall is correct, compared with where it is not attempted.

This weighs against a strict multiple-systems interpretation of cued recall and implicit memory,

which would predict no relationship in performance between the two tasks. Instead, the results

can be more parsimoniously explained by a single-system theory of explicit and implicit memory

where cued recall and implicit memory share a common memory strength source.

Despite there being evidence that identification improved in correct recall trials versus no recall

trials, there was no indication of an implicit memory benefit in correct versus incorrect recall trials.

It seems intuitive that producing a correct recall response requires a greater degree of memory

strength for the cue-target pairing than producing an incorrect recall response. If this is the case,

then the lack of an identification benefit for correct versus incorrect recall trials may be at odds

with a single-system account. However, some incorrect recall responses may arise not from a lack

of memory strength, but from other processes relating to the retrieval of the recall response, such as

attention or language production. This would allow for recall to share a common strength source

with implicit memory, but for the association between performance in these tasks to be diluted by

variables that are not memory related. This would also explain why the identification benefit for

correctly recalled versus non-recalled items was numerically small, despite being reliably observed.

Since the present experiments do not evaluate model-based representations of single-system and

dual-process theories, it is not possible to conclusively validate this explanation’s compatibility with
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either account. Future conjoint models of explicit and implicit memory could formally represent

the role of non-mnemonic factors to measure the extent that they affect the relationship between

cued recall and implicit memory compared with shared memory sources. This has proved useful in

quantifying the role of measurement sensitivity in driving dissociations between recognition and

priming (Berry et al., 2008a,b), and so has promise in further model development.

While the present experiments validate Mazancieux et al.’s (2020) key finding that there is a

relationship between episodic cued recall and identification performance, there is potential for their

results on semantic cued recall to be extended by further research. In their second experiment,

Mazancieux et al. (2020) had participants study famous faces, before identifying them and making

a recognition judgement as in their Experiment 1. After the recognition judgement, participants

were asked to recall semantic details about the famous face, such as the first and last name of the

individual, their nationality, and their profession. Mazancieux et al. (2020) found that participants

identified faces better when they could recall more semantic features, consistent with a single-

system view and previous research showing implicit influences in semantic cued recall (Ozubko

et al., 2021). However, this semantic recall measure may have been susceptible to implicit influence,

since participants could feasibly guess one or more of the semantic features from the stimulus

or use familiarity as a cue to retrieve those features. For instance, a participant might guess the

nationality of a famous face from its appearance, despite not having that knowledge before the

experiment and therefore not retrieving any semantic information specific to the identity of the

stimulus from memory. The association between implicit and explicit memory in Mazancieux et al.

(2020)’s Experiment 2 may therefore have been driven by guessing or implicit contamination in

the semantic recall measure, and not as a result of recall and priming sharing a common memory

source.

Further research could address this possibility by investigating the role of guessing in driving

implicit contamination in cued recall. In one condition, participants could study stimuli with strong

semantic links, and then be tested on their recognition of the cue items, and their recall of the paired

items. In another condition, the participants could complete the same method, but where a mask is

presented too quickly for conscious perception during study, in place of any items. This would give

participants the awareness that they have seen a stimulus in each study trial, but, as in Conroy et al.

(2005), it would prevent them from encoding information relating to the test phase in memory. This

would result in chance-level recognition memory and recall responses driven wholly by semantic

association in the absence of memory from the study phase. Ozubko et al. (2021) found that when

semantic priming drives cued recall, items can be recalled but not recognised. However, if this
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phenomenon is simply due to semantic association, the rate of recognition failures in correct recall

should not differ between conditions. If this is the case, any association between semantic cued

recall and identification performance is less likely to be a result of a common memory process.

Assessing this possibility is important for evaluating the degree to which results like those from

Mazancieux et al. (2020)’s Experiment 2 support a single-system view of explicit and implicit

memory.

Alternatively, the possibility of guessing a paired item based on semantic association or implicit

contamination could be avoided by using a different recall task. In free recall, participants do not

attempt to retrieve stimuli based on item-specific cues, but rather a general prompt to recall as

many items as possible from a prior context. This mitigates the possibility that participants might

use familiarity or guesswork to generate targets from a cue because the prompt is generic and

has no relationship with any given stimulus. Generating a correct free recall response is therefore

assumed to require specific episodic information about a stimulus from the study context and can

therefore be seen as the purest expression of explicit memory. The experiments in the following

chapter investigate the association between free recall and implicit memory as a strong test of the

single-system and dual-process accounts.
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Chapter 5

Free Recall and Priming

Many tasks thought to involve explicit memory have been studied in conjunction with implicit

memory, including cued recall (Mazancieux et al., 2020), recognition memory (Berry et al.,

2012), and source memory (Lange & Berry, 2021; Lange et al., 2019; Huang & Shanks, 2021).

However, performance in each of these tasks is thought to be susceptible to the influence of implicit

memory. Compared with these examples, free recall is an explicit memory task that is relatively

uncontaminated by implicit memory processes. Free recall requires producing a word from memory

in response to an open-ended prompt, in the absence of any information about specific stimuli.

From a dual-process theoretical perspective, it is difficult to ascertain how familiarity or fluency

could facilitate its reproduction in recall (Mazancieux et al., 2020). Without any item-specific cues,

participants must presumably access the study context to recall an item. A consistent association

between free recall and implicit memory would therefore align with a single-system view that a

common memory system drives performance in both tasks.

Dual-process theorists often state that recollection alone is responsible for free recall performance

(Yonelinas, 2002; Quamme et al., 2004). Dissociations between free recall and implicit memory

performance (Paller, 1990; Hunt & Toth, 1990; Roediger & Challis, 1992) also imply some

degree of separation between the two tasks. However, there is some evidence that free recall may

be influenced by implicit memory. As in cued recall, previous research has shown that freely

recalled items often receive "know" responses in remember/know recognition tests (Tulving, 1985;

McDermott, 2006; Mickes et al., 2013). This implies that despite recalling these stimuli from

memory, participants lack a feeling of recollection of their presentation in a study phase context.

McCabe et al. (2011) also found evidence that attentional manipulations have selective effects on

remember and know judgements in free recall, concluding that free recall is not only driven by pure
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recollection. Despite this evidence, the use of free recall to test the association between explicit and

implicit memory can still be justified. As with cued recall, a participant’s subjective judgements for

recalled items might not cleanly correspond with the memory processes underlying their responses.

Furthermore, the contribution of implicit memory to free recall is the least well-documented of all

recall paradigms (McCabe et al., 2011), warranting further study. Finally, even if it is not an entirely

"process-pure" measure, free recall still gives participants fewer item-specific cues that could lead to

contamination by means of non-explicit memory influences than other tasks like recognition or cued

recall. Investigating the relationship between free recall and perceptual identification performance

for the same items is therefore a comparatively strict test of the single-system account of explicit

and implicit memory, and can give unique theoretical insights as a result.

The following experiments study the dependencies between free recall and perceptual identification

performance. Experiments 7 and 8 tested whether identification is better for correctly recalled items

versus items that were not recalled. Experiment 9 also investigated this question while controlling

for stimulus repetition. Like in the cued recall experiments in Chapter 4, a single-system account

predicts identification performance should be better for items that were correctly recalled, versus

those that are not recalled. Assuming free recall is driven solely by recollection, a strict dual-process

account predicts no consistent association between free recall and identification performance.

5.1 Experiment 7

Experiment 7 tested the association between free recall and identification performance. As in

Experiments 5 and 6, I asked whether old items that are correctly recalled are identified at a lower

level of image clarity than those that are not recalled. However, this question requires additional

methodological considerations due to the nature of the free recall task. Unlike cued recall and

recognition memory, free recall and identification for a given item cannot be assessed within the

same test trial. This is because the participant is not given any item-specific cues to aid their

memory in free recall. Instead, they receive an open-ended prompt to retrieve items from a study

context. As a result, tests of perceptual identification and free recall must take place successively in

separate phases.

To assess priming in this experiment, new items were required to appear in the identification phase.

If identification precedes recall, this may lead participants to mistake new items introduced in the

identification phase for studied items, resulting in a high intrusion rate of new items being falsely

recalled. Reporting a small number of intrusions could even be a good strategy for achieving
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a high correct recall percentage in this task. If a participant has reported all of the items they

are sure appeared in the study phase, they may also report items that they think appeared during

identification. This is because such items are immediately available to the participant and could

seem more likely to be correctly recalled compared to any other items the participant would generate.

However, if a participant’s intrusion rate is comparable to their correct recall rate, this implies that

they did not attempt to retrieve items only from the study phase. Instead, they generated as many

items from outside of a deliberate study context, and so did not follow the task instructions. As

free recall intrusions are already common in many variants of the task (Zaromb et al., 2006), it is

important to address this possibility.

To do so, I included two types of new items in the identification phase of this experiment. In each

block of the experiment, 15 old items were studied and then identified. A set of 15 new items

were also presented twice in the identification phase. This equates the number of presentations of

old and new items before recall, as old items are also presented twice before recall (once at study,

once during identification). Therefore, comparing recall for twice-presented new items and old

items gives a fair test of whether participants are following instructions to recall from the study

phase. This design also allows for the comparison of identification performance between old, first

presentation new items, and second presentation new items. If identification is better for old items

than twice-presented new items and participants have a low intrusion rate, this would indicate an

identification benefit for items being intentionally remembered. This would demonstrate a link

between implicit memory and items studied as part of an explicit memory task, and so would be

accounted for by a single-system theory. Each of these considerations enabled the key comparison

of identification for correctly recalled old items versus non-recalled old items.

5.1.1 Method

Participants

90 undergraduates from the School of Psychology at the University of Plymouth (28 male, 60

female, 2 non-binary/other) with a mean age of 21.20 (SD = 5.34) took part in this experiment.

They participated in return for partial fulfilment of a mandatory research participation requirement

on their course. The sample size was chosen to enable detection of a minimum effect size dz = 0.30

at 80% power in a paired-samples t-test, as an approximation of our key pairwise comparison.
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Materials

The stimuli used were 60 concrete nouns from Banks & Connell (2022). Thirty of these nouns

described animals, and the remaining thirty described tools or utensils. This semantic distinction

was intended to minimise any interference between blocks, such as a participant falsely recalling

words presented in the previous block. Each word was between 4 and 9 characters in length, with a

production frequency of under 0.1. That is, fewer than 10% of participants in Banks & Connell

(2022) reported each word when prompted to freely produce examples from its given category.

The words were sampled with this requirement to increase the chance that correct recall responses

were a product of memory and not generated by guessing from a set of typical animals or tools and

utensils. The words were presented in each phase as images that were generated using the magick

R package (Ooms, 2021). Each word was generated in white monospaced font with a black outline,

against a white 600 × 100 px background (see Figure 3.3). For the fragment identification task,

each word was obscured at 10 levels of clarity (1 being the most obscured, and 10 being the wholly

revealed word). These fragmented images were generated according to the same process as in the

previous experiments. The same stimulus as the previous experiments was also used for the “spot

the difference” interval task. The experimental program was displayed through web browsers on

Lenovo computers using monitors with 1920 × 1080 px resolution.

Procedure

The experiment consisted of two blocks, each with a study phase, a retention interval, a fragment

identification phase, and a recall phase. The experiment was split into blocks to ensure that the list

length in each study phase was short enough to enable participants to make enough correct recall

responses for our analysis. One block contained words pertaining to tools and utensils and the other

to animals. The order of experimental blocks was randomised for each participant. Within each

block, old and new words were assigned at random from the pool of 30 total words in that phase.

This randomisation occurred on a participant level; each participant also saw a different random

order of trials in each phase.

After being briefed and giving informed consent, participants completed ten practice trials. In each

trial, a fixation point (“+”) was presented in the centre of the screen for 500 ms, followed by a word

image for 3500 ms. During this presentation window, participants were instructed to judge whether

the object described by each word could fit inside a shoebox. To respond yes, they pressed “Z”, and

to respond no, they pressed “M”. A static prompt (“Could this thing fit inside a shoebox?”) was
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presented above each word, along with a prompt featuring the response keys (“Z = Yes, M = No”)

below the word during each presentation window. Participants then viewed a 500 ms inter-trial

interval – a blank screen – before proceeding to the next trial. After completing the practice trials,

the participants completed the two main blocks of the experiment. The trial-level procedure of

the study phase was identical to that of the practice phase, with participants completing 15 study

trials per block. After the study phase, participants completed a retention interval with the same

procedure as in Experiments 1 and 2.

Participants then completed a fragment identification phase. Each trial contained either an old word

from the study phase in that block or a new word that had not appeared during the previous study

phase. Each new word was presented twice in this phase, with studied words appearing once, for

a total of 45 trials. Each participant saw a different pseudo-random order of trials that ensured

that at least two intervening words came between the original and repeat presentations of each

new word. In each fragment identification trial, a word was initially presented at the lowest level

of image clarity. Participants were instructed to press “R” to reveal more of the word, or “N” to

name it. These responses appeared as static prompts on screen throughout the identification phase.

Upon pressing “R”, the next most obscured fragmented image was presented, revealing more of the

stimulus to the participant. Upon pressing “N”, a textbox replaced the fragmented stimulus and

participants typed their identification response, pressing the Enter key to submit it. Participants

were then prompted on a separate screen to press Space to continue to the next trial.

Finally, participants completed a recall phase, in which they were instructed to recall as many

words as possible from the previous study phase. To recall a word, participants typed it into a

textbox. Each word would then appear inside a large white rectangle underneath the textbox after

being submitted with a “Space” keypress. Participants had to make at least 10 recall responses to

end the recall phase but were instructed to attempt to recall as many old words as possible. This

variant of the free recall task was used to ensure participants gave enough recall responses to enable

our planned analyses. If they could not recall any more words before the 10-word threshold, they

were instructed to make guesses. After surpassing 10 responses and being able to make no more

reasonable recall attempts, participants were instructed to press the “Up” arrow key to end the recall

phase, and thus, the block. After both blocks were completed, participants submitted their age and

gender before being debriefed.
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5.1.2 Results

Task Performance

Four participants were excluded from this experiment for making at least 10% more recall intrusions

than correct recall responses. This was a predefined criterion made explicit in our preregistration.

Before other analyses were performed, trials in which stimuli were not correctly identified were

excluded. These comprised of 3.85% of all trials.

To compare the fragment identification level for each item type in the identification phase, a linear

mixed model analysis with random intercepts for each participant was conducted on fragment

identification level with item type (old, new first presentation, new second presentation) as a factor.

Pairwise comparisons on the model output revealed that participants identified new items on their

first presentation (M = 7.69, SE = 0.07) at higher levels of image clarity than for both old items

(M = 7.22, SE = 0.07), t(178) = 11.87, p < .001, and new items on their second presentation (M

= 7.15, SE = 0.07), t(178) = 13.51, p < .001. Fragment identification level did not reliably differ

between new items on their second presentation and old items, t(178) = -1.64, p = .31. This implies

that participants had better identification performance for items presented twice before the point of

identification, regardless of whether those items were old or new.

To test whether participants understood the instruction to attempt to recall only items that were

present in the study phase, the proportion of old and new items recalled was compared. Participants

made a greater proportion of correct recall responses (M = .48, SE = .01) than new item intrusions

(M = .16, SE = .01), t(89) = 15.93, p < .001, 95% CI [0.28, 0.36], BF = 4.14 ×1024. This indicated

that, as instructed, participants reliably recalled more items from the study phase than items

that were introduced in the identification phase. This suggests that they were source monitoring

effectively.

Recall and Identification Performance

To investigate the effects of recall and item type on identification performance, a linear mixed

effects model on identification level with recall state (recalled, not recalled) and item type (old, new)

as fixed was fit to the data. The random effects structure in this model featured participant-level

random intercepts and slopes for item type, and item-level random intercepts and slopes for recall

state and item type. Trials with new items that were presented twice were excluded from this

analysis. The model revealed a significant effect of item type, t(81.14) = 11.61, p < .001, meaning
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Figure 5.1: Mean fragment identification level per participant for recalled and non-recalled items.
Panel A shows results from Experiment 7, and panel B shows results from Experiment 8. The red
dots denote the grand mean, and the whiskers the 95% confidence interval.

that identification performance was reliably better for old items (M = 7.28, SE = 0.11) than for new

items (M = 7.83, SE = 0.11). There was no significant effect of recall state, t(62.30) = -0.92, p = .36,

nor an interaction, t(4315.33) = 0.05, p = .87. Crucially, pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni

correction showed no significant difference in fragment identification level when comparing old

items that were not recalled (M = 7.30, SE = 0.11) and old items that were correctly recalled (M =

7.26, SE = 0.11), t(114.6) = 0.94, p = 1. The mean fragment identification level per participant by

recall state is shown in Figure 5.1. In sum, these results show that free recall performance is not

associated with identification performance in this experiment.

5.1.3 Discussion

This experiment investigated whether old items that were correctly recalled in a free recall task were

identified at a lower level of image clarity than those that were not recalled. Although old items

were better identified than new items on their first presentation, showing a repetition priming effect,

the same was not true for correctly recalled items over non-recalled items. This contrasts the results

of Experiments 5 and 6, where correctly recalled items were better identified than those not recalled.

This difference is of theoretical significance. If cued recall, but not free recall, is associated with

identification performance in a priming task, this suggests a limit to the single-system account of

explicit and implicit memory. It is therefore worth considering whether task differences between

the present and previous experiments might explain this pattern of results.

One possibility is that there were differences in the sensitivity of the identification measurements in
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the cued and free recall experiments. Identification stimuli in the present free recall experiment

only had 10 levels of image clarity, whereas those in the previous cued recall experiments had 15.

Therefore, the former experiments could have provided a more sensitive measure of the exact point

of identification in each trial, leading to better detection of a subtle association between recall and

identification. However, the repetition priming effect sizes in Experiments 5 and 7 (Experiment 6

had no old items and therefore no repetition priming measure) were comparable. Cohen’s dz was

1.17 for this effect in Experiment 5, and 1.25 in Experiment 7. This suggests that, if anything, the

present experiment detected a slightly larger priming effect, despite having fewer image clarity

levels. As such, it is unlikely that differences in measurement sensitivity were the reason why no

association between free recall and identification performance was observed.

Other design differences could have contributed to the divergent pattern of results in Experiment 7.

In Experiments 5 and 6, participants identified stimuli and then gave explicit memory judgements

immediately after, within the same test trials. Experiment 7 departed from this format by making

participants give their identification and free recall responses in separate, blocked phases. This

was necessary due to the nature of free recall. Since participants do not receive any item-specific

cues to aid their memory in free recall, this task could not have been implemented on a trial

level as cued recall had in the previous experiments. Experiments 5 and 6 do not rule out the

possibility that the relationship between recall and implicit memory could be caused by a common,

non-mnemonic variable. For instance, trial-to-trial variability in attention at test could have driven

the relationship between recall and identification performance on a trial level. If a variable like this

was dependent upon the testing configuration in the previous experiments, then blocking the recall

and identification tests in the present experiment would have minimised its effect. However, since

free recall and identification trials must be blocked, any further experiments using these tasks that

find a relationship between explicit and implicit memory performance can refute this alternative

explanation.

It is also possible that the design of the present experiment added an additional layer of difficulty

when compared with Experiments 5 and 6. In Experiment 7, participants identified stimuli before

making their explicit memory judgements. This was to avoid a potential confound. If participants

recalled items before identifying them, their identification of correctly recalled items might have

been artificially improved by simply seeing them on screen directly beforehand. Such a result would

have been caused by cross-modal priming and not explicit memory linked with recall. Yet, another

consequence of having identification precede recall was that participants had two presentation

contexts to choose from whenever they recalled items; the study phase, and the identification phase.
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This meant that when participants generated an item for recall, they had to second-guess the context

it came from. Since they were instructed to only recall stimuli that appeared in the study phase, the

additional source decision introduced by this design could have complicated their recall judgement.

It is therefore important that the relationship between free recall and identification performance is

tested in a context where it is certain that participants do not have source confusion influencing

their recall decision.

5.2 Experiment 8

Experiment 8 simplified the design of Experiment 7 in order to eliminate any additional source

memory demands in the free recall task. The new items from the previous design were removed,

meaning all items in the identification phase were studied. Participants also recalled items after each

study phase and retention interval; the identification phase came after each recall test. This removed

the need for participants to second-guess whether each item they recalled appeared in a study phase

or a subsequent identification phase. However, since participants attempted to recall items before

identifying them, it was important to ensure any association between recall and identification was

not facilitated by participants simply seeing some items during the recall phase. To mitigate this

risk, participants did not see items on the screen as they entered their recall responses. They only

saw asterisks representing each character they typed when recalling a word, as is common in a

password entry field. They also did not see any representation of previously recalled words once

their responses were submitted. These choices reduced the chance that participants would have

better identification of recalled words due to having seen them on screen in the previous phase,

rather than as a consequence of the recall process itself. With this design in place, identification

performance for recalled than not recalled items can be compared. If items are identified at a lower

level of image clarity for recalled items, this is consistent with a single-system view of free recall

and implicit memory.

5.2.1 Method

Participants

105 undergraduate participants from the School of Psychology, University of Plymouth, took part in

this experiment in exchange for course credit. Five participants were excluded for making correct

judgements in less than 60% of study phase trials. This exclusion criterion was included in our
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preregistration and was therefore set before data collection began. This left a final sample of 100

participants (84 females, 12 males, 4 other/non-binary). Participants had a mean age of 19.43 (SD

= 1.57), spoke English as a first language, and had not taken part in Experiment 3. The sample size

in this experiment was chosen to allow detection of a minimum effect size dz = 0.28 at 80% power

in a paired samples t-test, as an approximation of our key comparison.

Materials

Forty concrete nouns from Banks & Connell (2022) were used in this experiment. Twenty of these

described animals, with the remainder describing tools and utensils. Each word was between four

and nine characters long and had a production frequency of .05 or below. The words were made

into images and then partially obscured in the same way as in Experiment 3. Like the previous

experiment, the program was displayed on web browsers using Lenovo computers and 1920 ×

1080 px resolution monitors.

Procedure

As in the previous experiment, there were two blocks. In each block, participants completed a study

phase, a retention interval, a free recall phase, a second retention interval, and an identification

phase. Words from either category (animals or tools and utensils) were shown in each block. The

order of blocks was randomised across the sample, as was the order of trials in each applicable

phase.

After viewing a brief and giving informed consent, participants began the first block. They studied

twenty word stimuli in the same study phase procedure as in Experiment 8. After the study phase,

they completed a "spot the difference" retention interval with the same procedure as the previous

experiments. Participants then began a recall phase, where they were asked to freely recall as many

words from the study phase as possible. Participants recalled words in this phase by typing them

into a text box in the centre of the screen, and pressing the "Space" key to submit each response.

Participants saw an asterisk in place of each letter they typed inside the textbox, as in a conventional

password entry form. The asterisks disappeared after they submitted each response, and each word

was not displayed on screen at any time during the procedure. After participants were certain that

they could not recall any more words, they were instructed to press the "Up" arrow key to end the

recall phase.

Participants then completed a second interval phase. In each trial, participants were presented a
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randomly generated equation of the form A±B±C =?. There were three unique response options

below the equation, with one correct answer and two incorrect answers. The participants were

instructed to press the button response (either "A", "S", or "D") that corresponded to the correct

answer to the equation. Once a response was made, the next trial begun. This procedure continued

for 60 seconds, after which participants moved on to the identification phase. The identification

trials had the same structure as in Experiment 3. The second block contained the same order of

phases. After completing both blocks, participants gave their age and gender and were debriefed.

5.2.2 Results and Discussion

Task Performance

Before any other analyses were performed, trials where the identification response was not correct

were excluded. These excluded trials made up 3.36% of all trials. Before these exclusions, the

mean proportion of correctly identified items per participant was .97 (SE = .003). Five participants

were also excluded for poor performance in the study phase. This exclusion criterion was defined

in our preregistration as a less than 60% accuracy rate in the study phase size judgement. After

exclusions, the mean proportion of correct responses in the study phase was .85 (SE = 0.01). Study

phase performance did not differ between experiment blocks, t(99) = -0.90, p = .37, 95% CI [-0.04,

0.02], BF = 0.16.

The mean proportion of items recalled across participants was .50 (SE = 0.01), and the mean

proportion of items not recalled was also .50 (SE = 0.01). We also tested whether recall performance

differed between blocks, finding no significant difference between blocks and inconclusive Bayesian

evidence, t(99) = -1.84, p = .07, 95% CI [-0.05, 0], BF = 0.56. This suggests that participants did

not reliably recall a greater proportion of words representing tools and utensils (M = .51, SE = .02)

than animals (M = .48, SE = .01).

Recall and Identification Performance

We assessed the effect of recall state (recalled, non-recalled) in a linear mixed model with participant-

level random intercepts, and item-level correlated random intercepts and slopes. We found a

significant effect of recall state, t(40.52) = -6.33, p < .001, indicating that identification was

better for recalled items (M = 6.42, SE = 0.14) than non-recalled items (M = 6.82, SE = 0.15).

The mean fragment identification level per participant by recall state is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Contrary to Experiment 3, these results suggest an association between free recall and identification

performance, in that identification performance was better for items that were able to be recalled.

The results of the present experiment showed that participants identified recalled words at a lower

level of image clarity than those that were not recalled. This stands in contrast to the results of

Experiment 7, where no such difference was observed. Given the similarity of the stimuli and tasks

in both experiments, it is worth investigating which factors may have led to these different results.

Whereas Experiment 7 had participants complete the identification phase before the recall phase in

each block, this order was reversed in Experiment 8 with methodological considerations in mind.

However, it opens the possibility that participants identified recalled words more easily as a result

of rehearsing them in the recall phase, and not because recall and identification share a common

memory source. It is therefore worth testing whether the act of recalling studied information

improves subsequent identification to the same degree as repeating studied stimuli in a way that

does not involve memory.

5.3 Experiment 9

Experiment 9 tested whether there is a relationship between recall state and identification when

non-recalled items are re-encountered again after recall is attempted. After the participants finished

their free recall attempt, each of the studied words they did not recall was presented to them

auditorily. This auditory modality was chosen as an approximation of the experience of hearing a

word internally while retrieving it from memory. This was also appropriate since participants did

not see their recall responses on screen as they made them, bringing our repetition manipulation

closer to the experience of recall than if we presented non-recalled words visually. We also included

a subset of new words in the identification phase of this experiment. This allowed us to establish

whether participants showed repetition priming for recalled words, non-recalled words, or both.

If subsequent identification for recalled words is still greater than that of non-recalled words in

this design, this would suggest that the specific act of retrieval in free recall leads to identification

benefits. If there is no difference in identification for recalled and non-recalled words, then the act

of recalling words has no benefit on identification over merely being exposed to words again. This

is an important test of the single-system idea that even deliberate, conscious expressions of memory

(like recall retrieval) and indirect, implicit expressions of memory (like perceptual identification)

are driven by a common source at least to some degree.
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5.3.1 Method

Participants

85 undergraduate participants from the University of Plymouth School of Psychology took part

in this experiment in exchange for course credit. Nine participants were excluded for low study

phase performance with the same criteria as the previous experiment, leaving a final sample of 76

participants (60 female, 15 male, 1 non-binary/other). The mean age of the sample was 20.20 (SD =

2.80). This sample size ensures a minimum detectable effect size of dz = .46, assuming 80% power.

Materials

The same 60 images of words from Experiment 3 were used in the current experiment. WAV files

of each word being spoken aloud were generated using the text2speech (Muschelli, 2020) and the

tuneR (Ligges et al., 2023) R packages, interfacing with the Google Cloud Text to Speech API.

Each word was spoken by the "en-US-Standard-C" voice. The experiment was presented by an

OpenSesame program, hosted on a JATOS server and displayed through a web browser in the same

way as the previous experiments.

Procedure

There were two experimental blocks, each featuring twenty old words and ten new words that

represented either animals or tools and utensils. The assignment of old and new stimuli was

randomised within each block for each participant. The order of trials in each phase was also

randomised on a participant level, as was the order of blocks. In each block, participants first

studied twenty word images while making comparative size judgements using the same procedure

as in Experiment 8. The participants then completed the same "spot-the-difference" interval task as

in the previous experiments. Participants then completed the same recall phase as in Experiment

8. Immediately after the recall task, the participants were played audio clips of any studied words

that they did not correctly recall through headphones. There was a 3000 ms gap between the start

of each word clip. Following this, participants completed the same post-recall interval phase and

identification test phase as in Experiment 8, before moving onto the next block. After completing

both blocks, participants gave their age and gender before being debriefed.
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Figure 5.2: Mean fragment identification level per participant for recalled and non-recalled items
from Experiment 9. The red dots denote the mean across participants, and the whiskers the 95%
confidence interval.

5.3.2 Results and Discussion

Task Performance

Before other analyses, 3.82% of trials were excluded for having incorrect identification responses.

Before these exclusions, the mean correct identification rate was .96 (SE = .01). The mean propor-

tion of correct study phase responses was .82 (SE = .02). Study phase performance significantly

differed between blocks, t(75) = 2.61, p = .01, 95% CI [.02, .11], BF = 2.97. This meant that

the mean proportion of correct size classifications for animals (M = .89, SE = .01) tended to be

greater than that for tools and utensils (M = .83, SE = .02) in the study phase. The mean proportion

of studied items recalled across participants was .39 (SE = .02), leaving the mean proportion of

non-recalled items as .61 (SE = .02). There was no reliable difference between recall performance

in the animals block (M = .40, SE = .03) and the tools and utensils block (M = .36, SE = .03), t(75)

= 1.45, p = .14, 95% CI [-.02, .11], BF = 0.34.
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Recall and Identification Performance

The difference between identification levels for recalled, non-recalled, and new items was assessed

using a linear mixed model with participant and item-level random intercepts. The participant-level

differences in means between these item states are shown in Figure 5.2. Bonferroni-corrected

pairwise comparisons from this model revealed that new items (M = 7.80, SE = 0.13) were identified

at a higher level of image clarity than both non-recalled items (M = 7.03, SE = 0.12), t(1334)

= 12.01, p < .001, and recalled items (M = 6.85, SE = 0.13), t(1336) = 13.10, p < .001. Most

importantly, recalled items were identified at a lower level of image clarity than non-recalled items

t(1352) = 2.47, p = .04. This suggests that there was a slight identification advantage for items

that were recalled, compared with items that were not recalled but auditorily reinstated before

identification.

These results show that recalled items are identified at a reliably lower level of image clarity than

items that are not recalled, despite these non-recalled items being auditorily reinstated after recall

was attempted. This indicates that the act of successful free recall retrieval confers an implicit

memory advantage compared to simply being presented with the stimulus again. This result is

additionally meaningful given that both recalled and non-recalled words were better identified than

new words. This shows that even though stimulus repetition leads to a significant identification

benefit, implicit memory for a stimulus is even better when that stimulus is recalled from memory.

This result is consistent with a single-system account in which explicit and implicit memory are

driven by a common memory system and casts doubt on a multiple-systems view that free recall is

entirely independent of implicit memory.

5.4 General Discussion

The experiments in the present chapter investigated the relationship between free recall and per-

ceptual identification performance. Experiment 7 found that correctly recalled items were no

better identified than those that were not recalled, contrasting the results of Experiments 5 and 6

which found evidence for such an effect in cued recall. However, in a simplified design, correctly

recalled items were reliably identified better than those that were not recalled in Experiment 8. This

suggested that there may be an association between free recall and implicit memory performance

when additional task demands present in Experiment 7 were removed. Experiment 9 reinforced

this conclusion, showing that correctly recalled items are better identified than non-recalled items
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even when non-recalled items were reinstated auditorily after recall was attempted. These effects

were numerically small; identification was 0.40 fragmentation levels earlier for recalled items in

Experiment 8, and 0.17 in Experiment 9. However, the benefit of recalling items on perceptual

identification was consistent in two of three experiments (one of which was preregistered), reliable

even after conservative corrections for pairwise comparisons were applied, and detectable over and

above the effect of simple stimulus repetition in Experiment 9. These results therefore show associa-

tions between free recall performance and repetition priming which refute a strict multiple-systems

account of explicit and implicit memory. Instead, the present results may be better explained by a

single-system account.

Although the present results could be accounted for by a shared memory source, there is still the

possibility that, like the results in the previous chapter, the association between free recall and

implicit memory could be caused by a non-mnemonic variable. For instance, participants might pay

attention to some stimuli more than others during the study phase, resulting in stronger encoding of

those stimuli. Even if separate systems are assumed to store or process the memory traces that are

probed in free recall and perceptual identification, this common attention variable may still give

rise to an association between performance in the two tasks. By this logic, one cannot assume a

causal link between a simple association in performance between two tasks, such as that found in

Experiment 8.

However, the results of Experiment 9 give a stronger indication that the association between recall

and identification is memory-driven. In this experiment, recalled items were better identified than

non-recalled items, despite the latter being re-presented auditorily after recall was attempted. This

second presentation allowed non-recalled items to be affected by further variables that might affect

memory. This is important; for instance, if recalled items received greater attention or better

encoding in the study phase, non-recalled items would also be subject to the same variability during

their second auditory presentation. This ensures that recalled items are not differentiated from

non-recalled items by the quality of their encoding during study, leaving their retrieval state in the

recall phase as the only major difference between them. Therefore, if a non-mnemonic variable at

encoding was solely responsible for the association between priming and free recall, no difference

in identification for recalled and non-recalled groups would be expected in this design. On this

basis, Experiment 9 shows that memory processes contribute to the association between free recall

and perceptual identification performance, adding plausibility to a single-system account.

The present results have interesting implications for theoretical explanations of free recall. Although
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free recall has often been considered a task that relies wholly upon explicit memory (Yonelinas,

2002; Quamme et al., 2004), there is also evidence to suggest that it can be subject to implicit

influences (Tulving, 1985; McDermott, 2006; Mickes et al., 2013; McCabe et al., 2011). The

present results expand on this work by providing the first evidence for an association between free

recall and implicit memory for the same stimulus set. The consistency of this association also

weighs against the idea that free recall is governed by a distinct explicit memory process, such as

recollection in a dual-process account. This information can inform future efforts to model implicit

and explicit memory, necessitating some degree of commonality between the source of free recall

and implicit memory. Such models may also represent non-mnemonic factors that influence the link

between recall and implicit memory, providing further insight into variables that may contribute to

the association in performance between the two tasks.

Future empirical tests could also consider the relationship between free recall and implicit memory

in studies of serial recall. Serial recall effects are well documented and are considered benchmark

phenomena for computational models of free recall (Kahana, 2020). Yet, the literature on recall

and implicit memory has mostly concerned item recall and has given less consideration to how

single-system or dual-process accounts might explain how serial position effects in recall might

relate to performance in perceptual identification tasks. There is also theoretical motivation for

focusing on serial recall, as it adds an additional demand upon the participant to recall contextual

information — namely, the serial position of each recalled item. Although researchers have argued

that item free recall might be influenced by implicit memory (Tulving, 1985; McDermott, 2006;

Mickes et al., 2013; McCabe et al., 2011), it is harder to see how an implicit memory or familiarity

process could enable serial recall. By definition, such processes do not allow the participant access

to concrete contextual details from which to base their memory judgement. Since an item’s serial

position forms part of the context in which it was studied, serial recall performance is a relatively

pure reflection of explicit memory. If there is continuity between serial recall and implicit memory,

this would therefore provide further evidence against a strict multiple-systems or dual-process view

of the two tasks.

This research objective could also tie in with efforts to establish the boundary conditions of

the association between free recall and implicit memory. Although Experiments 8 and 9 found

evidence for this association, Experiment 7 did not, finding no reliable evidence for a difference

in identification between recalled and non-recalled old items. The additional task demands in this

experiment likely diluted the association between recall and identification performance; participants

had to determine whether generated items were old or new before reporting them in the recall phase.
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It is possible that adding the requirement to recall items in a serial position order would result in

the same null effect on identification. One could also establish whether free recall performance

relates to different expressions of implicit memory, such as conceptual priming. There is evidence

that suggests free recall and conceptual priming are dissociable (Paller, 1990), which in turn places

a limit upon the association between recall and implicit memory. Such a result could be verified in

a method using serial recall. As discussed in Chapter 4, priming measures that rely on semantic or

conceptual links risk allowing participants to guess the identity of correct recall targets, rather than

engaging in a memory search process to retrieve them. However, since serial free recall requires

contextual reinstatement to complete successfully, any semantic influences would be unlikely to

contaminate this free recall measure. An experiment measuring the conjoint association between

these tasks may therefore provide another test of the link between explicit and implicit memory,

with implications for the single-system and dual-process accounts. Such experiments should be

conducted to build upon the present results and inform future theory and model development in the

domain of the memory systems debate.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This thesis aimed to provide new tests of single-system and dual-process accounts of explicit and

implicit memory. Chapter 2 established new tests of single-system and dual-process models of

recognition memory and priming, although the experimental manipulations that attempted to elicit

each model’s competing predictions were unsuccessful. Chapter 3 used different manipulations to

test similar predictions in extended single-system and dual-process models, leveraging recent work

on the encoding variability hypothesis (Spanton & Berry, 2020, 2022). However, despite yielding

new results of theoretical significance for the encoding variability hypothesis, these experimental

manipulations failed to elicit competing predictions in the models. As such, the single-system and

dual-process models tested were not able to be evaluated on the basis of their qualitative predictions

or even their quantitative fit to the data, which was roughly equivalent. The latter half of the

thesis concerned the relationship between perceptual identification and forms of recall. Chapter 4

showed a relationship between cued recall and perceptual identification performance, confirming

the results of previous work on the topic (Mazancieux et al., 2020). Chapter 5 then tested the

relationship between free recall performance and implicit memory, finding an association in two of

three experiments. I now consider the practical and theoretical implications of these results for the

memory systems debate.

6.1 Single-System and Dual-Process Models of Recognition Memory

and Priming

The SS model predicts a continuity between recognition and priming performance. Specifically, if

memory strength is greater for an item, then that item should have greater recognition strength and
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be identified at a lower level of clarity in a priming task. Predictions that arise from this continuity

have been tested extensively (Berry et al., 2006a, 2008a,b, 2012). By contrast, the DPSD1 model

assumes that priming is driven wholly by familiarity, an equal variance signal detection process,

and that any changes in recognition memory resulting from the model’s recollection process are not

expected to affect priming. This distinction allows the models to make opposing predictions about

measures of priming when certain features of recognition memory are manipulated. Experiments 1

and 2 investigated whether a recognition response speeding manipulation impacts the difference in

RTs for items that receive miss and hit responses. Building on a method validated by Experiment 3,

Experiment 4 tested the effect of adding encoding variability to recognition memory on the M−H

identification difference. However, none of the present methods elicited the models’ contrasting

predictions, with key parameter estimates remaining unchanged.

Although the SS model has been extensively tested against a variety of memory phenomena (Ward

et al., 2013b,a; Berry et al., 2014; Rothen et al., 2020), Experiments 1, 2, and 4 mark its only

direct comparisons with the DPSD1 model since both models were specified by Berry et al. (2012).

Although the SS model has gained support from more experimental results and model fitting

exercises than the DPSD1 model, both models are on a relatively even standing when compared

with one another. Berry et al. (2012) compared the quantitative fit of the DPSD1 and SS models in

two experiments, finding each model fitted best to data from one experiment. However, the result

that identification RTs associated with "remember" responses were shorter than those for "know"

responses in their Experiment 3 was not consistent with the DPSD1 model. The SS model predicted

this result by assuming a common memory strength source for identification RTs and "remember"

responses. Because the present experiments were unable to discriminate the models based on their

qualitative predictions, Berry et al. (2012)’s Experiment 3 remains the only instance that the models

were distinguishable on this basis.

However, adjustments to the DPSD1 model’s specification could have accounted for this result

while remaining in line with a dual-process view of recognition and priming. Berry et al. (2012)

highlight that the DPSD1 model could be modified to assume recollection can affect identification

in select cases. For example, if a partially-obscured stimulus showed enough visible features to

allow the participant to recollect it during identification, this could act as a cue to enable faster

identification. There is also evidence that short-term priming can speed the onset of recollection

(Park & Donaldson, 2016) and that familiarity might enable a faster search of episodic memory

that leads to a greater likelihood of recollection (Woollams et al., 2008). One may reflect this

in a DPSD1-like model by introducing dependencies between the familiarity signal f and the
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recollection parameter R. This would allow the model to account for certain associations between

recognition and familiarity, including faster identification RTs for "remember" responses.

Some dual-process models of recognition memory assume the memory strength distribution for

recollected items is continuous (Wixted & Mickes, 2010; Moran & Goshen-Gottstein, 2015).

Because recollection is graded in these models, it is possible for a recollected item to have lower

memory strength than an item with high familiarity. By contrast, the DPSD1 model represents

recollection as a threshold process and assumes recollected items have an undetermined strength

value that necessitates the highest confidence "old" judgement possible. If implemented in models of

recognition and priming, each of these assumptions could lead to substantially different predictions

from the current DPSD1 model. As a result, there is scope for different dual-process models to

be compared against one another, and against the SS model in future research. If a particular

dual-process model was found to be favourable over other specifications, this could constrain the

assumptions that are possible under a dual-process view and give insight into how the hypothesised

familiarity and recollection processes might interact in conjoint tests of recognition and priming.

A single-system model of recognition and priming could also be specified in many ways. While

the SS model shares many assumptions with the UVSD model of recognition memory, there are

other ways to model recognition memory strength along a continuum. For instance, DeCarlo

(2002) specified a mixture SDT model in which old items are split across two distributions, A

and A′, that correspond to different levels of encoding quality. Items that are encoded strongly

are represented in the A distribution, which has a greater mean than the A′ distribution of item

strengths that are encoded partially or not attended to at all. Such a model could be extended

to represent priming from the same memory source as recognition, forming a model in which

a single memory system is assumed to drive the two memory tasks. This model could make

many of the same predictions as Berry et al. (2012)’s SS model, most notably that items that have

high recognition memory strength should be identified more quickly in perceptual priming tasks.

Both single-system and dual-process models of recognition and priming could also be adapted to

represent priming measures more accurately. Although it is well known that RTs in a perceptual

identification task are positively skewed, the modelling framework specified by Berry et al. (2012)

assumes a Gaussian RT distribution for the purpose of computational simplicity. Lange et al. (2019)

circumvented this issue in their SS model of recognition, priming, and source memory by modelling

log-transformed identification RTs which were not positively skewed. However, by specifying

non-Gaussian RT distributions, future models may provide more principled accounts of priming

data in CID-R tasks without relying on statistical transformations. In the case of each of these
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changes, qualitative predictions and quantitative fits could be compared with existing models to

assess the most principled ways of representing a single-system account.

When testing theoretical accounts of recognition and priming, it is also worth considering the

commonalities between explicit and implicit memory processes at different time points in an

experiment. This has been a focus of recent study. For instance Kim (2019) found in a meta-

analysis that effects indicative of explicit and implicit memory share extensive neural correlates

during encoding, but few at retrieval. However, while SDT provides useful metrics about memory

as measured in the test phase, it is agnostic as to how encoding and retrieval processes influence

later memory performance. While one can measure the results of encoding, retention, or retrieval

manipulations by fitting an SDT model to experimental data, the model itself does not explicitly

represent the timescale upon which these manipulations affect memory; only their outcomes. With

this limitation, it can be difficult to differentiate flexible multiple-systems SDT models from single-

system alternatives. For instance, the SS model is mathematically nested underneath the MS2

model, and so is hard to distinguish on the basis of unique qualitative predictions (Berry et al.,

2012). Although dual-process SDT models do not share this issue, the results of Chapters 2 and 3

show that it is also difficult to test their competing qualitative predictions against the SS model using

experimental manipulations. These models would have to be substantially extended to provide

explicit representations of shared or separate processes at encoding or retrieval. Alternatively,

models from other frameworks could be used to represent these constructs and provide further

information that may validate single-system or dual-process accounts of recognition and priming.

The Retrieving Effectively from Memory: Implicit (REMI; Schooler et al., 2001) model is one

such model that extends upon the popular REM model of recognition memory (Shiffrin & Steyvers,

1997). Unlike SDT, REMI includes explicit representations of encoded information, representing

memory traces as vectors of feature values. It also formalises a process by which these traces

decay and change as a factor of time and repeated exposure. To make a recognition judgement,

the similarity between a probe vector and all remembered vectors is compared in a Bayesian

inference procedure. In an identification task, the feature value vector of a partially obscured

stimulus is compared in a similar way with all those in memory, with an item being named if the

number of matches between a memory trace and the current probe exceeds a criterion parameter.

While recognition and identification judgements share the same memory trace and have similar

retrieval processes, the factors that affect these processes differ based on the requirements of the

task. In explicit tasks, for instance, contextual information plays a greater role in determining the

response than in implicit tasks (Schooler et al., 2001). The model also states that priming works by
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changing the lexical-semantic feature representation of a stimulus in memory; a process which also

affects recognition. While not specifically developed to represent a single-system account, REMI’s

predictions about the factors that affect explicit and implicit memory have clear implications for

the memory systems debate and provide testable, mechanistic explanations of recognition and

priming that SDT models cannot. Given the difficulty in discriminating between single-system and

dual-process SDT models of recognition and priming, focusing on such predictions is important for

the broader investigation of the relationship between explicit and implicit memory.

6.2 Continuity Between Recall and Implicit Memory

Chapters 4 and 5 investigated the association between cued and free recall and implicit memory

performance in perceptual identification tasks. Experiments 5 and 6 showed that cue items were

identified at a lower level of image clarity when their paired target was correctly recalled, compared

with when no recall attempt was made. This finding replicated previous research by Mazancieux

et al. (2020), who found the same association between recall and implicit memory performance

in both episodic and semantic recall tasks. In Experiment 7, there was no reliable association

between free recall performance and identification. Yet, Experiments 8 and 9 found evidence

for this association, removing additional task demands that were present in Experiment 7, and

showing an improvement in identification for freely recalled items over non-recalled, auditorily

reinstated items. These results refute a strict dual-process account of explicit and implicit memory

which states that recall is driven by recollection, a purely explicit process completely independent

of familiarity. The association between recall and implicit memory may better be explained by

a single-system theory, complementing existing results that support this account of explicit and

implicit memory in the context of other tasks (Berry et al., 2012; Lange et al., 2019).

An association between perceptual identification and recall might be expected if explicit memory

contaminated identification. Cases of participants completing implicit memory tasks by using

explicit memory strategies are well documented and can lead to artefactual associations between

explicit and implicit memory (MacLeod, 2008). For example, a participant could reveal part of a

stimulus in a perceptual identification task and then conduct an explicit memory search to assist

their identification response. However, the appearance of new items in Experiments 5, 7, and 9

would have made this strategy ineffectual, as participants would have had no explicit memory of

these items in the context of the experiment. Furthermore, there is evidence that knowing whether

an item is old or new does not affect priming (Ward et al., 2013b). This shows that participants
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do not reliably use explicit memory cues to aid their implicit memory even when they know an

item is studied. As such, it is likely that participants did not use explicit strategies in the present

identification tasks, as these would have generally led to a greater expenditure of effort and lower

performance than simply performing the task as instructed.

Another potential alternative interpretation of the results of Chapters 4 and 5 is that the relationship

between recall and identification is stimulus-specific, rather than the result of common memory

processes. That is, if an item can be recalled, it is likely salient or memorable in itself, and therefore

more likely to be identified at a lower level of clarity. This could explain the association between

recall and identification without the need for a common memory strength source. However, the

linear mixed model analyses in Chapters 4 and 5 included item-level random effects. This means

that even after variability in identification between stimuli was accounted for, identification was

reliably better for recalled items. The five experiments in Chapters 4 and 5 also demonstrate this

effect using both words and object images as stimuli, showing that it is not dependent upon a certain

class of stimulus. Mazancieux et al. (2020) also found this effect using faces and naturalistic scenes

while accounting for item-level variability in their analyses. As such, it is likely that the relationship

between recall and identification performance is relatively stimulus invariant, and is, therefore, a

meaningful trend of psychological interest.

It is worth acknowledging that the differences in identification performance for recalled and non-

recalled items in each experiment were relatively small. In Experiments 5 and 6, the marginal

mean identification level for recalled items was only 0.3 identification levels lower than the mean

identification level for non-recalled items on a 15-point scale. In Experiment 8, recalled items

were identified an average of 0.4 identification levels lower than non-recalled items on a 10-point

scale. In Experiment 9, the difference between mean identification levels was 0.18. This was half

the magnitude of that seen in the previous experiment, likely because non-recalled items were

better identified due to being presented twice before identification, rather than only once. In each

experiment, the identification differences likely only translated to minor differences in stimulus

clarity. Regardless of size, these effects are notable because of their consistency. In four out of five

experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, there were reliable differences in identification performance for

recalled and non-recalled stimuli. Further, these effects were detectable even after accounting for

participant and stimulus-level random effects and applying conservative statistical corrections to key

pairwise comparisons. This supports the existence of a reliable association between performance in

perceptual identification and recall tasks that should be accounted for by conjoint psychological

theories of these tasks.
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Single-system models have previously explained similar associations between performance in

explicit memory tasks and repetition priming (Berry et al., 2012; Lange & Berry, 2021; Lange et al.,

2019). The present results demonstrate an association between recall and priming and discredit

any strict multiple-systems or dual-process view that the memory systems governing these tasks

are completely independent. But, they cannot rule out a flexible multiple-systems account in

which recall and implicit memory arise from separate but partially correlated memory strength

sources. Despite this, there are conceptual reasons to prefer a single-system account, or at least

investigate it further. Firstly, the predictions of a single-system theory are more constrained than a

flexible multiple-systems or dual-process theory and are therefore easier to test and disambiguate

from other models. Secondly, by positing one memory strength source rather than multiple, a

single-system account would give a more parsimonious explanation of our results. These points

led Berry et al. (2012) to prefer their SS model of recognition and priming over their flexible

multiple-systems (MS2) model. Although these models could not be disambiguated based on their

theoretical predictions, only the SS model could specify key predictions prior to data collection,

because of its constraints. The SS model also fitted better than the MS2 model to experimental

data according to the AIC, a goodness of fit metric that penalises models on their complexity. This

helped to establish the SS model as not only a strong account of recognition and priming but one

that can drive further theoretical development by making well-defined, a priori predictions. It is

likely that similar characteristics would also aid a single-system model of recall and priming in

comparison to a flexible multiple-systems alternative.

6.3 Considerations For Modelling Recall and Implicit Memory

Although the present results show a link between recall and implicit memory performance that ties

into established psychological theory, they do not present a model-based account of this association.

Formal models are invaluable tools for theory development (Guest & Martin, 2021), and have

done much to inform the memory systems debate in regard to other explicit and implicit memory

tasks. Now that Chapters 4 and 5 have established a relationship between recall and implicit

memory performance, a logical next step would be to develop formal, conjoint models of recall and

priming that represent this association. The SDT framework has been used extensively to model

recognition memory (for review, see Rotello, 2017), and has been extended to form conjoint models

of recognition and priming (Berry et al., 2012) and recognition, priming, and source memory

(Lange et al., 2019; Lange & Berry, 2021). SDT has also been used to represent recall, both in
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models of cued recall and source attribution (Marsh & Bower, 1993; Marsh & Landau, 1995), and

cued recall and metacognition (Jang et al., 2012b). However, these models have limitations that

decrease their validity and hinder their extension to represent recall, recognition, and priming in

one framework.

As a modelling framework built to represent classification judgements, SDT does not naturally

provide a clean description of cued recall, which is not a classification task. In tasks like recognition

memory, the participant must distinguish between old and new items by making "old" or "new"

classification judgements, resulting in a 2×2 error matrix. The response types in each cell of this

matrix are countable and can be used to calculate further metrics of task performance, such as d′.

As previously established, a signal detection model represents the memory strength underlying

these judgements in Gaussian distributions corresponding to each item type (old, new). Each type of

possible response in the error matrix is therefore represented by the model’s strength distributions in

relation to the criterion. Cued and free recall tasks are less amenable to this kind of representation.

In recall, participants produce the identity of each stimulus from memory and are not restricted

to a set of predefined responses. Participants can therefore make many types of errors. In cued

recall, they can erroneously recall a target that was paired with a different cue, or mistakenly recall

a cue item as a target. In any recall task, participants can recall items that were not presented in the

experiment at all, or make no coherent response whatsoever. By contrast, there is only one way to

make a correct cued recall response; to retrieve a target from the correct study context, be it a target

paired with a cue, or a studied item in a free recall task. Because of this imbalance, response types

in recall tasks do not conform to an N×N error matrix. This means that to represent cued or free

recall, the traditional SDT model must be adapted.

Jang et al. (2012b) presented a multinomial SDT-like model that provided insight into judgements

of learning preceding cued recall. However, the model was limited in other ways. Firstly, it cannot

represent recall intrusions; items that did not appear in the experiment that were erroneously recalled.

Although these could be represented with another distribution in the model, this distribution would

also have to represent the entire set of items that did not appear in the experiment that were

not erroneously recalled. As this set is infinite, specifying a corresponding memory strength

distribution for it would present a challenge. This model, along with those presented by Marsh

& Bower (1993) and Marsh & Landau (1995), also assumed that cued recall decisions are based

upon memory strength for the recall target. Yet it is much more likely that cued recall strength is

not a property of the target alone, but rather the cue-target match during retrieval (Hollins et al.,

2016). Again, the model specification could be adjusted to account for this, with the final cued
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recall strength distribution being the output of some function of the cue and target strength variables.

However, specifying this in a theoretically principled way in a conjoint model would take careful

consideration, and is a task beyond the scope of the present work.

Finally, SDT models assume that the latent strength variables in each test trial are independent.

Although noise can be included in an SDT model to represent shifting decision criteria (Benjamin

et al., 2009), the strength values in each trial cannot be influenced by previous trials, or affect

those following. Although this assumption has been validated when applied to recognition memory

(Kellen et al., 2021), it is likely to be problematic in regards to modelling any recall task. There

are many well-known sequential recall effects in the serial recall literature, where the probability

of recalling an item is influenced by factors in the preceding trials (Kahana, 2020). For example,

items that are close in presentation order during study are more likely to be recalled together, as

are semantically similar items. The presence of errors such as prior-list intrusions also depends

upon contiguity, semantics, and recency effects. To give an accurate account of cued or free recall,

a model would have to extend the typical signal detection theory framework to represent these

inter-trial dependencies. Together, these considerations make developing a signal detection model

of recall and implicit memory a substantial task.

With this in mind, it is worth considering whether other modelling frameworks would be better

suited to representing conjoint models of recall and implicit memory. There are several popular

computational models of recall, including the Search for Associative Memory (SAM; Raaijmakers

& Shiffrin, 1980) model and models relating to Retrieved Context Theory (RCT; Howard & Kahana,

1999, 2002; Kahana, 2020). These can account for many established recall phenomena that involve

temporal and semantic relationships between items (Kahana, 2020). However, these models do

not have implicit memory components, and so would require extension to represent recall and

priming. A related computational model that includes implicit memory is REMI (Schooler et al.,

2001). As previously established, REMI makes explicit the process by which memory traces form

and change, and identifies task-specific factors that may differentially affect explicit and implicit

memory retrieval. Although REMI was developed with recognition in mind, it was inspired by

models that have been used to represent recall such as SAM and REM, and so could feasibly be

extended for the purpose of investigating the relationship between recall and priming. This could

enable the model to make predictions about the effects of specific manipulations on recall and

priming, driving further theory and model development. In all, these models give viable accounts

of recall because they make explicit assumptions about the representation of items in memory from

encoding to retrieval, and the relationship between these representations. Future conjoint models
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should strive to do the same in order to present plausible accounts of recall and priming.

6.4 Alternative Classifications of Memory

Theorists have long subdivided human memory into explicit or implicit categories. This subdivision

originated from studies of amnesic patients that found dissociations between expressions of memory

that are consciously accessible, and those argued to be inaccessible (Squire & Dede, 2015). Viewing

memory according to this dichotomy has led to fruitful theoretical advances in our understanding of

how various expressions of memory work, and the extent to which they require conscious awareness.

However, explicit and implicit memory are theoretical constructs. Although some evidence suggests

that each memory system has independent neural correlates (Woollams et al., 2008; Schott et al.,

2005, 2006), there is also evidence to suggest that expressions of explicit and implicit memory share

some neural activation (Kim, 2019; Addante, 2015) or are behaviourally associated (Mazancieux

et al., 2020). Mathematical modelling evidence shows that single-system models of recognition and

priming (Berry et al., 2012) and source memory and priming (Lange et al., 2019; Lange & Berry,

2021) can provide strong accounts of observed data, even explaining results initially thought to

support multiple-systems accounts (Berry et al., 2008a). Indeed, the present results build upon this

evidence, confirming results that were predicted by the SS model of recognition and priming, and

finding continuities between both cued and free recall and identification performance.

There is also evidence suggesting that various memory tasks can be completed by explicit or implicit

means. Recognition memory tasks are often thought to be influenced by mnemonic information

that is accompanied by varying levels of conscious awareness (Yonelinas, 2002; Yonelinas et al.,

2022). There is also evidence that cued and free recall measures may rely upon implicit memory,

despite being traditionally considered pure measures of explicit memory (Ozubko et al., 2021;

McCabe et al., 2011; Uner & Roediger, 2018; Hamilton & Rajaram, 2003). The results of Chapters

4 and 5 also show relationships between recall and implicit memory for the same items, weighing

against the idea that separate recollection and familiarity processes are responsible for each task,

respectively. These points raise important questions. If expressions of explicit and implicit memory

overlap, and there is consistent evidence against strict multiple-systems and dual-process accounts,

is it still worthwhile to conceptualise memory according to this divide? Are there different ways to

categorise expressions of human memory that could lead to further theoretical advances?

Some studies have provided information about the structure of memory by investigating the effect

of endogenous and exogenous variables. Exogenous variables are those which originate outside of
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the participant, such as the time of day or the characteristics of stimuli being remembered, whereas

endogenous variables are the result of the cognitive processes or attributes of the participant. Ka-

hana et al. (2018) investigated the effect of these variables on variability in recall using linear

mixed modelling in a multi-session experiment. The results showed that prior list recall predicted

performance in successive lists to a greater extent than exogenous variables such as word memora-

bility. Kahana et al. (2018) concluded on this basis that endogenous factors that affect encoding

and retrieval are the primary sources of variability in recall performance. This conclusion was

reinforced by findings showing EEG signals associated with endogenous neural activity predicted

successful encoding in recall better than external variables (Weidemann & Kahana, 2021). These

results have clear implications for formal models of recall, despite not making assumptions about

the conscious accessibility of the variables involved in the task. They also open possibilities for

the study of implicit memory. It is understood that implicit memory tasks are more susceptible

to the influence of non-mnemonic factors (Buchner & Wippich, 2000), yet it is unclear whether

this means that exogenous variables have a greater influence on variability in priming than recall.

Future methods could establish the extent to which exogenous and endogenous variables influence

priming, and compare these results with those from explicit memory tasks such as recall. This may

provide further insight into the mechanisms underpinning both tasks, with the potential to add to

the conclusions of Chapters 4 and 5.

This is only one other possible subdivision of human memory. However, it is unlikely that any

current dichotomous theoretical account can explain the full complexity of human memory and

its interrelation with other cognitive functions. Indeed, when considering the innumerable factors

that can influence memory, reducing its study to simple dichotomies such as explicit and implicit

systems and endogenous and exogenous variables may seem reductionist. Yet, studying theoretical

accounts linked to these dichotomies has led to substantial advances in understanding memory

and the cognitive processes underlying it. The present thesis contributes to this knowledge and

identifies many possible tests and developments of single-system and dual-process theories for

future research. Such research should pursue these avenues in order to constrain theory in the

domain of the memory systems debate. These results may then be integrated with those from other

theoretical viewpoints to inform the development of future models that represent the conscious

accessibility of human memory.
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6.5 Conclusion

To conclude, this thesis investigated the relationship between explicit and implicit memory using

recognition, cued recall, free recall, and perceptual identification tasks. Chapters 2 and 3 presented

novel qualitative predictions made by the SS and DPSD1 models of recognition memory and

priming in response to experimental manipulations. However, these manipulations were ultimately

unable to elicit these predictions, and the models could not be discriminated on this basis, nor by

comparisons of quantitative fit. Chapter 4 focused on cued recall, finding correctly recalled items

were identified better than those that were not recalled. Chapter 5 found the same pattern of results

in two out of three experiments using free recall. Taken together, both sets of recall results provided

evidence against strict multiple-systems and dual-process accounts of repetition priming and recall,

and are better explained by a single-system account. Going forward, these results can constrain

theory in the domain of the memory systems debate, and inform the development of new conjoint

models of explicit and implicit memory. Further research may also investigate the relationship

between recall and priming using other types of implicit memory task to gauge the generalisability

of this association.
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Appendix A

Parameter Estimation

All signal detection models were fitted to experimental data using maximum likelihood estimation

(Dunn 2010). There were twenty repetitions of the fitting procedure. In the first ten, randomly

sampled starting parameters were generated from normal distributions, with means estimated from

the simulated data. In the latter ten repetitions, starting parameters were randomly sampled from

distributions with means fixed to plausible a priori values. These sampling techniques resulted in

a range of different parameter values being optimised in each repetition of the fitting procedure.

This increased the chance of the fitted parameters being reflective of the global minimum log-

likelihood. The starting parameters in each repetition of the fitting procedure were used to optimise

the negative log-likelihood of the model using the Nelder-Mead algorithm, implemented in the

optim function in R. The negative log-likelihood for each model was defined as the negative sum

of the logarithms of the likelihood in each trial. Of the twenty model fits, that with the minimum

negative log-likelihood was chosen as having the best fit to the data. The parameter values from the

optimised log-likelihood function were then recovered as the best-fitting parameters for that dataset.

The likelihood equations for each model are described below.

A.1 Experiments 1 and 2

In Experiment 1, the SS model likelihood equation for a given recognition confidence response (Z)

and identification response time (ID) is almost identical to Equation A2 of Berry et al. (2012). The

only difference is that in the present experiments, σo was free to vary, rather than being fixed to
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equal 1. With this modification, the likelihood function is

L(Z, ID|I) = [Φ(λ j+1|µJr|ID,I,σ
2
Jr|ID)−Φ(λ j|µJr|ID,I,σ

2
Jr|ID)]×φ(ID|b− sµp|I,σ

2
ID) (A.1)

where I = old, new; Φ is the cumulative normal distribution function; φ is the normal density

function; µJr|RT,I and σ2
Jr|RT are the mean and variance of the conditional distribution of Jr given RT,

j = Z = 1...6, and λ = {−∞,C1,C2, ...,C5,∞}, a vector of criteria with upper and lower bounds of

positive and negative infinity. Also reflecting the newly added unequal variance assumption, the

mean of the condition distribution, Jr|ID, is calculated as

µJr|RT,I = µr|I−
sσ2

I (RT −b+ sµp|I)

s2σ2
I +σ2

p
(A.2)

and the variance, σ2
Jr|ID, as

σ
2
Jr|ID = σ

2
I +σ

2
r −

s2σ4
I

s2σ2
I +σ2

p
. (A.3)

In Experiment 2, the likelihood of recognition responses on new item trials without identification

RTs was calculated as

L(Z|I = new) = Φ(λ j+1,µJr,new,σJr,new)−Φ(λ j,µJr,new,σJr,new) (A.4)

where µJr,new = 0 and σJr,new =
√

σ2
r +σ2

new.

To fit the DPSD1 model, it was assumed that recollection could only occur for old items in line with

Yonelinas (1994). The likelihood of a familiarity-driven response to a given old item was therefore

L(Z < 6, ID|old) = (1−R)[Φ(λ j+1,µJr|ID,I,σJr|ID)−Φ(λ j)] (A.5)

Equation A.1 was used to calculate the likelihood of a recognition and identification response for a

given new item in the DPSD1 model. For new item trials without identification RTs in Experiment

2, L(Z|I = new) was calculated as stated above for the SS model.
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A.2 Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, the likelihood of a recognition response Z to an item type I (old-high, old-low,

new-high, new-low) in the extended UVSD model was

L(Z, I) = Φ(λ j+1,µI,σI)−Φ(λ j,µI,σI) (A.6)

For the extended DPSD model, the likelihood of a new item trial receiving a given recognition

response was also given by Equation A.6. For old items receiving a recognition confidence rating

between 1 and 5, the following equation was used

L(Z < 6|old) = [1−R][Φ(λ j+1,µJr|RT,I,σJr|RT)

−Φ(λ j,µJr|RT,I,σJr|RT)]×φ(ID|b− sµp,I,σ
2
ID)

(A.7)

The extended DPSD model likelihood function for old items that received a 6 rating was

L(Z = 6|old) = (1−RI)× [1−Φ(λ5,µJr|RT,I,σJr|RT)]×

φ(ID|b− sµp,I,σ
2
ID)+R×φ(ID|b− sµp,I,σ

2
ID)

(A.8)

A.3 Experiment 4

In Experiment 4, the SS and DPSD1 models were extended to fit data across four item type

conditions, rather than two (old, new). The SS model likelihood function can therefore be expressed

as Equation A.1 where I represents a vector of item types old-high, old-low, new-high, and new-low.

With this definition of I, Equations A.7 and A.8 can be used for the extended DPSD1 model.
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Appendix B

Parameter Recovery Simulations

Each of the parameter recovery simulations for the models in Chapter 3 followed a similar procedure.

First, sets of true parameters were generated from uniform distributions with bounds reflecting

a range of plausible estimates. These true parameters were then used to generate simulated

datasets from each model specification. The relevant model was then fitted to each simulated

dataset according to the model fitting procedure detailed in Appendix A. After each simulation, the

differences between the true parameter values and the fitted parameter values were analysed. The

following sections describe the generation of starting parameter estimates, including the estimation

of parameter values from the data, and the results of each simulation.

B.1 Extended UVSD Model

75 sets of "true" parameters were generated. The bounds on the distributions used to generate

these parameters are found in Table B.1. 75 datasets with 60 trials in each item characteristic

condition, for a total of 240 trials per dataset, were then simulated from the extended UVSD model

specification.

Initial estimates of µoh and µol were calculated as

µ̂o,K = Φ[P(HK)]−Φ[P(FAK)] (B.1)

where P(H) and P(FA) are hit and false alarm rates, and K represents the level of item characteristic

variability (high, low). Estimates of µnh were set to equal zero. To estimate the old item σ

parameters, z-ROC slopes were calculated using the same distributions used to estimate each old
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Table B.1: Generative lower and upper bounds a and b on the uniform distributions used to simulate
true parameters, the means of the true and estimated parameters given by the extended UVSD
model (SDs in parentheses), and the Bayes Factors of the comparisons between true and estimated
parameters.

Parameter a b True Mean Mean Estimate BF
µnh -1 1 -0.08 (0.56) -0.02 (0.73) 0.20
σnh 0.5 4 2.30 (0.98) 2.50 (1.43) 0.27
µoh 0 4 2.14 (1.08) 3.13 (6.59) 0.37
σoh 0.5 4 2.45 (1.02) 2.57 (1.45) 0.20
µol 0 4 1.94 (1.19) 2.94 (5.71) 0.47
σol 0.5 4 2.33 (1.03) 2.67 (1.90) 0.40
C1 -1 0.2 -0.42 (0.35) -0.45 (0.43) 0.20
C2 C1 +0.01 C1 +1 0.09 (0.42) 0.09 (0.48) 0.18
C3 C2 +0.01 C2 +1 0.61 (0.53) 0.63 (0.58) 0.18
C4 C3 +0.01 C3 +1 1.18 (0.58) 1.23 (0.67) 0.20
C5 C4 +0.01 C4 +1 1.68 (0.64) 1.75 (0.75) 0.21

item µ parameter. If a z-ROC slope could not be calculated due to zero or unit response probabilities,

the relevant σ parameter was estimated to equal 1.25. The lowest criterion, C1, was estimated with

the formula

Ĉ1 = Φ[1−
(

ΣX2|N

n

)
] (B.2)

The difference between each successive criterion and the previous was then calculated as

∆̂Ci = Φ[1−
(

ΣXi+1|N
n

)
]−Φ[1−

(
ΣXi|N

n

)
] (B.3)

The sampling distributions for the starting values of the fitting routine are found in Table B.1.

Results

Estimates of each parameter from fits to simulated data were compared with the true parameter

values that generated each simulated dataset using Bayesian t-tests. As seen in Table B.1, most

of the Bayes Factors from these t-tests were less than 0.33, indicating strong evidence for there

being no difference between the true and recovered parameters. There were only three exceptions;

inconclusive evidence for a difference was found for µoh,µol, and σol, although the Bayes Factors

for each of these comparisons were still relatively low. This indicates that the extended UVSD

model’s parameters can be successfully recovered from simulated data with the same number

of trials and datasets as Experiment 3. Some outlying parameter estimates were produced when

fitting the UVSD model to these simulated data. These are reflected in the means and standard
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Table B.2: Generative lower and upper bounds a and b on the uniform distributions used to simulate
true parameters of the extended DPSD model, the means of the true and estimated parameters given
by the model (SDs in parentheses), and the Bayes Factors of the comparisons between true and
estimated parameters.

Parameter a b True Mean Mean Estimate BF
µnh -1 1 0 (0.56) -0.01 (0.84) 0.18
µoh 0 4 1.94 (1.06) 4.73 (6.91) 0.53
µol 0 4 1.90 (1.16) 4.71 (7.05) 1.44
Rh .1 .6 .37 (.15) .46 (.30) 0.18
Rl .1 .6 .35 (.15) .35 (.28) 0.18
C1 -1 0.2 -0.38 (0.36) -0.54 (0.52) 0.18
C2 C1 +0.01 C1 +1 0.14 (0.52) 0.20 (0.76) 0.18
C3 C2 +0.01 C2 +1 0.70 (0.60) 1.06 (1.06) 0.18
C4 C3 +0.01 C3 +1 1.22 (0.68) 1.96 (1.56) 0.20
C5 C4 +0.01 C4 +1 1.77 (0.72) 3.27 (2.00) 1.11

deviations of some parameters, particularly µoh and µol. Although these outliers make the means

less representative of the model’s general predictions about data, the model can regardless still

produce a generally accurate account of the generative parameters of simulated data.

B.2 Extended DPSD Model

75 datasets with 60 trials per item characteristic variability condition were simulated from the

model specification. The initial estimates of the old item µ parameters and the decision criteria

were calculated from the data in the same way as in the UVSD model. The starting estimates from

the remaining free parameters in the model (µnh,Rh,Rl) were estimated from a uniform distribution

in every repetition of the model fitting procedure (see Table B.2).

The results from the fit procedure are also found in Table B.2. As with the UVSD model, there

was evidence for an absence of a difference between the true and estimated values for all but three

parameters. Bayes Factors for µoh,µol and C5 indicated inconclusive evidence for a difference

between the generative parameters and the parameter estimates given by the DPSD model. In each

case, this was likely the result of outlying values given by the fit procedure which, like in the UVSD

model, are reflected in the mean and standard deviation for each of these parameters. Despite this,

the rest of the model’s parameters, including its two recollection parameters, were recovered well.
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Table B.3: Generative lower and upper bounds a and b on the uniform distributions used to simulate
true parameters of the extended SS model, the means of the true and estimated parameters given
by the model (SDs in parentheses), and the Bayes Factors of the comparisons between true and
estimated parameters.

Parameter a b True Mean Mean Estimate BF
µnh -1 1 0.07 (0.54) 0.1 (0.57) 0.18
µoh 0 2 1.05 (0.61) 1.08 (0.66) 0.19
µol 0 2 0.95 (0.56) 1.04 (0.70) 0.83
σnh 0.5 2.5 1.60 (0.60) 1.64 (0.86) 0.15
σoh 0.5 2.5 1.51 (0.57) 1.47 (0.74) 0.17
σol 0.5 2.5 1.59 (0.59) 1.71 (1.16) 0.26
b 7 9 8.07 (0.59) 8.06 (0.59) 0.14
s 0.1 0.3 0.19 (0.06) 0.19 (0.10) 0.13
σp 0.5 1.5 1.05 (0.30) 1.04 (0.30) 0.31
C1 -1 -0.2 -0.01 (0.11) 0.01 (0.20) 0.20
C2 C1 +0.01 C1 +1 0.51 (0.29) 0.53 (0.31) 0.22
C3 C2 +0.01 C2 +1 0.98 (0.43) 1 (0.45) 0.16
C4 C3 +0.01 C3 +1 1.51 (0.53) 1.55 (0.61) 0.26
C5 C4 +0.01 C4 +1 2.01 (0.64) 2.04 (0.70) 0.19

Table B.4: Generative lower and upper bounds a and b on the uniform distributions used to simulate
true parameters of the extended DPSD1 model, the means of the true and estimated parameters
given by the model (SDs in parentheses), and the Bayes Factors of the comparisons between true
and estimated parameters.

Parameter a b True Mean Mean Estimate BF
µnh -1 1 -0.02 (0.59) -0.01 (0.59) 0.16
µoh 0 2 1.09 (0.55) 1.14 (0.60) 0.54
µol 0 2 1.05 (0.58) 1.06 (0.63) 0.14
Rh 0 0.6 0.31 (0.17) 0.30 (0.17) 0.18
Rl 0 0.6 0.30 (0.17) 0.30 (0.18) 0.13
b 7 9 8.09 (0.62) 8.10 (0.60) 0.22
s 0.1 0.3 0.21 (0.06) 0.24 (0.13) 0.86
σp 0.5 1.5 0.99 (0.29) 0.97 (0.30) 0.70
C1 -1 -0.2 0 (0.12) 0.02 (0.17) 0.25
C2 C1 +0.1 C1 +1 0.52 (0.29) 0.55 (0.32) 0.45
C3 C2 +0.1 C2 +1 1.08 (0.40) 1.11 (0.45) 0.31
C4 C3 +0.1 C3 +1 1.64 (0.50) 1.69 (0.60) 0.79
C5 C4 +0.1 C4 +1 2.18 (0.53) 5.26 (13) 0.94
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B.3 Extended Models of Recognition and Priming

The extended SS and DPSD1 models were each fitted to 75 simulated datasets with 60 trials per

item characteristic variability condition. The parameters of the generative distributions of the

true parameters for these models, along with the mean estimated parameters and Bayes Factors

comparing these estimates can be found in Tables B.3 and B.4.

For the SS model, Bayesian t-tests gave evidence for no difference between all true and estimated

parameter values with the exception of µol, for which inconclusive evidence was found. Given

this and the relatively low inconclusive Bayes Factor for µol (BF = 0.83), the extended SS model

recovers generative parameters well. For the DPSD1 model, two model fits were excluded for

returning large outlying values of the C5 parameter. Bayesian t-tests on the remaining 73 parameter

values and model fits indicated no difference between true values and estimated values of seven

parameters; µnh, µol, Rh, Rl, b, C1, and C3. The remaining six parameters yielded inconclusive

Bayes Factors, the largest being C5 with a BF = 0.94.

Overall, the model was able to recover most of its generative parameters, albeit with less precision

than the extended SS model. A small number of C5 parameter estimates were still notably larger

than their corresponding true values, as seen in the larger mean and standard deviation for these

estimates. This behaviour where C5 converges to a higher value is likely driven by a lack of

responses in some categories in each item characteristic variability condition. In simulations with a

higher number of trials and no missing data in any of the response categories, this behaviour is not

apparent. For instance, running the same parameter recovery simulation with 200 trials per item

characteristic condition yields a mean estimated C5 = 2.36 (SD = 1.31), close to the true mean 2.17

(SD = 2.17). This means that although the model is recoverable in principle, it may output some

psychologically implausible parameter estimates for data with a smaller number of trials. These

outliers are rare, however, and can therefore be dealt with by exclusion.
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